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Introduction
tAte hive all faced issues on which we did not agree and have experienced that which we felt wrong or unjust. But in those, inequitable
situations we have often been hesitant to rebel. Most often we have
held; our tongues and persevered. The 'days of 'silence and suppiessed
protest are, begiiming to disappear, and more and more people arr&tr-'
cisingltheir right to speak up.
The courts today are often upholding the rights of employees to criticize their employers publicly. The right of free speech under First
Amendment protection is not only making such criticism possible but
encouraging it. Employers are prevented from trying to silence or
punish ,'those who do speak out. Federal laws protect individuals who file
distrirnination suits from harassment by employers.
, The Jaw today not only prohibits discrimination but prohibits represSion of those who attempt to have discrimination eliminated.. The right

to speak up is indeed protected, and it is this right which must be

4.,

. .ercised if discrimination is to be eliminated.
This book was written to provide the, public with thetools to. "speak
up'; against discrimination, to "speak up" for,equality, Defining equality,
.knowing the laws of its enforcement, understanding the 'court ,procedures, realizing the a4renues for change, and committing oneself td
don are all essential tools addressed within this text.
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What Does' Equality Mean?
Christine Grant.
Introduction

This chapter was written.,with the assumption that all 'recent federal
legislation prohibitink,sex-based discrithination was necessitated by the
fact that "women in the past have been the object of discrimination,
even though there are initanceSwherle the reverse may beltrue,,Perhaps
the validity of. this assumption can best- be demonstrated by an examination of interscholastic and intercollegiate athletics for male's, and
fernales in this country in the twentieth century. However, a study.
of many physical;education programs could also support ,the assumption.
This section deals not only with the letter 9f -the laW but also the

intent of the law. Unfortunately, the letter and the intent are not always in harmony and; in Sbme instances, 'appear to to be in, conflict.
In addition, since the definition of equality may differ because of different perspectives; there has been an'attempt to examine the concept
Of equality, as it is perceived by the various groups affected, i.e., stydents, facutty and administrators. In the. process, major problems are
discussed. To fUse the letter' and the intent ofthe ldw,' there is also a
brief summary of.Viat seems to be ,f'jtist and fair" "to the people in.

volved.
'
MAny administrators may agree with the suggestions offered:' others
.
may.not. Their reactior depend on their definitions of equality. Many
lawyers may agree with the interpretations Offered, while Others may
.

not. Unfortunately, it is likely that only Court cases will be able, to
give .the "correct answers" and this may take years( MeanWhile, it is
essential tliat each individual attempt to establish her/his own definition of equality and the administration's definition of equality as a,
starting point for Progreis.

I. The Problem of Words: Equality/Equat'Opportunity/Comparabiliti/Equitt
.
.

_

According to Webster's 'dictionary, the synonYm for equalis:"same,"
and one of the early meanings of the. word is "exactly the sam'eln
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measu
quantity, number or degr'eei like in value; quality, status or
posit n," Ecluality is defined as: "bharacter or -.condition of
being
eq 1." From these words, there is the implication of no ,differences,
ceillinly the intent of recent federal legislation has been to create

e stage for a society where all peoples regardless of gertr, will be
treated in the same manner.'
lnlhe transition stage, problems have arisen, since it is impossible to'
merge two unequal parts and create a whole which demonstrates equality. The-problems encountered in acKieving equality for the blaek
race
in this country perhaps best illustrate this point. 1-,lence, during the
transition period, The law has' encouraged the creation of affirmative and
,remedial action programs to accelerate the move, toward_eqtiality.
Equal opportunity, as term associated with many pies of legislation,
again implies the necessity to offer the same opportunity, However, in
the Title IN Regulation, and espeetally- in the Athletics section
86.41, c,
"equal" Obviously does not mean the "same" with reprd
to the selection Of sports for males and females and most especially with regard to
equal funding for male and female teams or programs,. Hence
the word...
comparability has come into vogue: Butwhat does the term mean?
The dicVonary definitions of "compare" are interesting, NaMely,
for
the transitive verb they are: "(1) to represent as similar; to liken;
(2)
to
examine the character or qualities of, for the purpose of discOvering
their resemblances or differences" (author's emphasis). For the
verb, it is: "to be like or equal; to admit, or be worthy of, intransitive
With this word, while there may be syong similarities orcomparison."
samenesses,
there 'is also the implication that diaerences,may exist. The
crucial
question becomes: to what extent may differences be permitted?'
It is-at this point that one-tends to believe that this transition period
between now and the ,true emergence of equality in our society will be
impossible to cope, with. 'There is yet another word which may help
solve a difficult situation: equity. Ani4ng the definitions are the following: "(1) state or quality of being equal Or fair; fairness in
dealing.
(2.) that Which is equitable (justj or fair:"
While equality may .be the ultimate objective, perhaps equity Aduld
be the immediate objective.' With regard to achievAng equity
at a given
institution, perhaps all pi'oposed actions could best be evaluated by
examining them in light'of the following crucial questions:

Will the action enable the disadvantaged to move eveditiously
in a positive direction toward equality? ;',"

Will the action it!, any way further disaclvantage the p?evioUsly. dis'advantaged,group7

Obviously. the answer to the first question should always be "yes" and
the answer to the second, "most.yefinitely not."

II. Equality or E5uiv frow the Stu dent Perspective
As previously mentioned, equality/has the implication of "no differences': in the oRpcfetunities for, and treatment of, people regardless
of gender. Thus, in;the future, if one assumes that no signifitant. dif-.
ferences exist between the sexes that could affect performancel? physical education or athletics, then one would anticipate that all physical
education classes and intercollegiate athletic teams would be open to all
students, hence coeducational.
The impact of state and national Equ 11 Rights Amendments remains
to be seen; however, there seems to be little question that they will
have significant implications for the issue of coeducational versus-single
detailed dissex Physical education and athletic programs. (For more
Amendmei(its,
see
Chapter
III.)
cussion of the Equal Rights
KEY ISSUE: SINGLE /SEPARATE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES

It will be noted that tke previous predictions were based on the

assumption that there are no significant differences between the sexes
which would affect performance in physical education and athletics.
However, at the current time, one must conclude that in the population
as a whole, there are significant differences which could affect the physical pe,rformance: These differences may exist for one or both of the
following reasons!,

,

' Historically, girls 'and women/have been denied the opportunity
and the encouragement to develop their physical skills. Moreover,
the societal attitude,. still present in the 1970s, tends to berate the
athletic accomplishments of women and has provided much of the
"rationale for continuing flagrant discrimination against women
in sport. For these reasons, it has yet to be determined what
women's physical capabilities are.

o

,

There is substantial research t'o v rify the claims that, following
puberty, there are significant di rences between the sexes with
regard particularly to height, weight, and strength factors.
p
...
With regard to physical education, it appears that HEW has rejected
both of these reasons, for it is mandated in Title IX that "a funding
recipient may npt operate classes or activities separately on the basis of

.

sex" (al, p, 15, sec, 3) and that the proiram must.be
operated without
discrimination on the basis of :ex. Perhaps it is hoped that the
will best be served by a tunctionat (ability) classification ratherstudents.
than a
sex-based classification. However, it should be noted that following
puberty, males are at the faworable end of the range for physical,
if not
societal, reasons as shown below.
Low Performance

High,Performance
MALES

FEMALES

.4

Note: The extent of the overtaplias yet to be determined.

P rhaps in the future, it will be shown that' the legislative objective
dis rviced by such a classificatigm, for While stereotyping could, is
be
eli inated by such a classification,.
actual physical differences will 'not
disappear.
KEY ISSUES: SINGLE /SEPARATE ATHLETIC TEAMS

In what appears

to be ai.pracioxical position, the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare for one or both of the aforemintioned
reasons has permitted separate athletic teams to exist for males and females "where selection for such teams is based upon competitive Jails
or the activity involved is a contact spprt" (48,
pp. 24142). It would
therefore appear that the intent of the Title IX Regulation
with regard to
intercollegiate athletics is to have equality in some instances and equity
in others.
One of the. key questions arising from this section in the Title IX
Regulation is: Single or separate_ teamswhat constitutes equalij/

.

equity?

As viewed by some people, the soldtion to the problem is to allow
'both sexes to try out for all teams; and in theory,
the result would
produce coed teams with all students treated in exactly the same manner:

However, again the basic assumption is that there are no significant
physical differences between the sexes. While opponents to this solution may agree that this proposal would theoretically give women
immediate access to the many advantages in the better
funded men's
programs, they are also quick to point out that the effect of this polio,/

I
4
4

1
would be to create pie4)rninartly or exclusively male teams, thus the.
principle of equal opportunity would be violated (108).
To prevent the antiCipated imbalance, several other alternatives have
been suggested (10

,

=
4

.
to'
'1. Field two team in each sport where the varsity ,team N open to

male and female` students, While the second team is open only to
females. Several problems could arise with this solution:

,
The action would be discrimi atory, against.males . .
would
be
Competing
idthe
coed
Tho mosthighlyskilled wom n
team, thereforeSubstantially eclucilg The quality of the women's
team
There could be administrative problem§ with regard to sched- _
tiling against- compahble "varsity'" teams.

2. Field two, teams in each sport where the 'varsity team is open to
male and female studenhile the second team has a 50-50 male/
female ratio. Again, it is likely that \ the varsity `wciuld be pre--dorritrrant-13,c_rogle and therefogeg4overall the. men 'Would have

a'

,
eater opportunity for participation.
3. yield one or two teams in''each sports and, have a 502.50 male/

female ratio in each instance, T 's suggespn shows real post

competition is estruttured
pouf
sibilities for certain' individual
.4
against
males
and
feniales compete.against
so that mal s cornpele
badminton.
In. most sports, time
females, e/! golf, tennis and
that
males could compete
periods of events could be alternated so
female-s
with the final result
against males and females against
this
would
be a fast method.
being the aggregate score.,Obviously
by which to achieve. equality of treatment of students. Moreover, ;travel expenses would he cOnsolidated in this aspect of the
progiam. However, in other instances::greater travel expenditures
and time commitment would be necessitated a`the women's teams
had to be drawn into the geographically large conferdicces, e.g.,
the Big Ten, Pacific Eight, etc. because of the ,difference in level
of competition, most Women's teams are currentlyable to schedule
within the state or a small geographic area (see page 09k. With
many of the team sports (e.g., football, basketball, volleyball,
f ield,hpckey). additional problems arise, revolving around: \
.

.

.,

the ability_ofWomen to compete safely with men when height,
weight, and st ength differentials are reflected in-the spo
competing with women when height',-weight;
the fairness of
and strength diffe ntials are reflected 'in-the sport. Such differ..
5

.1.

may result in either -ostracism or unfair exploitation
tip females on the team.
enc sits

,

Fret several teams based on height/weight
classifications. Theo-,
re 'catty this would produce coed teams, but the following prob:lens could occur:

,

It is highly possible that the strength factor would favor males
even when'. the height/weight factors were kept constant. This
again could produCe predominantly male teams ,which would
perpetuate discriinination against women
sk\The system would be expensive because it would require a great
number of teams
It would be necessary for many_schools and colleges to adopt
this sySteni; otherwise the scheduling of comparable competition
would be impossible.

5; Field "separate but equal ".teams for each sex in every sport. Because
of the problems which arise when attempting to provide equality
(sameness), many in athletics are advocating equity in this instance,
i.e., ."sepal.ate but equal" teams for fenialesind males at the cur-

rent time. egally the "separate but equal"
doctrine,, which has
been consi eretl to be inherently unequal with regard to the racial
situation ( 33), has been perinitted .by the Title IX' Regulations,
and it is likely that the rationale has been that the intereSts .offemales cannot be served in any 'other way. However, while this
solution tends toalleviate the problem of opportunity for students
to; participate in athletics, several questions arise::.
Should there be an equal.number Of sports offered to males and
females?

.

Should the same sports be offered to males aktd-temales or can
there bedifferent sports for.the sexes?
ShOuld there be the same numbgr-of-teams 'eath'sport?
Should there be the same-niim er of players on each squad?
It is at this point th
e institution as choices, and hopefully the
administration's dec ions will reflect jus solutions Which reflect the
interests andbilities of both male and female students.
This may be the ideal time to stress the need for equity with regard
to the number and, kinds of sports and the number of teams open to
male and*male students, while achieving.equality with regard to the
treatment of students in. all sports. Unfortunately 'the institutions appear to be making slow. progress toward either objective., At many
schools and colleges; female students have yet- to experience equity of
6

.

is. there equality in the
'offerings and at very few (if any) Institutions
federal legislation is necessary.
treatment of students. This is why
M'male tears{, and one coed
6. Field three teams (one male tom, onefor more participants, which
team). Although this would provide
would also be some Prbblems, such
many people advocate, there
of scheduling competition for all
is the expense and the difficulty
male/females
and the problems reteams. Moreover, the ratio of
still
must
be dealt with.
'lated to the mixed teams in team sports
of the sexes; the following
Where no comparable team exists for one
suggestions may be considered:

disadvantaged sex if interest acid
the creation. of a team for the
ability warrant it'
both sexes if there are insufficient
the opening of the opportunity to
It should be rioted
numbers to form two, separate but equal teams,in relation to coed
mentioned
here that the problems already
(e.g., ratio, safety, etc.).
have
to
be
solved
teams would
theeis'dpattern of equal
keeping such teams'closed to one sex, if both sexes al an institufor
opportunity for athletic competitionand
eight sports for females,
eight'
sports
for
males
tion, e.g.,
though not necessarily the same sports.

)

KEY ISSUES: SCHOLARSHIPS
institution need not offer an
Currently, under Title IX Regulations, an
Rather, ah in-

scholarships for each sex.
identical number of athletic
opportunities for such awards kir
stitution "must prqvide reasonable
the_murnber of students of each
members. of each sex in proportion.tb intercollegiate athletics' (48, p.
.
sex participating in ipterscholastic or
24142) (author's emphasis).
this aspect, HEW' has_atThus, rather than mandating equality ondifficult to determine, -due
tempted to legislate equity, which will be
...in part, to the following factors;,..
ales
and
females
differences in the nu ber of. sports offered join
corrected by-the institution)
(but this could be fairly easily
on-each squad when separdte
differences in the number of players (this could also be easily corteams in the same sports are available
rected by the institution)
of teams offered in each sport, e.g.,
1 differences in the number available to one sex while the' other
often only a varsity team is be selected for two, three or four
sex may have oppOrtunities to
,

..,

teams. In some institutions this
is a philosophical
tween those in control'of men's
difference. beand
women's athletics, i.e.,. tend-,
ing toward the prihciple of
'to participation for the selectedparticipation foi many-, as opposed
/ew, Again, this should be
at the institutional'

rectified
le01.!differences In the number of students
participating in what could
be termed "comparable"
field hockey. Of all the sports opportunities, e.g., football and
mentioned,
ficult to solve 'and has problems
caused considerable this is the most difNCAA and supporters of
pressure from the
to exempt contact and/or merCseathletics to be brought upon HEW
revenue-producing sports from Title IX.
Although the attempt has been
unsuccessful to date, the loophole
for an imbalance
in financial aid opportunities still
ample, in the "comparable"
exists. For exwhere the number required sports of football and field hockey,
to play each game is identical, the
number typically carried on each
squad differs
many institutions,
At
approximately 140 men are on thesignificantly.
football squad,
while approximately 20 women
NCAA regulations for Division Iare on the field hockey squad.
schools permit 95 scholarships
(reduced- from 105 in 1976)
to
ease
financial problems. Many
people question why inter
Ilegiate
football
ships when professional tearltis
teams need 95 scholaronly 43 players. This problem of
numbers undoubtedly caus carry
HEW to create the "proportional"
solution. Thus, if 400 men and 200
an institution could be expected women participate in athletics,
basis. It ,should be noted that to provide scholarships on a 2-1
compliance with the proportional
requirement probably will be judged
on an entire male/female program basis rather than on
a
sport-to-sport
basis. In addition,
tact sport scholarships do not
conappear
to
be
exempted from this
proportional requirement.
If any institution is truly committed
to the concept of equality with
regard to financial aid (and Title
IX
has
not mandated this),
two alternatives:
there are
0. Decrease the number of football
scholar:Ships to a number
able to all other teams
comparPermit increased participation in
women's athletics, i.e., the creation of additional
teams (2nd, 3rd and
of male/female participants is equal. 4th teams) until the number
It is unlikely that many
could
second alternative, and thusinstitutions
the first would financially cope with the
appear to be the only solution. Unfortunately, any courageous
institution willing
.6

to take this

4'

8
.1

step might also be committing financial suicide, since only a few of the
top athletes could be attracted to any given institution. As a result, it
would be difficult to field top competitive teams, spectators might de-

crease in numbers, and the revenue to support other athletic teams
would disappear. Consequently, it would be imperative that such a
step be taken, not by one institution, but by the entire nation. The solution to this problem muse lie entirely on the shoulders of the main
national governing organizations. Such a mandate could only be made
if sufficient individual institutions recommend and support it. Might
not every school other than the super-powers stand to benefit by dras-

tic cuts, e.g., to 20 football scholarships? Is there not a strong possibility that the top thousand high school foOtball players would tend
to distribute themselves across the nation and create more equally
balanced teams?

Basically the same argument can be made with respect to the maximum amount of each scholarship. Briefly, the situation is such that
Legally it is questionable whether an institution can offer full-ride
scholarships to men and tuition-only scholarships to women.
,Few, if any, institutions can afford to duplicate the full-ride scholarship system for women, e.g., tuition, room and board, and books.
Hence, if the institution, cannot financially afford the maximum
amount for female scholarships, another alternative would be to
reduce the maximum amount for male scholarships.
Once again, this action by an individual institution could be suicidal under the present system.
Another alternative within an institution is to reduce or eliminate
the scholarships for the male non-revenue sports (this appears to
be occurring already). Once more, it is a philosophical decision

which can be made at the institutional level, but opposition to
such a solution is likely to come from the men's "minor" sports and
from those in women's athletics since the philosophy of the latter
group seems to favor the all sports are created equal" principle.

Perhaps the entire controversy will be resolved' by the combined efforts of governing organizations for both men and women. Failing this,
however, perhaps an elnergency
national meeting of all college presipresi/,
dents c6,uld be calledl o, deal with the situation since it is the presidents
who ultimately must--lit accountable in terms of equality and in balancing the budge.ts;., Anather possibility would be to have a combined
meeting of represe4Oves,college presidents and leaders of men's and
women's' athletic gOVerning, organizations.
9

KEY ISSUES: UNEQUAL EXPENDITURES
ogNA,

There are several problems related to the mandating of equal expenditures for men's and women's athletic programs:
differences in the number of participants (see previous section)
. scholarship expenditurei (see previous section)
men's conference structure versus women's conference structure
sources of funding for men's and women's programs (see -pages
21-23).

The fact that Title I

has not mandated equal aggregate expenditures
le programs has brought considerable criticism.
Doubtless much of this criticism has cone from those directly concerned
with gitls' and women's athletic programs and from those alarmed by
the r lts of a 1974 informal survey conducted by WomenSports. In
this article it was stated that: "In schools, boys' budgets, on the averQge, were five times larger than girls'; in colleges men used thirty times
as much money. And that's only an average. In some universities, the
men's budget WRas 100 times as great as the vomen's in the '73-'74 academic year." 022, p. 37).
Obviot1s4i. those committed to the concept of equality cannot sup-4
port the'Title IX loophole which permits the continuation of such dis2
crimination. This position has been stated by the Americari Civil Liberties Union which, commenting'on an early draft of the Title IX Regulations, stated that: "Although an evaluation of expenditures would
surely be the. ?lost effective criterion for assessing institutional compliance with the other subdivisions of 86.38(86.41 in the current Regulation), the final provision (equal expenditures not required) makes..
such an evaluation impossible" (31, p. 16, sec.). Moreover,' it is
noted that the separate 'but equal team structure must ensure equality,
and that this "cannot be assured unless equal per capita expenditures
for each sex are required" (31, p. 14, sec. 14).
Legally it may be possible to argue that the overall legislative objective,,is disserviced by the unequal expenditures i5iovision because thiV'
specific objective is improper (i.e., if the objective is to keep women
from participating in athletics), or boause this objective is based upon
an' erroneous assumption (i.e., worriOkdo not want to participate in
certain sports). Moreover, the courfg may rule that cost savings do not
justify the denial of equal protection or that such a provision denies
equal educational opportunity (31).
The main problem in this area not discussed in the previous section
is the men's conference structure. The current situation is that male

for the male and fe

10

teams in many institutions are bound into geographically. widespread \
conferences. The majority of the women's teams, on the other hand,
have open scheduling, which permits the scheduling of nearby comparable teams in each sport, with access to top competition assured through
successful performances in the following Structure:

National Tournament

F
Regional Tournament
State Tournament

This difference-in scheduling helps to account for it least part' of the
differences in the unequal expenditures since travel° costs constitute a
fair section of the budget. To duplicate the current conferences or to
incorporate women's teams into existing conferences is financially 'out
of the question and competitively unnecessary at this time. It is essential
for each institution to evaluate whether such conferences for men in the
future will be financially feasible and/or competitively necessary. Again,
it will take a courageous institution to withdraw the men's 'teams from
such conferences.

.

,

The entire issue- of equal expenditures is further complicated by an.
_apparent difference in philosophy between those in men's and women's
athletics. At one end of the spectrum is the big-business athletic program where everything is accorded the athlete and where, in return,
winning performances are expected or demanded. At ,the other end is
the club sport, wherein few provisions, financial or otherwise, are accorded the athlete and wlieriin the participants make demands upoir
themselves with regard to results (wins). Between the 'two extremes,
but closer to the club spqrt than to the business sport, lie most women's
of such programs are caught in a
athletic programs: Those_in
bind. Philosophically they are more oriented toward maximum participation and athletics for the athletes' sake rather than for the spectators';

yet, they are also committed to the concept of equality and are op-

posed to discriminatory practices. To such people, the optimal level for
all athletic progiams ties between the concept of club,,oports, which
tends tO necessitate considerable financial outlay by the'individual student, and the concept of big-time athletics, which tends to necessitate
considerable financial !outlay by the institution. To achieve the optimal
level may necessitate the curtailMent of many current male programs,

.,

and altho gh institutions may a ee that escalating The women's
programs to ale levels is not finan ally

possible (or educaliOnally sound),
the same nstitutiOns are maki g no move to' ffect
any curtailment of
.male programs. Ufttil therpolfS, it .would
f
that
women are left
with no alternative but to tempt. to escalate t
.programs to achieve
?

equalifSf.
,

.

i4.:fi.:, , 1- I.

.

KEY, ISSUES: DIFFERENCES IN REGULATIONS
..

Ultimately, in any given institution, the rults and
regulations for
Male and female Athletes should be the 'same.
Currently
there are can- -..
siderable differences, and while "reasonable"
differences may be permitted under Title IX, that which is "reasonable"
has not been defined,
Among the key differences
4

n:.

are the following:
differences in eligibility to participte
differences in eligibility for scholarship.

7
While it may be legally possible to maintain such
differences,' since. /'
Title IX permits the existence of different administrative
men's and women's programs at the institutional level, structures for
which should be addressed. Again; the solution to'the this is an issue
problem would
appear to lie at he level of the national organizations. While
no progress has been made at this level to date, attempts
are
being
made
to determine if rules based on philosophical approaches
can
bellegally
defended. At some institutions the adoption of
the
more
stringent
rules
(usually the men's rules) are being considered in order
to solve the
problem. This solution, however, may
cause oppositiOn from those in
women's athleticS since. this could be 'egarded
as the first step toward
the adoption. of the "male athlete rriodel" as the institutional "model,"
thereby eliminating the possibility of the creation of an alternate
approach.

Hopefully the problem in this area can be solved
either by a joint
committee,of representatives from all governing bodies or, if necessary,
by a joint committee comprised of college presidents
and the repre-'
sentatives from the governing bodies.
KEY ,ISSUES: RECRUITING PipCEDURES AND
PRACTICES

ecruitment has problems similar to those discussed previously:
Most institutions cannot afford to duplicate the
current male model
f recruiting procedures and practices.
12
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Many of .those in women s athletics pear to be phil
opposed to such procedures and practices.

.

y

.

It is a current practice for Many in men's atbleticslo a
orne s
tice the best-athletes to a given institution, _Whereas tho
olle
already
e
athletics frequen4y, coach the .loceSt athletes who have
\onfronting
the
institution
has
been
at the institution. The' problem
,
\ =Ns ..
summarized this way:
.
The issue' of ,sex discrimination does not rest onwhetfier or. riot
..

.

,

'recruiting is desirable.. Ivrests on equallty.NFo exainple, if an inStitudesirable, it may wish
asize. recruiting for
either to use the presstire,for equity to de-e
males, or to begin recruiting female athletes w th he same intensity
d
\
they have been recruiting males, (16a, p. 9)
,\
and-4.utiVerSity
presidents
.,
Agairl,it ,.would appear, necessary for college
to'rneet
with
the
leaders
who are aware ofthe overall financial Situation
of national intercollegiate governing organizations to resolve thiS prob-, tion feels that recruiting'stadent athletes is n

"

lem.

,

,
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PUTTING PRINCIPLES, --INTO PRACTICE: RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR CONSIDERATION: ATHLETICS
T. Affirmative,aClion steps should be taken to overcome the effeetS. of
past discriinination and to encobrage women to consider the mor.'
tunitieS now afforded them in intecollegiate athletics L ' 9
1

,

2. There should now be an equitable number of opportunities for

males and females to compete in athletics if a sufficient nulxnberlof students express -arrinterest in obtaining su0 opportunities. Ultu4 nately

there should be equal opportunities. The current difference between ..
the male and female standards of performance should riot justify an
alance in offerings. There must be affirmative action to equalize(.,,
i
.
opportunities.
t
exists,
an
3. Where a current imbalance of male/female participants
4.,
institution should be required to prove that the situation! is not
being created by discriminatory practices.
4. At the current time, sex-segregated teams appear -to be the most /
viable option since the other alternatives are less equitably to . vomen.
(Exceptions: pre-puberty teams and where no compatable tean't can
be created for the disadvantaged sex.)
5. True equity should exist in other areas:
a. There could be no overall pattern of ifference in the provision
.1

1

.

0

N.

I

,

rviand quality of supplies and equipme
13

or male and female teams.

There should be an equal, sharing, of all facilities for practice

and game schedules. PractiCe and game 'times should-also reflect
equality.
,
c. There sl ululd be an overall pattern
patte of equality with regard to the
nuinbet of _practices, the number of games, sand the quality of
competition.
d. Per diem.alloWances shoUld be the same for all a thletes:
.r

...

°

e.

f.

g.

'

There should be an institutional policy to ensure equality in
means of transportation available, according to distance to,. be

traveled and size of team involved.
- '
All students should have the Benefit of having highly 'qualjfiecl',
coothes. The ratio of student/coach should demonstrate theiforin-,
ciple ,of equality.
All students shbuld'have the same academic tutoring opportimities.

h. Both sexes should experience the same quantity and quality of

locker room provisions.
sexe
uldhiacvese. equal access to the game medical and
athletic training
The provision of h using and dining facilit ,ies and services should
reflect the same cip rtunities for all athleteS.
Athletes , should &e ual with regard ;to privileges, e.g., credit
for participating,' exemption from physical education requirements, awards for participation.
chool/ university'publications and any public information ofices of the institution should reflect equal concern for the publicity
f the girls/women's programs.
11 athletes should be adequately insured:
n.
here should be equal opportunity for 'athletes interested in
btaining employment.

6. Dur g the transition, period there should be at a given, institutibn:
a.
nancial aid equity awarded on a proportional basis
b. quity in expenditures, reflected' in, equitable per capita figure
ressurt by individual institutions upon national organizations
o resolve the problems related to equality it): financial aid, expenditures, rules and regulations, and, recruiting procedures

7. In the future there should be stated goals to ensure that, at a given
institution, there will be equality with regard to:
a. financial aid opportunities
b. expenditures for male and female,progcams
c.

d.

rules and' regulations
recruitment procedures and expenditures
)
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION: PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
1. , If it is believed that significant differences exist between the sexes
with .regard to physical performance, it appears .A;lesirable in the,
pOst,pubertal years to offer single-sex sections and coed sections ili

activity classes to satisfy both the letter and the intent of the law.

2.. Where the above is unfeasible; it is possible thai two grading standards,
will be necessitated since it may be totally unfair to the female tsex
to grade on one Standard:
be
3 It is essential that phSrical education requirements for graduation
the same.
4. It is imperative that ihere be eqUaLsharing of facilities and an equality
of equipment available fo all students.

5. With regard Co physical edueatidn majors at the college level, it is o
necessary. that equality exist with regard to:
a: gtade point average- requirements
I
b. course requirements
'cc opportunities to obtain the same credentials, e.g., coaching classes,
coaching-certification, etcy because, as stated in t ne dOcument:
w

"Policies which prohibit one sex from taking coursos whiCh develop

their skills would have the. lingeringeffect of, limiting future job
opportunities and would be- a violation of Title.IX" (108, P. 4).

III. Equality or Equity from the Faculty Perspective
Several laws have been passed to prevent discriminatory practices
in employment, and all aspects' of employment are now covered by one
or more federal laws, i.e., hiring, salaries, opportunities for promotion
and advancement, availability of support services, and fringe benefits
(State Equal Rights. Amendments, Tale VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972-, Equal Pay Act of,
1963, and ExecutiVe Orders 11246 and 11375): Therefore, in theory tliere.,

should be equal employment opportunities 'for women in physic
educati,on and athletic's; in practice, however, this is -nor the case.
KEY''PAOBLEMS: SALARIES

At the public school level the salary problem does not generally exist
for those physical education since frost school boards have established
wage scales based on educational qualifica' tions and years of experience.
A feW districts, however, continue to credit Military experience on tf;e
salary schedule and to provide supplements for heads of household..
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These practices typically are beneficial only to males and
thereto&
cgpstitute a gource of discrimination.
In
interscholastic
athletics,
hive ben considerable disparities in the financial reimbursementthere
for
male and female coaches despite the fact that Women
are often equally
qualified and often works the same number of hours as their counterparts.
Sometimes, egardless of the gender, of the coach, those
in worttenT
atiletics are id less than those in men's athletics.
At the college and university levels, there appear to be salary
probleffis
in both physical education and athletics. According
to
the
Ashisraft
study (1), in colleges and universities male physical educators
were paid
higher salaries' than female phys'i%cal educators when
rank
and
degree
/
were equal.
,
The entire question of salar differential, however, is
very complex
because it is dependent not only upon educational qualifications
(degrees')
and experience, but upon "productivity" as well. Hence, in
instances, the higher male, salaries. have been "substantiated' many
by the
fact'that there was greater productivity by
" rria. le promotions at a faster rate. Further the men, which -prompted
investigation, however, may
show that in many institutions
,men enjoy lighter teaching loads, more
time for research with greater, access to research facilities and
equipment,
and more secretarial assistaice.
..
In the area of athleticsat the college and university levels,
differential is-even more obvious and more complex. Briefly, the salary,
revolves around the fact that at many institutions male the problem
coaches are
hired, promoted, retained and paid according
to
different
criteria
than
those used for alrother faculty. In fact,
some football coaches are paid
More than university presidents or school superintendents.
Many of the
women, on the other hand, have been and still are
associated with
the physical education department and
hence follow the criteria for the
e
general faculty.

t

..

z

.:,

,

Two essential questio s arise:
1. Do the women wi sh to demand equal

pay for equal work? If this
is the case, then it is simply a Matter of proving that the duties
of the coaches are substantially similar by way of skill, effort and
responsibility. Incident lly, the fact that' many male
spend a large portion of their effort on recruiting athletes,-coaches
which
the female coaches are ohibited from doing (AIAW
regulations),
may be*offset by the tact that female coache... often have
teaching loads and departmental responsibilities. Whether heavier
recruiting would be held to be "substantially similar" to teaching and
department responsibilities and thus require equal pay 'is yet to be
determined. It is, however, a matter worthy of investigation,

9
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2. Does the central administration wish female coaches to follow the
criteria for general faculty or follow the criteria for those in men's
athletics? While philosophiCally (and financially!) the institution
will
may prefer the former, it is highly unlikely that the courts
Hence
the
institutions
must
permit the continUed)cliscrimingtion.
decide whether to raise the female salaries or to adopt a long-range
faculty
plan to bring the male salaries back into line with the general
Equal
by
decisions
based
on
the
salaries. Under precedents set
be
reduced.
This
means
consePay Act, salaries cannot legally
quently, the new appointees should be paid in accordance with
the highest (men's athletic) salaries.
Also tied into the question of salary is the tenure/non-tenure tract
question. One of the points in the rationale for higher salaries for the
male coach is the fact that he suffers from job insecurity. How /ever,
/tenure tract to
many institutions are apparently hesitant to open the
.

female coachesand therefore women enjoy neither the security advantages
afforded general faculty nor the financial advantages afforded the men's
athletic faculty.
It should also be noted that where men's and women's athletic departments have been merged, it would be more difficult (if not impossible)
promotion,
to justify salary inequities and/or differences in criteria for

retention etc.
which
Institut ns have the responsibility to rectify this situation,

can be r edied only by a thorough analysis and a careful consideration
of the lo -range consequences ,of today's decisions.

TEEY ISSUES: /QUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY IN OBTAINING
TEACHING, COACHING AND ATHLETIC ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITIONS
even By law, all positions must be open to members of both sexes,
for
males
and
in the athletic situation where there are separate teams
to
in
many
instances
the
laWs
appear
females. Unfortunately, however,
institutions
both
the
public
schools
and
be working against women in
best- qualified
of higher learning. Briefly, the situation is that "the
and
the
"best
qualified"
in
many
cases is
person" is given the position,
deemed to be a malecandidate.
a( past
The situation in physical education is such that, because heavier
discriminatory practices, women, who have 'tended to have
teaching-loads, with less time and equipment for research and therefore'
lower ranks, are being bypassed for the teaching and administrative
better positions and/or promotions.
K.1.0

In athletics, many women are also being bypassed
ically have had the opportunity ,to be bdth high-level since men historcompetitors and
well-qualified coaches, while\ women have not. Therefore,
with' the
sudden. growth of women's interscholastic and
intercollegiate
athletics,
mare coaches are finding an increasing job market,
While the female'
coaches, who had previously voluntarily coached
the semi competitive
teams of the 60s are discovering that they cannot compete
market with the male applicants in terms of experienckid on the job,.
paper qualifications. This may be particularly true where male
and female athletic
,programs have merged, and the female coach suddenly finds herself
in
the ''assistant coach" role. This step obviously
places such females in
non-decision-making roles, which is hardly the intent of all
legislation.

recent federal

The same trend is apparent with regard to the athletic
director positions.
Women, who for some time have voluntarily administered
the embryonic
intercollegiate athletic program for women, have suddenly found
themselves as "assistant" athletic directors. in
combined
departments
and
henC'e have been subtly emoved from
decision-making positions.
This trend not only creates a more Unjust
general but also very effectively denies those insituation for women in
women's athletics the
opportunity to create a viable alternative model for
athletics.

KEY ISSUES: MERGED VERSUS SEPARATE DEPARTMENTS

Akp qUestion in the issue of merged Versus
departments is:
"In which structure are women more likely to separate
have equal opportunity
and equality,nf Ireatmentr The previous section has
largely dealt with
this questioh,.and perhaps the concerns of women can best be represented
by the folloWing reports:

I. In Ashcrafrs 1972 study, which elicited responses from 1,221

physical educators from 131 public coeducational c leges and
universities, some of the findings revealed that:
Greater differences existed among physical eductorS..differentiated by sex than by the administrative structure/of
the,depariinent in which they, taught.
,

.

f.Men physical educators usually had better ernployment .con.

ditiiins'than Women teachers.
Reorganization of the' departmental structure;; resulted in few
.

changes iii the load and level of classes tight by physical
educators.
5 :,
s'

4' Women faculty members who had a female department chair.1.;
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.

.4

man genera4 had better employment conditions than women

..

who had a male department chairman. (1, p. 2)
Note: As 'mentioned previously, it' was also found that men were paid
higher than women when rank and degree were equal.
2. AlthoughAshcraft established that discrimination against women
occurred in both separate and merged physical education departments, some of the results of a study by Fornia (65) should be noted.
According to the respondents (73% of 476 representative phySical

education faeulty of 'public and private institutions of higher

education in 48 states and Canada):
Inequity is also the nucleus of an issue regarding mergers of men's
and women's departments of physical education. Respondents noted
that in departments which have merged, opportunities for women
in administrative capacities, as well as their opportunities to teach
theory courses, have decreased. (65, p. 36)
3. A recent report on the Hgrvarcl/Radcliffe Merger noted that in

. The women's athletic director relinquished most of her authority.
to the male athletic director.
The, male Harvard coaches were made administrative heads of
the Sports in the Radcliffe program.
There were blatant inequalities in The sharing of facilities.
- The budget for women neither improved notallowed for necessary
program development and expansion. (64, p. 39)

4. The NAGWS, concerned with the possibility tliat Title IX will be
used as a vehicle to further disadvantage women, has, suggested
that, prior to a merger of separate administrative structures;
institutions should be required ."to deVelop affirmativeThction
programs demonstrating how a merger can be effected in, a nondiscriminatory manner and to develOp 'Validated predetermined
39)
standard for employment selection.- (1
5. The Report of the.,Carnegie.!CdmM' .siOn oh 'Higher- Education;`
ocusing on the' status and foie of-women, indicated :.continued
discrimination against women in education. In addition, the'report
stated:
We favor the continuation. of colleges .tbr. vstomen. They .provide
'an el'ement of diversity among institutions of higher education

an additional option for women students: An unusual proportion'

of woMen leaders are graduates of these colleges. Women generally
(1) speak up more in their classes, (2) hold more positions of leadership on campus, (3) choose to enter more frequently into .sLich
19

Tale fields as science, and (4) haVe more role models and mentors
among women teachers anadmiliistrators. We oppose' the homogenization of colleges in general, and of all special cu,Itures within'
them. (2, p. 5)
For .the above reasons, there are those who also
support, or the time
being, the continuation of enclaves of women on coeducational campuseS,
e.g., separate physical education and. athletic administative structures.
It will be noted that no specific administrative structure
was mandated
by law; in fact, it. is stated that:

'

institutions are not precluded from einproying. separate a ministrative structures for men's and women's sports (if separate teams
exist) or a unitary structure. However, when educational institir-,
tions evaluate whether they are in.compliance with
of the regulation relating to nondiscrimination the provisions

'employrbent,
they must Carefully assess the effects-ori.employees in
of both sexes of
'current and

any proposed administrative structure and related

coaching assignments. Changes in current administrative structures
or coaching assignments 'which have a disproportionately adverse
effect on the employment oprornmities.of one sex are prohibited by
the tegulation. (51, pp. 3-4)
Perhaps the entire situation is best summarized by the Carnegie,Cornmission:
,

Women should be given more freedom of choiceand more
optionsthan they have had in the past, both for their own sake

And for.tbat Hof society. This can and should be
done without loss of
academic excellence, and without artificially contrived
controls.

We ',should make possible the achievement of equality where
situations are equal; but expect differences 'Where situations are
different. Women with free choices may, because of differing interests, make different choices from those of men, and their resultant

patterns of action may not 'necessarily conform to those of men.

Some women.wIll loie productive yetirsin the development of :their
competenCe. Differential patternsCif-activity are not evidence of
discrimination if they are based on either frte choice, or on different
abilities to perform, or on a aimbination' of both: (2, pp. 8-9)
KEY ISSUES: FRINGE BENEFITS

In all of educatiOn, where there are salary inequities, Women not only
suffer at the present time but also are. disadvantaged during their entire
retirement period. This occurs becaiise the greater the contribution
during the work years the greater pension during the retirement
years.
20
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4.'

In athletics; particularly at the college and University levels;, there are
additional "fringe ben6fit",probiAls which also must *11.e'sciffed by.
thi; institution. Am Ong...these' are such benefits-"'aS'free cars given to
stiOportive;!car dealers in.'tfie. community 'and opMale co*hes
portunities for male,00a<110SloSupplement their incomes by, radio and/
or. television shOws..This117-Z'k&in create a philosophical dilemMa for

the administration, and for those in women's athletics, especially in.,
institutions where people-are attempting to create an alternate model
for athletics. Although these types of fringe benefits. are not specifically

addressed by federal. legislation, some institutions are in effect, per:
pettiating clivriminatidn by Perrnittingsuch practices.
PUTTING PRINCIPLES INTO pRACTICE: RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR. CONSIDERATION

The basic factors on which there should be equalitV,- are listed in
Chapter II, e.g., work loads, office space, support se.fvices'. However,
in addition, the institution must immediately deal with the followihg:
1. development of criteria for employthent of all cciaches and supportive staff, i.e., hiring, salaries, 'opportunities for promotion,
fringebenefits
2. the' deterrn. ination. ofan administrative structure that would best'
serve : the needs of all faculty in physical education and athletics '
3. deVelopment of an affirmative action plan to correct current inequities, coupled with ,a system which will regularly monitor
Progress toward the desired goals
4. establishment of a grievance procediVeH

IV. Equality or Equity from the Adminigration Perspective
KEY ISSUES: FUNDING
,

.

Not:surPrisingly,:the Main problem facing:public school, college and
uniVersity acWinistrators is lack.of.,i-'rioneY. Even in institutions where

;,administrators'inay'be.totally:committed to the concept '-of equality,
t10 probleen can Create.,,horrendouS obstacles toward achieving equality.
In physical educatiim, where the personnel and programs are funded

byioate and federal monies, a considerable sum is often required. to
correct inequities in salaries, facilities, etc. To compound t'he problem,
at many institutions, state monies may riot be used to finance athletic
programs. The significance of this one factor is overwhelming, and a
background on this is required to understand the problem).
21
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In the early part of this century those in men's athletics were instructed that, in order to have a program, they had to:raise the money aJ
for its upkeep.-Fortunately or unfortunately, because of societal interest,
this did not prove to be difficult, and in fact it became increasingly easy
to develop the big business of athletics. Much criticism has been made
over the years of,,men's athletic, programs by the same society which
had refused to assume basic responsibility for funding these programs.
Now many large programs are caught in a cyclic bind: they are forced.
to be self-supporting; therefore they must attract spectators; therefore they must win; therefore they must attract the best athletes; therefore they must keep up with the Joneses across the nation; therefore if
one institution does "it," so must all the others who are on the treadmill.
' Strangely enough, many administrators
and even state legislators
who disapprove of funding'athletic programs are more than willing to
justify the existence of athletic programs and are quite prepared 'to
argue that they are educational.
The crucial questions to be answered are:

?

...

, Is an athletic program an educational program?
If so, why is it not primarily funded in the sa e manner as other
educational programs?
I91:4, why is it permitted to exist in educational institutions?
With most men's programs in financial trouble and with the growing
needs of women's programs, the institutions are caught in a financial
nightmare. According to Slatton's study (28), those directly involVed
with women's' athletics (institutional representatives% the 1975 AIAW
Delegate Assembly) desire to-have the programs financed primarily.
through the normal institutional fund. However, it may be questionable,'
legally whether men's progranis can be .forced. to be, self-supporrmii
while women's programs are not.
On the other hand, those in women... athletics who would at empt to

get an equal share of the men's revenue should realize that if they

want to share the goodies currently produced by the men, they must be
willing to accept the self-supporting concept and theref6re be willing to

create spectator sports programs and garner funds from alumni and
friends.

The administration's main problem lies in the fact that unless state
legislatures are willing' to assist, the administration may have no
option but to repeat the basic error and ask that women's programs
AtiO.be self-supporting. This may be done, in spite "Of the fact that
philosophically the administration may strongly disagree with this direction and despite the fact that this approach has led to serious Pr9b22
N ip

/

.
/
i programs. In 1975 the Minlems in the administration of ma ie athletic
,

/

netota state legislature appropriated $700,000 for athletic funding In
the state universities.)
Other possible sources of funding include income from student activities fe s, availability of tuition waivers and/or special fund-raising ac-

tivities In additioh, much of the expense of facilities, equipment and
mainten hce can legally be borne by state monies if such items can be
primarily and legitimately utilized by educational departments, e.g.,

physical education and/or recreation. However, as is obvious, the
main problem still reverts to the fact tht athletics itself has not been
recognized. as an educational program worthy of being fully funded.
These other possible sources of funding generally have disadvantages

which accompany them, not the leat of which is lack of consistency
and security in funding from year to year and the dependency upon
outside sources.
KEY ISSUES: PHILOSOPHY

Closely tied to the funding problem is a philosophical dilemma. In
brief, the situation is that:
Federal law does not dictate what specific philosophy or practices an
institution must follow concerning sports because this is an educational
decision which belongs to those who formulate educational philosophy
at an institution. Federal law does, however, require that, once a philosophy or practice is determined, it be applied equally regardless ,of

sex and that it not have a disproportionate impact on one sex (108,
pp. 3-4).
The important questions which must be answered are:

Are there substantial di rences in the philosophical beliefs of
those in male and femaltat letic p rams?
If so, which philosophical t nce wg the institution support?
As alwayS with athletics, the 'ssue is more complex than it appears,
for one cannot ignore the'r ty of the situation, which unfortunately
is tat the philosophical fou dation of any program is strongly affected
and directed by the source f funding: For example, one cannot ignore

the whims of spectators if the entire program is dependent upon their
support. Nevertheless, this may be the ideal time to explore the issue
to ensure the creation of iniproved athletic programs for both women
and men.

To help establish whether there are significant differences between
the philosophies of those in men's and women's athletics, ,adminis23

,

trators may wish to avail themselves of a questionnaire drawn up
for this purpose. Grant (18) and Slatton (28) have developed such an
instrument. The Grant ,study surveyed a total of 22 groups, 17 of
which wer} directly associated with the University of Iowa and five of
which were off-campus groups (AIAW and NCAA officers; male and
female active fellows in the Academy of Physical Education, and

members of the"l Club). Among the findings were:

1. Women generally, and 4omen associated with athletics specifically, believe More strongly than men in the need for an athletic
program which will be organized, controlled, financed,,, dministered and evaluated in the same manner as any, other educational program. (This appeared- to be in harmony with many of
the recommendations made by those who have studied athletic

programs in the past.)
Least support' for the accepted guidelines recommended by the
majority came most often from male groups that were directly associated with the men's intercollegiate athletic program.
3. A lack of consensus of opinion within the total group was noted
in the acceptan'ce of policies for recruitment and financial aid.

Particular attention to these areas of controversy seems war-

ranted, particularly in light of the current Title IX guidelines. (18)
The Slatton study; which was administered to all in attendance at
the 1975 AIAW 9glegate Assembly, provides a consensus of opinion of
those in this nation who are currently directly involved in collegiate

and university women's athletic programs. Again, the majority of
respondents strongly belie* in the need for an athletic program which
will be organized, controlled, financed, administered and evaluated
in the'same manner as any other educational program.
Administrators may also wish to, obtain the results of the study of

the educational, economic, legal, moral, political, and sociolog41

aspects of intercollegiate athletics, which is being sponsored by the Amer-

ican Council on Education. The purposes of this study are to idintify
problem areas and to recommend ways of alleviating these problems (74).
KEY ISSUES: INPUT

Another problern'facing administrators is that While they are usually
well-informed and well-briefe on the male athletic program through
various sources,' they have litt knowledge of, the state or needs of the
female athletic program. The sa e maybe true for physical education.
Obviously this situation has be n largely created because few women
24
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are in decision-making positions. In time, hopefully, this problem will
be alleviated; but in the meantime it is essential that those in women's
physical education and athletics assist administrators in making crucial
decisiqns by discussing the vital areas of concern and by regularly informini them of problems and progress. This is true in athletics not
only at the college and university lvel but also at the public school level,
where school administrators (predominantly male) are vested with the
voting power in thE state athletic association.
k!UTTING PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICE: RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR CONSIDERATION

Unless administrators are informed of the goals, needs and problems
of the women's physical edUCation and athletic programs, they cannot
be expected to aid in the achievement of equitable programs. Therefore
it is essential that;,;,.

Those in worOn's physical e cation dicathletics be prepared to

to statetheir views On the best direction for the programs and
keep administrators well informed of the situation.
Thos i men's athletics be prepared,to approach the current economic risis with possible solutions which could create financially
rea nable programs for males and females.

In addition, it 'is absolutely, essential that state legislatures be, requested to help resolve'lhis institutional (and national) dilemma by financially supporting what courts have affirmed, i.e., that athletics con
stjtute "an integral part of the institution's education program" (53, p. 4).
13erhaps, in the long run, this will enable institutions to bring athletics
back into a more acceptable perspective,, financially and otherwise.
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CHAPTER II

How Can I Determine. if Equality Exists?
Patricia L. Geadelmann.

The following checklist may serve as an assessment :tool for determining the status of equality in physical education, .recreation and
athletic programs and in employment as it relates to these programs.
The checklist is an expansion of the issues raised in more .abbreviated
form by WomenSports (122), the ACLU (31) and the Project on the
Status and Education of Women of the Association of American Colleges
(108). In cases where disparity exists, whether the deprived sex be
male or female, the institution is practicing a form of discrimination
which is illegal. The burden of responsibility for remedying the dis-".
parity and eliminating the discrimination is upon the institution.
Although institutions have no legal choice in treating individuals
differently on the basis of sex in the areas discussed below, the actual
method of treatment for all sexes. remains open to the institution. ,For
,

instance, if it were found that males on a campus were eligible for athletic
scholarships and females ere riot, that institution would have the choice

of either providing the scholarships for women as well or not offering
i athletic scholarships at all. There still rests with the institution the
opportunity and responsibility for determining the working philosophy,
so long as liat philosophy does not differentiate on the basis of sex.

None of the legislation to date speaks directly to administrative
structure in physical education and athletics: Hence, an institution could
cpntinue to have separate sex departments in these areas as long as the
programs administered by these departments offer equal opportunities

for both men and women and the employment opportunities remain
equal for both men and women.
The primary concern is the broad concept of equality of opportunity
as opposed to identical opportunities. The broader concept allows institutions flexibility in their approach .to programs and ensures the existence of alternatives. There is no force that requires one program . to
mirror another.

The checklist may be used as an initial consciousness-raiser for
members of physical education and athletic departments and school 1
Administrations, but its real use extends far beyond that. Answers to
questions that are backed with factual evidence constitute cause for
filing a complaint or bringing suit. The collection of supporting data
`26
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for the issues in question is crucial to the .successfulthalt to discriminatory practices.
EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

Is the Institution in Practice an Equal Opportunity Employer?

(-)

1. Are men and women given equal opportunities to ripply for open
positions?

a. Is news of vacancies as readily availai)le to'both women and
men, i.e., are jobs advertised in plaCes where women would

have easy access tos,therri as well as in places where men would
.have such access?
2. Are men and women paid the same salaries for essentially the same
work for both teaching and coaching?
3. Do both'sexes have equal opportunity to assume coaching or supervision duties (including selling and taking tickets, keeping score,
conducting open recreation programs, etc.) for e?,ctra pay7
men and women given the same decision-making power rerding the conduct of physical education and athletic programs?
.
5. Do men and -women in physical education and athletics have comOa'rable teaching loads and/or released time?
6. Are both sexes represented in administrative positions for the programs?
7. Are men and women given similar contracts with regard to length
of appointment, fringe benefits, etc.?
8. Are monies for professional travel, coaches clinics, scouting trip,:
recruitment, etc. distributed equally between men and women?
9. Are secretarial help and clerical assistance available equally to men
CD
F- and women teachers and coaches?
(.p
preferred
10. Do both sexes :have equal opportunities for teaching at
hours of the day?
11. Do men and women have equal opportunities to schedule their
practice and competitive events at the'preferred times?
12. Do both sexes receive the same fringe benefits with regard to insurance, retirement contributions, etc.?
and equipped
13. Are men and women given comparably sized, located,
(1,
offices?

14. Are numbers of men and women distributed equitably throughout
the professional ranks?
to)
15. Do both sexes receive promotion and tenure after like years, performances; etc.?
27
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16. Do men and women both hAfe access to e same number of
support staff in their positions,, e.g., assist t coaches, trainers,
information directors, teacher aides, student tetchers, .graduate
assistants, managers, custodial help?

17. Do women an men share equally in the "extra duties" expected of

school personnel, e.g., committees, super,vision?
18. Are men and women given eqUal opportunities to assume leader}
if ship positions within the departmerit?
19.. Do both sexes haveeqbal access to suchAnge benefits as coaching
or teaching uniforms, use of school owned vehicleS, access_to recreational facilities, passes, to Athletic contests, membership in golf
and country clubs, cicscoUnts on clothing and sporting goods, etc.?
20., Does the institution have ah affiitiative action plan? Is it available
for public examination? Hag the institution activated this plan?
PHYSICIIL EDUCATION CLASSES

1. Are physical education requirements for graduation the same for
boy's and girls, men and,wom47
2. Db both sexes,meet the same /lumber of hours.per week to receive
the same amount of credit?
3. Are` all curricular offerings open to students of both sexes?
4. Are students of both sexes encouraged to participate in the entire
range of offerings?

5. Are grading standards comparable for male and female students?

Where ability grouping is used to divide physical education classes,
are both sexes judged objectively and assigned according to skill
rather than single sex grouping?
7. Are the sexes treated equally with regard to receiving academic
credit for participation in intercollegiate or interscholastic sports?
8. Are students of both sexes subject to the same policies regarding
exemptions from physical education?
9 Are options for fulfilling the physical education requirement equally
open to men and women, e.g., testing out, substituting a recreational activity, assisting with altlass, independent study?
*The Project on the Status and Education of Women of the Association of American
Colleges (W8) points out a potential problem in cases wherein students may be exempted
on the basis of .a physical fitness test performance. They say, "For reasons of physiology
and training it is likely that male students will in general score higher on these tests than
female students" (108, p. 5). Title IX does speak to this in 86:34(d). (See discussion
on
41.)
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10. Aie boys and girls arbitrarily, and regularly separated by sex for
physical education classes? (Title IX allows separation for contact
sports only.)

11. Do both sexes have the same access to highly qualified instructors?
12. Do differences exist in requirements for women and men physical,
education majors?

13. Is a professional preparation prc4ram available in coaching for
bo h men and women? Does' the program address itself to the

en re 'range of spOrts in which men and women compete?
14. Are all facilitts shared equally among all students?
.r15. Is the quality and quantity of equipment available for instruction
comparable-for students of both sexes? ,
)requirements for16. Do both sexes have comparable dress (unit
physical,education classes?
.17. Is the budget for-physical education' allocated ch ithat students of
'"
both sexes benefit equally?
18. Are the policies for obtaining an, excuse from physical education
crass the same and applied equally to males and females?

19. In coeducatiotial clasges, do students of both sexes participate
fully? Do' both sexes have equal opportunities for full participation
in game situations?
20. Are 'Custodial services for °maintenance, repair, cleanup and setup
of equiptnent and facilities available to serve the male and female
programs equally well?

21. Is administrative support' given to physical education for both
males and females?

22. Is adequate storage availalke for equipment used by both sexes ?'
23. Is the same towel service available for all students?
24. Are first aid and medical attention equally accessible for males and
,

females7

25. Are audiovisualtequipment and other teaching aides, equally available to the programs for both sexes?

26. Do both men- and women share in the application for and administration of proposals and programs involving federal and state
grants?
r
27. Are coniptierrand research facilities equally accessible for use by
'men and women?

o

RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

1. Are intramural programs provided for both sexes?
r,
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2. Are the intramural'programs equally broad in scope for both sexes?

3. Do both sexes have intramural opportunities available at peak

Interest times?
4. Are qualified officials provided for all students' teams?
5. Are both men and women given opportunities for officiating certification and employment as officials?
6. Are facilities spared equally by teams of both sexes?
7. Are the progrAms available for both sexes comparable in levels of
play offered (lOwer skilled to highly skilled) and publicity provided
, (to,generate interest and to report games and standings)?
8, Do students of both sexes have equal access to campds facilities for
recreational use, e.g., handball courts, swimming pool?

9. Are after-school programs available for both boys and girls in
elementary school?

10.

o boys and girls share equally all of the. playground areas and

64E14,u-tent

during recess?

11. Does the school mate its facilities available to community groups
provide equal ppportunities for both boys and girls to par. which
ba. .
pate?

a

ATHLETICS
'

1. Does the total budget reflect comparable support to both the men's
and the women's programs?
2. Do comparable opportunities for sports participation exist for both
men and women, i.e., do women ha'Qe as many different sport
offerings as the men? Are there as many teams within each sport'

for women as there are for men, i.e., freshman, junior varsity,
varsity?

3. Do the men's and women's teams have comparable,schedules in

terms of number of contests and quality of competition?
4. Is the competitive season scheduled at a time that is appealing for
both the men's and women's teams, or, for instance, is the girls
basketball season placed in early Pall to avoid, conflict with the
popUlar winter season for boys' basketball?
.
5. Are both sexes provided the same quality and quantity 'of uniforms
(home, away, and practice uniforms; shoes; warm -ups; etc.)?
6. Are the quality and quantity of equipment purchased comparable
for both teams?
7. Are all facilities shared equally at times' convenient and desirable
for all?

8. Do both teams use the same kind ofd transportation for travel? Or,
30

does oneteam fly while the other goes by private car? Or are the
coaches'and physical educators of one sex assigned to drive cars
while chauffeured buses are available for the other sex?
9. Is the same insurance coverage provided for male and female athletes?

10. Are funds for both programs supplied from a common source? Or
does one 'program have to raise its own while the other is funded
directly?

11. Are there e same provisions foi. athletic trainers, use of the training room,
tt-aid supplies, physical examinations, doctors on call,
etc. foi both men and women?

12. Areathletes of both 'sexes provided the same special treatment
(where such exists) of training table, athletes' housing, tutorial
services, spending money, books, etc:7

,

n: If scholarships are offered by the school, are they available for
students of both sexes in equitable amounts in all sports?
14. Are expenses for lodging and,meals the same for male and female'
athletes?

15. Do comparable laundry services exist for both the male and, female
athletic teams?

16. Are coaching personnel of comparable quality and number for
teams of both sexes?
17. Where a single team exists and both sexes may try out, are women
actively encouraged to participate? Are women given a fair chance
to make and play on the team without ridicule and harassment?
18. Does the school promote the programs of both 'sexes equally before
the public? Are press releases and publicity given equally to both
programs? Does the sports or public information office,, give equal
priority to ille-fli6grans of both sexes?

19. Are practice,setups and custodial help for contests available to
both torogams?
20. Are qualified officials employed to call both the men's and women's
contests?
21. Are officials of both sexes and for the contests of both sexes provided comparable pay?
22. Are both sexes given equal, opportunities to officiate for contests of
teams of the opposite sex?
23. Are audioyisual services (videotape, etc.) eqttally available for both
programs?
.24. Is there full administrative support for programs which serve both
sexes?

25. Are both men and women reporters given press box and locker
31
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.

.1.

room privileges for after-game intervieWs,, regardless.,of the sex of::
)
the participants in the contest?
.

26. Are 'there locker room facilities Oi.similar size and with similar
equipment for,' both men and women, e.g., ample lockers and
hanging space,.hait dryirs,,,mirrors1
27. Does the school
a regular effort to ascertain students' interests
,
for competitive sports team? Are actions' taken to operate according
to-student-interests?
.

28. Are affirmative or remedial efforts, underway to encourage and
provide opportttnities::fx.,students. formerly deprived, participation?
29. Do the recruitment ,PractiCe's.'1-Offer the same opportunities and
privileges to bOth 0eieS; 'e.g., 'paid,visits td' the campus for students,

paid, recruitment expenses for staff (faculty), visits to the student
homeS?

.

30. Are cheerleaders of both sexes, and do they support both the men's
and women's teams equally
31. Are Pep Clubs and BOo
lubs open to -members of bOth sexes
and do the clubs equally support the male and female teams?
32. Are funds, released time, transportation, etc., allowed for scouting
,.purpOses for male and female teams?
.

.
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eflitPTER III

What Does The Law Say?
Patricia L. Geadeirrann
Introduction

Inclivilluals are protected from discrimination on the basis of sex by
a number of federal laws and regulations and by various state laws and
.

regulations. The fad that there are laws on the books; hawever, has
not been a sufficient deterrent to sex digcrimination..lt has taken re
peated efforts.on the part of individuals to ensure 'that the.estliblished
law becomes a practiced and enforcediaw. Those e0otts continue tci.
day, and it will only be.thrOugh constant mOitciiing cf the actions of
(

employers .and ,clecision-makers in the schools " that sex, discrimination
,
will indeed be er4dicateg.
,
The potential legal clout available to an individual is powerful. There

is naiad( of laws to prohibit sex discrimination. There is, however,
lack Ofindividuals with a knowledge of existing laws and the courage
and commitment to see that the spirit of the law becomes a reality.
Understandig.what the law says provides only partial tooling. for an
individual wishing to take action. Equally important is anunderstanding
of the structure of the government agencies whose duty it is to enforce
.the laws.

In the past, the Department of Heakh, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) and the Department of Labor pavelmen particOarly criticized
for their laxness in enforcing federal regulations prohibiting Sex discilinination. In November 1974 'a lawitiit was filed in U.S. 'District

.CqUrt in WaShington, D.. by the Women"s. Equity Action league
(WEAL) and four other national citizen action groups against HEW
and the ,Department of Labor, charging that the Departments were
violating "... anti-sex bias laws by releasing millons of dollars in
federal funds to schools engaged in sex discrimination." A court order
in,4976 partially resolved thesuit, but,charges still' remain and criticisms
continue to.beleveled (127).

As an example of enfotement potential, 'the U.S. Office for Ciyil,
;Rights issued a warning to 29 universities in the spring of 1975 that up
to $65 million in federal contracts would be withheld unleis the schools
filed acceptable affirmatiVe action plriS or agreed to follow a model
Approyed 4:tile agency. Theie has been considerable speculation that=

.

this warning was prompted by the pending lawsuit .pre4iOusly.
is, who enforces which' laws, and who can take:
which recourses should the
..t be enfprcedare all questions to be
addressed in this chapter,. What wil
'tre'the broad con-'
cepts of the lawa as th6 apply tdlituations cart n in physical education and athletics. Indivkduals wishing to study 'the a in__greater,
detail at urged to refer to A Digest of Federal Laws: .Equal Rights
.Women iniEducation (13) and A Handbook of. State Laws and Policies
::AffteCting:Equal Rights for Women in Education (10-

far

FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Equal Pay Act of 1963 (as amended by the Education Amendments
. of 1972, Higher Education Act)
Principal Area of Concern:Eni ployrnenk, salaries and fringe benefits
Coverage: 'A/remploYees of einplOyeri covered by the minimum
wage law: Generally, everyone is affected'.
Mandate: That persons in jobs requiring equal skill, effort and
:responsibility under similar working conditions be accorded the
same pay
It took 'from 1945 when an equal pay bill was first introduced, until

1963 to actually enact an equal pay:ilaw. The 1963 Act specifically

prohibited sex discrimination in salaries but its application was limited
in scope'. The Education Amendments of 1972 extended the coverage of.'''
the Equal Pay Act to, include all eMployees in all public and private
educatiOnal, institutions (from preschool through higher education).
The-reC'eitit:O1 federal funds is not' a factor; all' educational institution's
are covered.
The definition!givT "equal" for'interpretiVe purposeS of the Equal
Pay Acr.is not that of "same" or "identical;" rather, the phl'ase "substantially similar" is used. SkiII,,,effort and re'sponsibility are used to
,evaluate and compare positions and,Oay. In determining equal skill,

such factors as experience, training, education and ability are considered. Skill is looked at in terms of 'what' is required to do the job
itself. Special skills, held by an employee which are not directly required,for the 4, are not considered when an evaluation for equal pay
is made. For instance, an individual who was a basketball coach but
;also happened to be. al:former AlkAmerican football player would not
receive' more money for:,icoaching,.than a 'similarly qualified basketball
coach who was.not a-feOtball star.
34
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Equal effort is measured by the physical 'ortriental exertion needed to

perform the job. There is nothing that says the 'effort must be eigiffd

in the same way. Occasional or intermittent extra exertion doirliot
constitute cause Icif:equal work.' Thus, a man who might' occasionallr,
lift heavy equipment 'on a job that predominantly requires teachitig0r,-.
some other duty whose primary function does not require lifting) could''

not justly be,paid more than an otherwise similarly qualified woiriap.
Equal 'respdnsibility is examined in terms of the whole ;of the-posithati,

In jobs 'that are otherwise equal, .a minor degtft of differerke in responsibility is not just reason: for differential
female athletic
director responsible for scheduling .cbtitests.for,six 'gpcirts ;could not for
instance, be paid les because her male counterpart had seven sports to
schedule. Likewise a women's, baSkettiall'COaChOuld not be paid lesS
than 11".1rnen's basketball coach siMpli, beeadse the, number of games
playedi.b'y their teams was not identical.
The guidelines for the Equal Pay Act specifically prohibit the reduc;,:tion of the wages of one employee to comply with the law. The wages

of the deprived person must be brought up to those of the favored
individual. When one examines,the great disparities between the coaches
fot men's and women's athletic teams on college campuses, one cannot
help but be awed at the financial implications for institutions Shouldatf;-:,
Equal Pay Act charge, be filed and awarded. It is not uncommon fOr
men's basketball coach at a ~major institution to. receive $25,000

!the women's counterpart more commonly receives half-time release
:trom her teaching position to coach, receiving a to,tal salary of $12,000$15,006.

A striking exaMpfle of a successfurequal- pay charge is seen in a
wage -hour case hthd in the U.S.. OiStrict Court of Delaware' Ori July
14, 1974, Brennan vs. Woodbridge;' School DiStrict '.(132)7 The. high
sChoOVwas found to be in violUtilni of the Fair Labor Standards Ac't
(which the,Equal Pay Act of 1963 amended) by paying a ferliale girls'
softball :coach less than a male boys' baseball coach. The cOuri found
that the amount of practice time, the 'number of games, the duties of
the coaches were "substantially the' game" and required 'virtually the
same skills, effort, and responsibility."
The Equal Pay Aaprovides that back wages may 'be 'recovered for
up to two years for a nonwillful violation and for up to three years for
a VYillful violation.
Situations Which Could be Covered by, the Equal Pay Act
A female girls' basketball coach paid $600 while her mare coUnterpart,

.

boys' basketball coach is paid $750 on the justification that the girls
play 16 games while the boys play 18 games in a season
A female girls' volleyball coach paid $500 while the boys' football
coach is paid $1,000, even though the seasons are the same length, the
practices the same length and number; the number of contests the
same, and the number of students the same
A male boys' physical education teacher paid $300 extra for assisting
with the setup of heavy equipment even though the female teacher
assumes inventory responsibilities for no extra pay
Filing a Complaint

A complaint can be filed by either an individual or an institution by
a letter, phone call or visit to the office of the Wage and Hour Division,
U.S. Department. of Labor. No special fo 'rms are required for a complaint. Suits must be filed within two years of the time of the discriminatory act in cases of non-willful discrimination or within three years

for willful discrimination. The identity of the complainant is kept in
strict confidence.* The government can conduit periodic reviews without a complaint, and an employer under review may or may not know
that a complaint has been filed.
Enforcement

Wage and Hour Division of the.U.S. Department of Labor. If the
employer fails to comply voluntarily, either the individuals or the
Secretary of Labor may file suit.

Although individuals with complaints regarding employment may
file under the Executive Order and Title VII as well as the Equal Pay,
Act, .it is the Equal Pay Act whose enforcement procedures are considered most expedient in obtaining, a settlement. Individuals should
continue to file under all three laws simultaneously, however.
11. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act`of 1964 (as amended by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Act of 1972)
Principal Area of Concern: Employment
Coverage: All employers of 15 or more employees. This includes
public and private, state and local employers, including educational institutions
Only it the case. conies to court will the complainant's name be divulged since court
hearings becortle matters of public record.
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Mandate: That there be no discrimination in hiring, upgrading,
salarie?, fringe benefits, training, and other conditions of employment on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin,
or sex

When Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was originally passed,
educational institutions were exempt. The act was extended in March
1972, however, to include all educational institutions, public and private, whether or not they receive federal aid. Although Title VII was
originally known most for its application to race discriminations in
employment, since 1972 it has been widely used to fight sex discrimination in employment.
Title VII specifically prohibits classification, labeling or advertisement
of jobs as being""men's" or "women's." Although there is a bona fide
occupational qualification (commonly referred to as BFOQ) exemption,
this is very narrowly interpreted.
The burden of proof is on the employer to show just cause for a
BFOQ. Allowances have been made to protect the right of privacy. For
the hiring .of restroom or locker room attendants, for example, sex
is considered a BFOQ. Another instance has been with regard to authenticity; actors and actresses fall into this category.
As a federal law, Title VII supersedes any state laws which prohibit
or limit the employment of women. Laws enacted by states to limit the
weight 'a woman can lift or the hours, a woman can work would be
overruled by Title VII.
The only exemptions under Title VII are for religious institutions
with respect td the hiring of individua s of a specific religion, religious
,order or sex.

Situations Covered by Title VII

,

A woman denied a job as an umpire because of failure to meet height/
weight requirements
A woman denied leave of absence for pregnancy
A female coach whose pay is less than that of a male coach, all other
things being equal
woman continually passed over in promotion and tenure while the
male counterparts are moved rapidly up the ladder

A woman with superior qualifications denied a job because the
institution or department wanted to hire a man.
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Filing a Complaint
-

Complaint forms are available fr'om the EEOC. The time limit for
filing is 180 days after the alleged discriminatory act occurred.
Enforcement

EEOC (See Chtipter IV for a more complete discussion.)

III. ,Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Higher Eitication
Act)

.Principal Area'ofConcern: Sex discrimination against students or
employees in educational programs
Coverage: All educational institutionsreceiving federal funds in
the form of grants, loans or contracts
Mandate: No person ... shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any education programs or activities
receiving federal financial assistance."

Title IX, which parallels Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of.1.964,
probably has caused mcire'furor in this country than any other piece of

legislation in the past decade. While the scope of Title IX is broad,
much of the reaction has been centered around the area of athletics.
Thus, in response to some of this reaction, former HEW Secretary
Caspar Weinberger' testified.'tb the House Post-secondary EdUcation
- Committee, "1 had. not realized until the comment period that athletics
isThe singlemost important thing in the United States." He went on to
summarize the intent of Title IX this way, The goal of the final regulations in the whble area of athletics is to sequre equal opportunities for
men and women while allowing schools and colleges the flexibility in
determining how best to provide such opportunity" (75).
The legal clout of Title IX has been a long time coming, with three
years devoted solely to writing the Regulations. The'Regulations' were
finally effective July 21, 1975 after receiving President Ford's approval
ancl surviving a 45-day review period by Congress. During the review

period numerous attempts were made to' substantially weaken the
Regulations, particularly as they applied to athletics. Efforts were made
in particular to obtain an exemption for the revenue-producing sports

and a remoyal of the .mandate for cried physical education classes.
Although all of theseand similar attempts to alter the coverage of Title
IX have been unsuccessful to date, the threat of future Attempts remains. The Regulations are final, but the possibility of amendments to

13
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the law itself will always be present, and individuals will need to continue to monitor th introduction of any amendments which would
weaken Title IX.

To clarify furt

r the regulations with regard to athletics, in Sep-

tember 1975 HEVT issued 'to all state school officers, superintendents
and university presidents': guidelines pertaining to the principal obliga-

tions of institutions to provide equal opportunity to both sexes in the
operatioriirf athletic programs (interscholastic, intercollegiate, intramural, an club) and in the issuance of athletic scholarship. The basic
requirements in these areas are spelled out in sections 86.41 and 86.37(c)
of the Regulations.
-

Institutions may operate separate sex' athletic teams when selection
for the teams is based upon competitive skill or when the activity involve) is a contact sport (86.41'1131)!This secticti further states "...
where a recipient operates or sponsors a team in a particular sport for
members of one sex but operates no such team for Members of the
.other sex, and athletic opportunities have for members of that sex
previously been limited, members of the excluded sex must be allowed
to try-out for the team unless the sport involved is a contact spbrt."
Although equal aggregate expenditures are not required, equal opportunity is. In the final draft of the Regulations, HEW enumerates the
follOwing as considerations for determining equal opportunity:
86.41(c)

(i) whether the selection of sports and levels of competition
effectively accommodate the interests and activities of members of both sexes;
(ii) the provision of equipment and supplies;
(iii) scheduling of games and practice time;
(iv) travel and per diem allowance;
(v) opportunity to receive coaching and academic tutoring;
'('vi) assignment and compensation of- coaches and tutors;
(vii) provision of locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities;

(viii) rovision of medical and training facilities and services;
rovision of housing and dining facilities and services;
(x), publicity.

In regard to athletic scholarships, the regulations read:
86:37 (c)

I) To the extent that recipient awiirds 'athletic scholarship or
grants-in-aid, it must provide reasonable opportunities for
such awards for members of each sex in proportion to the
39
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number of students of each sex participating in interscholastic
or intercollegiate athletics.
(2) Separate athletic scholarships or grants-in-aid for members of
each sex may be provided as part of separate athletic teams for
members of each sex to the extent consistent with this paragraph and 86.41 of this part.
Note: The September memo from HEW further clarifies the requirements regarding athletic scholarships. (See Appendix 6)

It is important to note that Title IX applies ...to each segment of
the athletic program of a federally assisted educational institution
whether or not that segment is the subject of direct financial support
through the Department." (See Appendix 6.) This means that whether
programs are funded by student fees or university funds, by boOster
donations or gate receipts, they are subject to coverage under Title IX.

The mere fact that the institution receives federal funds in anyway
makes all of its programs subject to coverage.
The Regulations do not address themselves to administrative structure. There can be separate men's and women's physical education, or
athletic departments as long as the v-ograms of those. departments

provide for equal opportunity for all students and the employment
practices are nondiscriminatory. HEW's September 1975 guidelines
speak directly to the administrative structure question:

changes in,current administrative structure(s) or coaching assign-

ments which have a disproportionately adverse effect on the

employment opportunities of employees of one sex are prohibited
by the regulation.
.Hence, a merger which eliminated women staff or reduced their leadership, rank, or coaching opportunities would be disallowed.
On September30, 1976, Martin Gerry, director of the Office of Civil
Rights of HEW, issued a specific ruling that allowed for the continuation of separate men's and women's physical educaticK departments.
This ruling came,about as a result of a meeting of representatives of
NAGWS, AAHPER and several women's groups with Gerry where
concerns were expressed about the "submerger" of many women in the
process of merging physical education departments. Tide IX has frequently been used as a pressure point for combining departments. In
the ruling, Gerry warned institutions that du merge to 'avoid sex discrimination in the process. Of particular concern is the reductiOn of
women in administration positions. If one sex is put at a disadvantage
by the merger, the institution must "provide promptly the training and
40

opportunity for experience necessary to, qualify these employees for
such.positions." See Appendix G for entire text of the ruling.
Section 86.34 of the Regulations prohibits the conduction of education programs, activities and classes on the basis of sex; this includes
physical education. Separation of the sexes is allowed during participation in wrestling, boxing, rugby, ,ice hockey, football, basketball and

other sports involving body contact. Additionally, a stpulation in

,

86.34 (d) provides that "where use of a single standard of measuring
skill or progress in a physical, education class has
adverse effect on
members of one sex, the recipient shall use appropriate standards
which do not have such effect," Thus, grades could not be given to
both boys and girls that were a result of a measuring device that enabled boys to score consistently higher than the girls. Separation of the

sexes is also allowed for sex education, but not for the entirety of
health education.

Elementary schools were allowed one year to comply; by July 21,
1976, they had to correct all instances of discrimination. Secondary
schools and colleges are being allowed three years, i.e. until July 21,
1978, to come into full compliance, the extension, due, largely to athle=
tics and the time it will take to correct all the the disparities. HEW in'
its September 25, 1975 guidelines stressed, however, that "the adjust-

ment period is not a waiting period." Regardless of the level of the
institution, a first-year requirement for all is a self-evaluation of the
entire educational program. The September guidelines recommended
the following for secondary and college institutions:
(1)

2

Compare the requirements of the regulation addressed to

nondiscrimination in athletic programs and equal opportunity
in the provision of athletic scholarships with current policies
and practices;
(2) Determine the interests of both sexes in the sports to be offered

by the institution and, where the sport is a contact sport or
where participants are selected on the basis of competition,-;
also determine,fhe relative abilities of members of each sex for-

each sport offered, in order to decide whether to have single
sex teams or teams composed of bot,h sexes. (Abilities might
be determined through try-outs or by relying upon the knowledge of athletic teaching staff, administrators and athletic conference league representatives.)
(3) Develop a plan to accommodate effectively the interests and

abilities of both sexes, which must be fully implemented as
expeditiously F s possible and in no event later than July 21,
1978. Although the plan need not be submitted, to the Office
for Civil Rights, institutions should consider publicizing such
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plans so as to gain the assistance of students, faculty, etc, in
complying with them. (Appendix G)

HEW has urged institutions to use the broadest base of participation
possible in determining student interests and abilities. It has further
specified in the September guidelines that if opening a team toqoth
sexes in a contact sport does not effectively accommodate interests of
both men and women; separate teams must be offered. An institution
may offer contact sports on either a separate or unitary basis. The point
is clearly made that an institution will not be "effectively accommodating the interests and abilities of women" if .dabolishes all women's
teams and simply opens men's teams with the result that few women
are able to qualify for the men's team.

HEW is not intending to force the development of women's programs in a mirror fashion of men's programs, but rather is encouraging

the totality of the athletic programs to reflect an equality of opportunity for male and female students.

The only current etemption allowed from Title IX is in the irea of
admissions to preschools, elementary and secondary schools (except
vocational schools), private undergraduate institutions,. and public
undergraduate educational institutions traditionally and presently
single sex. Regardless of exemptions for admissions, however, all
institutions must treat all students nondiscriminatorily once they have
admitted ,memberslof both sexes:
Although only athletics land physical education have been discussed

in this section, Title IX applies to employment, admissions, financial
aid, vocational training programs, and-all other educational programs
as well.

Situations Which Could be Covered by Title IX

Refer to ,Chapter II, "How Can I Determine If Equality Exists?"
Any of the questions listed there represents situations to which Title IX
is applicable.
Filing a Complaint

As a result .of a court Order, new rules aimed at improving the
handling of complaints by HEW went into effect October 1, 1976.* he
necourt order provides a format for filing complaints and sets a li it of
210 days for HEW to settle the case. Persons filing a complaint must
besure that all of the following is included, or HEW can delay investigation until all information is provided:
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a. Name andraddress of person(s) or group 'filing the complaint
b. Who Arhat person or group) has suffered discriMiriatiOn

c. Names, and addresses if there are three or fewer victims of
discriminativn

d. Name and address of the "school district or other institution
charged with discrimination
e, When the dircriminatiOn otcurred
f. A description of the discriminatory act(s)

g. Initial complaints must be filed within 180 days of the act of
discrimination.

1----Anindividual filing a complaint has the right to request information
about the psi-ogress of the case. Additional information can also be
supplied during the investigkion.

.4

Enforcement'
HEW OffiCe of Civil Rights

IV. Executive Order)11246 (as amended by 11375)
Principal Area:of Concern: Employment

Coverage: All employers and institutions with federal contracts
fgrarits) in excess of $10,000

Mandate: That contractors (institutions) not discriminate against
any employee or applicant because of race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin
Executive Order 11246 was issued by President Lyndon B. Johnson
on September 24, 19.65 to ensure that there be equal employment
Opportunity in government, bey federal contractors and subcontraCtors,
and under federally assisted eonstruction.contracts. Sex, however, was,
not include91; therefore, on October 13, 1967, President Johnson issued
Executive Order 11375 as an amendment to Executive Order 1124g,to
include sex as a criteria for equal employment opportunity..
Contractors (those receiving federal monies) are ordered to take affirmative efforts. Those institutions receiving over $50,000 in federal
.

funds or those employing 50 or more employees are required to file
written affirmative action plans which include numerl al goals, timetables for recruiting, hiring, training and upgrading minorities and
women.,(See Chapter VIII for a discussion of affirmative action plans.)*
In any .advertisement for employees; the contractor must specifically
state that all qualified applicants will be considered without regard to
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race, color, religion, sex Or national origin. For purposes of affirmative
action, employers are required to follow specified recruiting and hiring

practices. Advertisements must appear in appropriate journals and
efforts must be taken to seek out potentially qualified minorities and
w men whether they be employed in a similar position or not.
persons already employed, contractors are required to provide
remedial job training and work-study programs to \help employees im-

prove skills ih order to have an equal opportunity for promotion.
Work assignments cannot be classified by sex, nor'can dining halls,
lounges or faculty clubs make a sex differentiation. All females are
eligible for a pregnancy leave regardless of their marital status or of the

contractors' specific provisions for granting leaves. Further, females
may not be penalized by loss of pay or benefits upon return from
pregnancy leave. If the employer permits personal leaves, any leaves
for child care must be available to both women and men.

In addition, any tests used by employers, be they performance or
pencil and paper, must be validated by strict scientific standards to
show that they are both predictive of job performance and nondiscriminatory in nature. Lack of facilities may not be used as an excuse
for not hiring women.

Situations Covered by Executive Order 11246 as Amended by xecutive Order 11375
,

A woman (or man) denied a job in a previously single-se department of the, opposite sex on the basis of a lack of restroom r shower
facilities

A woman denied a coaching _job of a .team Of the opposite sex because of a lack of dressing or office facilities for her
A woman refused her job upon return from pregnancy
Male teachers in a school system automatically given an extra stipend

as "head of the household" (whether they are given extra duties to
earn theStipend or not) \
Teachers of one sex systematically assigned to a particular kind of
duty (i.e., women sell tickets while men patrol the halls)
A college placement service which carries separate male and female
listings

,

Filing a Complaint

Complaints may be made in letter form to the OFCC or HEW. Either
L, individuals or organizations- may register the complaint within a time
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limit of 180 days from the last alleged discriminatory act. The governmefit can, however, conduct an investigation without first having a
complaint registered (this is differen't from Title VII). The individual
complainant's name is usually given to the institution, but again, the
..1.institution

is prohibited from harassing the individual in any way.

Findings of an 4nv.estigatiOn are kept confidential by the government,
but the institution is free to make them public.
Enforcement

Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) of the Departyentof
..,;LaborOffice of Civil Rights. (Division of Higher Education) of HEW.
The enforcement 'power is that of delaying new contracts, revoking
current .contracts or prohibiting future contracts.
Special Note: The Executive Order is not an actual law, but rather a series of)
rules and regulations that the federal government has required contractors to
follow if theIL wish to receive federal monies.

V. Title VII (Section 799' A) and Title VIII (Section .845) of the Public
Health Service Act (as amended by the Comprehensive Health Manpower Act and the Nurse Training Amendments Act of 1971)

Principal Area of Concern: Admission of students and employment in health services programs

Coverage: All institutions receiving or benefiting from a grant,
Joan guarantee or interest subsidy to health personnel training
programs or receiving a contract under Title VII or VIII of the
Public Health Service Act
Mandate: That there be nondiscrimination in admission to training

programs and nondiscrimination in every aspect did phase of
the program for both students and employees

This is probably one of the less widely known laws which addresses
sex discrimination, albeit for a very specific kind of program, that of .
health services. Included in the coverage are schools of medicine,
osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, pharmacy,
podiatry, public health, allied public health .personnel, and nursing. It
is conceivable that the 'preparation of, sports medicine' specialists and
athletic trainers would be in a department that receives federal assistance under this .Act, and these are areas in which women typically
,
tiave been denied opportunities in the past.
`The significance of this legislation is in its application to the students
in these 'programs. Only Title IX 'of the Education Amendments (dis.
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cussed'in the next'seciion) further addresses itself to students and their
rights to equal opportunities without regard to sex.
Situations Which Could be COvered by Titles VII and VIII (One must
first establish-that the program under consideration is covered ty this
Act.)

Different admission standards for males and females wishing to enter
sports medicine or athletic training program
Assignment of intern opportunities on the basis of sex, e.g., males to
the football team, females to the women's basketball team.
Exclusive employment'of one sex a'inStructors.-for &program
Filing

a. Complaint

.Within180 days of the time of the discrimination, an individual or
an organization may file a letter of complaint with HEW. Government
investigations can be conducted as a matter of routine without a formal
complaint, in addition to in response to a complaint. The identity of
complainants is kept confidential.
.

Enforcement

HEW Office Of Civil Rights. Current awards may be revoked and
new awards delayed or prohibited for failure to comply. The Department of Justict may fire suit at the'request 'of,HEW.

VI. The Equal Rights Amendment

. The Equal Rights Amendment, commonly referred to as the ERA,
has been proposed by Congress as the 27th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution. At the time of this -writing, 35 of the required 38 states
have ratified the amendment. Two years after the 38th state has ariproved the amendment, it will be.in, effect,
The proposed amendment reads very:sirriply:

.

.

Equality of rightsThrider "the-LaW' shtill not be denied or abridged
by the United States or any State on account of sex.
Principal Area of Concern: Sex discrimination in any-form
Cm.wcige: ". the Amendment requires that the federal goUera-

rhea?. -Ind all state anti local governments treat each person,
male and female, as an individual .... The Amendment applies
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only to governmental action; it does not affect private action on
the p ly social relationships be(ween men,,,,ancl women
(U.SIIPCong:, Senate Judiciary? ComMittee Report on the Equal
Rights Amendment, Report. 92-689, 92nd Cong., 2d Sess., p, 11,
March 1972.) [Italics added.] (4, pp. 3-4)
Mandate:.That all-governments, total, state and federal, ,treat each
person, whether male or female, as an individual

Although there hasbeen some attempt by states that have already
ratified the ERA to rescind their action, it appears that such efforts will

not be valid. The Counsel to the SubcoMmittee on Constitutional
Amendments of the Senate Judiciary committee has stated;

Judicial opinions and, more importantly, the precedents established by the -Congress itself make it clear that once a State has
ratified an amendment, it'has exhausted the only power conferred

on it by Article V of the Constittition, and may not, therefore
validly rescind such action. (4, p. 3)
7

There has been a great deal of controversy about what the ERA will
and will not do. The Iowa Women's Political Caucus (82) has prepared
a fact sheet on the ERA in which it cites several laws and practices of
the state and federal government which restrict females. Among them
are:

employment laws barring wo n from t ertain:occupations, Orking
certain hours or lifting certain w ights
laws requiring married females t obtain court approval to engage
in business

different,ges for males and fem les in child labor laws, age for
marriage,: and juvenile court jurisdic 'on

Under the ERA, laws which are benefi 'at;i4r,be
.,, . extended to both

sexes. Hence, state laws would have to prOiricle--forthe possibility of
alimony payments to both males and females. Restrictive laws will be
unconstitutional. The removal of restrictive:laws will not mean that
women will be -required to do anything now done by men; it simply
.that
at f a woman chooses ;to 'perform 'some act (e.g.., lift 100
pounds) she may do so and may compete for a job requiring that skill.'
Thee ERA will not aff)5ct private decision or life-styles. Women will

not be forced into the paid labor market; they may remain in the
homemaker role, if they so choose. There is n c longer a draft, but the
ERA would eliminate exemptions purely on t e 'basis of sex. Either
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(
males 'or females could get an exemption based on having dependent
children. No person will be required to do any task for which he or she
is physically unsuited:-

,

individuals desiring more detailed inforniation on the-projected implications of the ERA are referred to the following sources (35, 39, 40,
41,7,151).

The Project 'On the Status ;and EdiiatlOn of Women of the ASso
ciation of American Colleges has summarized the effects of the ERA on
educational institutions this way:

With respect to education, the Equal Rights Amendment will 'ie
quire that State supported schools at all levels eliminate laws or
regulations or official practices which exclude women or limit their
numbers. The Amendment would not require quota's for men and
Women, nor would it require that schools accurately reflect the sex
'distribution in the,population; rather admission would turn on the,
basis of ability or other relevant characteristics, and ,not on the
basis of:sex..A similar result may.,be, expected,with respect to the
Astribution of scholarship funds. State schools and colleges currently limited to one-sex would'have.to allow both sexes to,attend.
Employment and promotion in pUblic schools would, as in the
case of other governmental action, haVe to be free from sex disst

It should also be noted with, respect to education that the

'Amendment would not require that dormitories or bathrooms be
shared by men and women. As explained above, the Amendment

dcies-noCProhibit.,.the,: separation of the sexes, where: the ,right:of,
privacy is _involved. As the AssOCiation of "the
of the'C6; of

New York pointed out in its report, the constitutional right of
privacy could be used to sanction separate malerand female facilities for activities which involve. disrobing, sleeping and personal
bodily functions."
The Amendment would not affect private educatin. (100)

As we look specifically to the application of the ERA toward athletic
programs we can see some rather farjeaching,effects., A cominentin the
Syracuse Law Reviews (113)notes that the passage of the ERA "would
have the advantages of uniformity, expediency and full ,equality" (113,

r. 569). The article goes on to say, however, that "...the amendment
as proposed lends itself to an interpretation which would have an.
adverse effect on the Majority'of female athletes" (113, p. 569). Com-,
mentators on the ERA cited in this article all agree that the ERA

...constitutes an unqualified prohibition. It means that differentiation on account of sex is totally precluded, regardless of whether
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a legislature or administrative agency may consider such a classification to be "reasonable,' to be beneficial.rather than Pirividious,',
or tO",:lie. justified by "compelling reasons." Furthermore .;.the
clan*. would not sanction "separate but equal treatment. Power
ib(defiy equality,of rights' on account
sex is wholly foreclosed.
(113, p. 571)
According to this interpretation all athletic 4eams'''*,ybuld by open to
both boys and girls, men and women. A decision 'has already been
rendered by the Commonwealth Court of PenritYlvania under the

state's ERA which has mandated mixed competition in all: sPorts. (See
Chapter V.)

There would be three' 'allOwable exceptions to absolute equality
under the ERA whichawould permit differential treatment on the basis
of sex, but none is applicable to 'athletics:

1. Power 'of the. State to regulate cohabitation and sexual activity
between unmarried persons

2. Separate treatment in order to protectfundamental rights of :privacy (separate showers, lockers, and toilet fadlities are allowed)
3. A characteristic unique to. one' '4ex is,suffiCient grounds for dissimilar treatment,.bUt athletic ability., is not unique' to one sex.
Even though the Majority of the men- may be superior to the
women in a particular activity, there will be some women who
are,uperior. (113, pp. 573-574)
The most desirable means of providing equal opportunities for
women in sports and of creating equitable_ programs are yet to be
deterniined. The passage of the ERA, however, may have a far-reaching
impacron'alJ courses of_action to date;.

..

V11. Women's.Educational Equity Act of 1973 H.R. 2Q8

Whereas all of tlie legislation discussed thus far haS been "prohibitive" in nature' i.e., written to prohibit sex discrimination in one form
or another, the Women's Educational. Equity Act of 1973 represents a
permissive piece of legislation. The purpose of the Act is to provide for
'positive prograMs to promote the education of vnmen. Congress
approved funding for this in September 1975 as part of the appropriations for the Education Act. Procedures for 'Project application are
printed in the Federal Register.

The House Subcommittee on' Equal Opportunities has made ,available to the Project on the Status and Education of Women a sectionby-section analysis of the Women's Educational Equity Act. That
analysis is reprinted here:
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SECTION 1. States the title of the act as 'Women's Educational
Equity Act of 1973,"
SECTION 2. Declares present educational programs inequitable

as they relate to women of all cultural and ethnic groups. States
the purposes of the act, which Include encouraging the, development of new and improved curriculums; demonstration and evaluation of such curriculums in model educational programs; support
of the initiation and maintenance of programs concerning women
at all levels of education; dissemination of materials for usg in
educational programs and in mass media; proiision of training
programs for parents, educational personnel, youth and guidance
counselors; community leaders, and government employees at all
levels;, provision of planning for women's resource centers; provision of improved career, vocational and physical education
programs; provision of community education programs and
programs on the status, roles and opportunities for women in society. .

States that men are not prohibited from participating in any
activities funded under this act. (109)

Individuals are encouraged to maximize the possibilities and opportunities,provided by this Act to further the growth of women.
In September 1976 the first grants under this program were awarded.
A total of 66 grants shared the $6.2 million available in federal funds.
Over 1,200 applications had been submitted. The majority of the funds
will be directed in three areas: training materials on sex bias in educa-

tion, equality for women in educational leadership, and ending sex
stereotypes in career-oriented. education. Most of the materials devel-'
wed will be aimed at 'elementary and secondary schools. A project in
Colorado will be' instituting a statewide communication network to
promote sports equally for girls. Another project will result in a series

of regional and national workshops to help educators comply with
Title IX.

Funding for 1977 will feature a $1 million increase. More information about the WoMen's Educational Equity Act program can be obtained from Joan Duval, Director, Women's Program Staff, U.S. Office
of Education, Room 3121, 400 Maryland Ave., S.W., Washington,
DC 20201.

STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Within the various states are labor laws, fair employment practices
legislation; equal rights amendments, elementary and secondary school
education policies, state anti-discrimination agencies, and State Com50

missions on the Status of Women. These laws and agencies are variously distributed and variously constituted. An exhaustive study of this
distribution is not within the purview of this publication, but interested
persons are urged to consult the report of the Education Commission of
States (14) to find state by state details. Appendix C contains a summary of anti-discrimination laws in each state.
It behooves each individual to know present and pending legislation

and policies affecting equal opportunities for persons of both sexes.
State statutes are perhaps more easily monitored and influenced than
federal legislation because of the potentially closer relationship between
legislators and 'their constituencies. In many cases, states still carry
laws on the books that have become invalid because of federal legislation, e.g., Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 supersedes any state
laws which. distinguish .between men and women for pay scales, for
job opportunities or for fringe benefits.
Elementary and secondary school education policies are a key area
of concern. Once again there are differences in structure and jurisdiction

by state. Knowing whether the legislature has the statutory power to
determine educational policies or whether the regfilations are establi4ied
by a state board of education or state department of public instruction
is essential to plan for means of effecting change.
A further determination to be made within each s to is the relationship between the high school athletic associate
nd the State Depart-

ment of Public Instruction. Focal points of interest in assessing the
status of equal opportunity include laws, policies, regulations or recommendations, and such matters as physical education requirements
and exemptions, athletic opportunities and participation, and coaching
qualifications and assignments.
There are three principal types of high school athletic associations,
each with unique channels through which one must/work to determine
or change policy. Most common is the voluntary association whereby

both private and public high schools exercise an option to join an
essentially independent association. Such membership ultimately means
that most of the individual. power to make regulations is relinquished

to the power of the association as a whole. Voluntary associations
have no direCt relationship to the state government or state board of

education, but a representative a the state board of education often
sits as an ex-officio member of the athletic association board. There are
state associations which are departments or sections of the state board
of education itself.*Michigan and New York have been cited as classic
examples of these types of associations (16). The third and least common
type of association is that directed by astate university. Texas, Virginia
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and South Carolina are exam les of this organizational structure.
Each type of association, however, is in effect serving a state function
Opd therefore is subject to the constitutional lasts, of the state and federal
governments. The two court decisions most frequently cited td support

the classification of state athletic associations as agents of the state
acting "under color of state law" are 6 klahoma High School Association
vts. Bray, 321 F2d 269 (10'th circuit 1963), and Louisiana High School
Athletic,Association vs. St. Augustine High School, 396 F.2d 224 (1968).

inthe Louisiana Lase, the court used the following rationale to de-dare the conduct of the Louisiana High School Athletic Association
state action:

of the Association is relevant-85 per cent of the
members are state public schools. The public school 'principals,
who nominally are members, are state officers, state paid and state'
supervised .... Funds for support of the Associatipn come partly
from membership dues, largely from gate' receipts from games
betweerr members, the great majority of which are held in stateMembership

owned and state-supplied facilities .,....
The power of the Association reaches not only to the stadiums,

the gymnasiums and the locker rooms but into the public classrooms, the public principals" offices and the public pocketbook. It
exercises control over curriculaa coach must teach a designated
minimum number of classes per week. Principals are required to
submit certain reports, to the AsoCiation .... (140, p. 227)
Though member schools are obligated to follow the, rules and regula-

tions of the state athletic association, they are not absolved from responsibility to provide equal educational opportunities consistent with.
the law of the land. The legally protected rights of individuals take
clear precedence over any policy or regulation of an athletic association.'

In Chapter V a number of court cases brought against high school
athletic associations are discussed. A common type of. case, is that
brought against an athletic association by an individual girl denied
participation on her school's boys' team (where no girls' team existed)
because of an athletic association policy. The courts have ruled consistently that fernales cannot be denied an opportunity to Participate in
athletics when such exists for the boys.
Even the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) has been

declared by the courts to be acting "under the color- of state law." In
Parish vs. National. Collegiate Athletic Association, 506 F.2d 1028
(1975), the circuit court stated:
,

We see no reason to enumerate again the contacts' and the degree
of participabtOn of the various, states through their colleges and

5?
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universities with the NCAA. Sufi Ice it to say that state-supported
educational institutions and their member officers play a substantial,' although admittedly not pervasive, tole in the NCAA's program
MoreOver, we cannot ignore the states'as well as the

federal 'government'straditional interest in all aspects of this
country's educational system. Organized athletics play a large

role in higher education, and improved means- of transportation
have made it possible for any college, no matter what itslocation,
- to compete athletically with other colleges throughout-the country.
Hence, meaningful regulation of this aspect of education' is now
beyond the effective reach of any one state. In a real sense, then,
the NCAA ... is performing a traditional governmental function
.... We have little doubt, in light of the national (and even inter -.
national) scope of collegiate athletics and the traditional governmental concern with the educational system, that were the NCAA
to disappear tomorrow, government would soon step in to fill the
void.

(146; pp. 1032=1033)

Although there has been no t ourt case to date, one could expect a
similar decision regarding the AIAW.

,

An individual, then, with a complaint involving an action of a particular school, be it high schooror College, can eventually call upon the
jurisdiction of the federal 5ourts if no resolution of the problem is_possible by working through the school or athletic association itself.
State laws regarding physical education requirements vary considerably. These laws or the administration of them cannot differentiate on'

the basis of sex. Title IX is the source of this mandate (federal law
supersedes estate law). It was concluded that ". . . a student has an
enforceable right .to obtain a physical education program within the
state provided facility" (62, p. 287). Such would be considered a part
of the regular educational obligations of the school to the student. The
right to participate in athletics, however, has not been similarly recog'

nized. (See 148.)
The jurisdiction' and enforcement power of such state agencies as the

Attorney General's Office, the Civil Rights Commission, and the Commission on the Status of Women all differ from state to, state depending

upon the dictate of the statutes. A contact with any of these state
agencies with regard to the resolution of problems of sex discrimination
would result in a proper referral if that particular agency had no jurisdiction for that area.
Some states have initiated anti -sex discrimination legislation on their
own. The firtof such was signed into law on august 5, 1971 by the
governor of Massachusetts .(38, p. 36). Other states have policies set by
state boards of education which carry, the same anti-sex discrimination
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mandates. The Minnesota State. Board of Education, which has been
particularly progressive in this area, issued in 1972 a policy tatement,
"Eliminating Sex Bias in Education," dealing with sex ster typing in
instructional materials, teacher training, and inservice pro ams. The
board also adopted a position paper- on expanding career and voca-

tional training across 'traditional sex lines, and in 1974 it adopted a
regulation that will result in the removal of state aid from any school
failing to provide courses and activities to students of both sexes (14,
p. 51).

The piece .0 state legislation that could have the most profound
effect upon the elimination of sex discrimination is a state equal rights
amendment. Most of the state equal rights amendments are modeled on
the proposed national Equal Rights Amendment. Fifteen states have
passed their own- equal rights amendments at the time of this writing
(Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Montana, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Virginia,
Washington and Wyoming). Although most of the equal rights amendments have been passed very recently, Wyoming and Utah included an
equal rights' amendment in their original state constitutions. There has
been relatively little litigation based on these laws to date, some 40
cases in the 15 states combined:

The majority of the4 cases has been in the domestic relations area.

Many were brought by men to challenge presumptions that favor
women in the awarding of child custody, child support and alimony.

The second large area of litigation has been the criminal area. Suits
have challenged statutory sex differentials in sentences and sentencing
procedures, in prison facilities, and in the cutoff age for juveniles. For
a comprehensive listing of state ERA cases, see Women Lciw Reporter,
November 15, 1974.*
The possibilities remain tremendous and the implications profound.
A striking example of the potential ramifications is seen in the case
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania vs. Pennsylvania Interscholastic
Athletic Association, Pa. Commonwealth, 334 A 2d 839. The case was
decided March 19, 1975, and the decision far exceeded t' lle-nds of
any athletic case to date as well as the provisions of T
::i by e
/ending coed competition to contact sports.
While Title IX is subject to future amendments which could substantially weaken its application to the provision of sports opportunities
f6r girls and women, a state ERA guarantees equal opportunities and

within that state would prevail over the application of Title IX in

Copies may be obtained from Wornen Law Reporter, 5141 Massachusetts Avenue,
N W , Washington, DC 20016, Phone number is (202) 229-2922.

of

(1
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4.,-.,7instances in which the provisiohs of Title IX alloyved' disparate treatmen t.

,

State ERAs cover only "state action" and do not extend to private
discrimination. Athletics at public schools and universities would be
covered, as noted in the previous discussion on athletic associations.
Although the Supreme Court has'yet to declare sex a "suspect classification" under the Equal 'Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-

.

ment, there is precedent at the state level for such .a' declaration. In
1971 the California State Supreme Court ruled in Sailer Inn, Inc. n.
Kirby (116, 158), a case challenging the state's exclusion of women
from.bartending, that sex was an unlawful basis for classification. (See
Chapter V, c6ge 67 for further discussion.) The California Court based
its decision on the California Constitution (with its State ERA), Title
VII, and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Further litigation under State ERAs could well result in further findings
of sex as a "suspect classification."

a
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HAPTER IV

Compliance Agericieg
Yvonne Slatton
, The effectjeness of laws prohibiting dis&imination will be only as
good as the agenCies enforcitig them. If progress'is to be made in ending discrimination, one must be aware of the, designated enforcement
agellcies as well as the laws. As a result of the various laws, regulations
and/executive orders all three branches of the federal government have
becbme involved in efforts to owcome discrimination.

1. Executit4through the establishment of the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance and the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare
2. Legislativethrough the passage of acts prohibiting discrimination
in employment, program access, etc., and the establishment of the
Eqizal Employment Opportunity Commission
3. Judicialthrough classic decisions which have had, an impact
on the prOblems for the various classes as well as for individuals

The Federal Register, published daily, makes available to the public,
federal agency regulations and other legal documents of the executive
branch. Here, government requirements are published which involve

environmental protection, consumer product safety, food and drug
standards, occupational health and safety, education opportunity and
many more areas of concern to the public. Perhaps more important, the
Federal Register irludes proposed changes in regulated areas. Each

proposed, hange published carries an invitation for any citizen or
group to kiticipate in the consideration of the proposed, regulation
through submission of written data, views or arguments and sometimes

by oral presentation. Through the publication of proposed rules and
notice of public meetings, citizens are offered a significant opportunity
to be informed of and to participate in the workings of their government. The Federa' I Register is available through individual subscription
or through most public and education libraries. Every educator should

attempt to stay informed of current requirements affecting education
programs.
Discrimination in edukational institutions is approached in two ways:

through leverage of fedal financial assistance, since under Titles VI
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and IV schools and colleges could not receive such assistance unless
they encled discriminatory practices, and through litig4on by the
Departmerft of justice, Under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
the Attorney General is authorized to bring lawsuits to eliminate unconstitutional diSciimination by public schools, and colleges. Thus,
even if schools are willinglo forego federal financial assistance as the
,price orcontinuing discri
atory practices, they face the piospechof
litigation by the Departm
of Justice to require an end to discrimination.

The discussion which ifollows is an attempt to acquaint the reader
with the agencies of the federal government directly involved with
implementing legislative acts to end discrirnination., In many instances,
complaints will cut across the jurisdiction lines of several agencies, and
therefore, it is often recommended that complaints be filed with more
ti?an one agency: The agencies, through their -interagency cOrnmunica-

tion'sYstem, will then decide which one should handle a particular
case. For further information on government agencies and their. responsibilities, the reader is encouraged to write for the pamphlets,
brochures and packets listed in the >references, pages 197-201. Generally,

the information is sent free or at minimal cost and is very informative.
Some of the information may be secuTtelliii bulk orders and therefore
can be easily distributed throughout school districts.
A. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, .EDUCATION AND' WELFARE

HEW is the cabinet-level department of the federal executive branch'
most concerned and involved with the nation's human concerns. It was

created on .April 11, 1953 under legislation proposed by President
Eisenhower and approved .by _CongresS. The Secretary of HEW superand directs the Department's activities and administers the function of such specialized units as the Office of Civil Rights, the Office of
Child Development and the Office of Consumer Affairs. The Secretary
is aided in the overall management responsibilities by an Undersecretary, eight Assistant Secretaries, a General Counsel,'and the agency heads.
Since the Secretary is accountable to Congress and the public for the

way the Department spends taxpayers' money, the Secretary and the
top staff spend considerable time testifying before Congressional committees, meeting with members of Congress, speaking before national
organizations, and meeting with the press and public to explain HEW
actions. They 5Iso prepare special reports on national problems which
are -available, to the public through the Government Printing Office.
In terms of the amount of financial assistance under -federal grant
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and loan programs, HEW is the major agency responsible for Title VI.
It adminiSters three of the largest federal grant programs in public assistance (welfare),: aid to education, and 'public health research and
services.

Office for Civil Rights

The Office for Civil Rights in theDepartment of HEW is responsible
for administering and enforcing departmental policies under Titles VI
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964- which prohibits discrimination
with regard to race, color or national origin in programs and activities
receiving federal financial asSistance. The Office is also responsible for
Title IX of 'the Education Amendments of 1972; which prohibits dis-

crimiiiation against students or others on the batis of sex, and for
Executive Order 11246, as amended by Executive Order 11375, which

prohibits discrimination with regard to race, religion, color, sex or
national origin by employers'holding federal contracts.
Negotiation and Enforcement

If a school, hospital, state agency or other facility subject to Titles
VII or IX fails'to eliminate discrimination voluntarily, staff members of
the Office for Civil Rights will meet with officials to see what can be
done to eliminate discriminatory practices. If efforts to achieve voluntary compliance fail, the Office can initiate administrative enforcement

proceedings to terminate-federal assistance or can request the U. S.
Department of Justice to take legal action. The law requires that the at-

tempts to achieve voluntary compliance must be exhausted , before
formal enforcement actions are invoked.

The. Department has developed procedures to give recipients and
complainants every opportunity for a full hearing before a federal administrative law' judge so that each side can present its case. During the
hearing process, a recipient continues to receive federal money for ongoing programs previously approved and funded. However, federal
funds for new programs cannot be approved. After .the administrative
law judge makes a decision, it may be appealed to a five-member reviewing authority. If the institution is finally ruled out of compliance,
the Secretary transmits the decision to the committees of the House and
Senate with legislative jurisdiction. The termination of funds takes
place 30 days later, Of course, a later-appeal throlleh the federal courts
may be made.
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Any institution that has its funds terminated may participate; once
again in federal programs by eliminating discriminatory practices.

Similar procedures are used ' under the Executive Order covering

.

federal contracts. If a hearing supports a finding of noncompliance, existing contracts are terminated and the contractor. is barred from futtire
contract awards until the discrimination has been corrected:
'Handling of Complaints

Any person who has a complaint that discrimination because of
race, color, sex or ,national origin exists in any program\ aided by HEW
should notify the Office for( Civil-Rights. This pertains also to discrimination because of a physical or mental handicap., Si-milarly, any person who has a complaint that discrimination because of sex exists, in
any education program or in admission to any health training program

benefiting from federal assistance should notify the Office for Civil
'Rights. Also, this Office should be notified of employment discrimination, based on race, color, religion, sex or national origin, by federal contractors and subcontractors and on federally' assisted construction projects.
A complaint may be filed by letter, by telephone or in person at the
Office for. Civil Rights in Washington, D.C. or at its regional. offices.

These offices are located inHEW's regional offices in the following
cities: Boston, New York City, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,
Kansas City (Missouri), Denver, San Francisco and Seattle. The addresses and telephone numbers are listed in Appendix F. Personnel in
some regional offices are bilingual and can give special help to members
of national origin minorities.

B. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

The Commission was created by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and became operational July 2, 1965. Title VII was amended by
the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972. EEOC, which is the
national- counterpart, to state and local fair employment practice commissions,
receives and investigates changes of employment discrim,
ination. Its purposes are to end discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex or national origin in matters regarding hiring, promoting,
firing, wages, testing, training, apprenticeship, and all other conditions
of employment; and to promote voluntary action programs by employers, unions and community organizations to put equal employment opportunity into actual operation.
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The Commission's operations are decentralized to the five litigation
centers and to the eight regional offices and their district offices. (See
Appendix E;) The EEOC has five commissioners; one designated by the
President as chairperson and .one as vice-chairperson. There must be at
least two commissioners froin each political party.
In addition to the litigation centers and regional offices, the Cornmission has designated agencies known as 706 Agencies to assist in
handling ,individual complaints. The designated 706 Agencies "are ":`

1. Alaska Commission for Hum'an Rights..
2. Colorado Civil Rights Commission
3. Connecticut Commission on Human Rights and Opportunities
4. DelaWare Department of Labor
5. District of Columbia Office of Human Rights
:6. Illinois,Fair, Employment Practices Commission
7. Indiana Civil Rights Commission Rights
8. Michigan Civil Rights Commission
9. Minnesota Department of Human Rights
10. New Hampshire Commission for Human Rights
.

11. New Jersey Division on Civil Rights, Department of Law and
Public Safety
12. Oregon Bureau of Labor
133..Pennsylvania Hurnan Relations Commission
14. South Dakota Human Relations Commission
15. Utah Industrial Commission
16. West Virginia Human Rights Commission

Additions to this list are made by the Commission from time to time
and are published in the Federal Register.
EEOC is granted no power to require a discriminatory parts/ to cease
engaging in prohibited activities. Lawsuits, however, may be brought
by private parties, by the Department of Justice or by the EEOC.

How to File a Complaint

If 'a person believes that he or she is a victim of discrimination by
an employer, labor organization, employment agency; or joint labormanagement program for apprenticeship or training, that person may
file a complaint with the Commission. InStructions and complaint
forms are available at the Equal Opportunity Commission, 1800 G
Street N.W.; Washington, DC 20506; at local or state Fair Employment
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Practices agencies; or at the regional EEOC offices. (See Appendix
D for sample form.).
The 'following directions are taken from the official charge form:

It is important to file your charge as soon as possible after the
discrimination took place. To,be.sure. your rights are protected,
you should file no later than 90 days 'after the incident complained of. If you file later than that, the. Commission may not
,.
be able to help you.
'When the Commission receives the charge, a representative will
review the facts and contact you either by mair in person.
I:f
,

if
1

If your charge is one which can be handled by the Cbmmission,
an investigator will gather all the facts in the situation from you
and from the parties you have cfyrged with discilmination.
)

6

A copy of your charglwill be gitItn to the parties you have
charged with discrin ination. This is required by law.

If the Commissi n does not find that the facts support your
`charge, you wil be notified that the charge has been dismissed.
The parties 3(ou have charged with the discrimination will also
be notified.
.

If the ommission finds reasonable-cause to believe that you
hav been discriminated against, it will attempt to conciliate and
ch an agreement satisfactory to you and the company (or
/union, employment agency or apprenticeship committee).

/

If it fails to reach such an agreement within a specified period of
time, you have the right to take your complaint to court.

If you live in a state which has an enforceable fair employment
practice law, and the means to enforce it, the Commission will
defer your case to the State agency for a period of at least 60
days. You will be notified if this is done. Unless the Commission
is notified to the contrary on the termination of State proceedings, or after 60 days have passed, whichever comes first, the
EEOC will assume you want the case handled by EEOC and will
consider the charge to be filed with the Commission and begin
processing the case. About 85 percent of deferred cases return to
EEOC for processing after deferral.
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The 'Commission Os determined, that it will defer to the follitiWirig
jurisdictions:
Alaska
California
Colorado
ConnectiCut
Delaware
District of
Columbia
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

Colorado
Connecticut
District of
Columbia
Hawaii

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Nebraska

MirtheSOta

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon'
'Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
Utah
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Mlssouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
New Mexico
,New York
On cases involving sex discrimination, the Commission defers to the
following:

Nevada
New York
Utah
Wisconsin
Wyoming
The Commission does not defer to Idaho, Maine, Montana and Vermont. These states provide criminal
ions for discrimination, but do
not establish or authorize a state agent 'to administer the statute. Nor

does the Commission defer to Arizona, Oklahoma and Tennessee.
These outlaw discrimination or declare T contrary to state policy, but

do not provide for effective enforcement.
Because of an ambiguity in the law as it relates to public institutions,
it is not yet clear whether EEOCor the Attorney General will file suit
in all situations which involve public institutions. Individual commissioners may initiate complaints if they receive information which in:dicates that the law has been violated. Incertain cases, where the Commission feels that a pattern or practice of dissrimination exists rather
than a single instance, the justice Department wit be advised and the
'Attorney General may then undertake action in the U.S. District Court.

C. OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

The OFCC was created under authority of EXecutive Order 11246,,
issued September 24, 1965. As a part of the Labor Department's Wage
and Labor Standards Administration, OFCC administers the government's program for ensuring equal employment opportunity among
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federal contractors ant /or federally assisted construction projects,
HEW has been designated, by OFCC as the Compliance Agehcy , re-

t

sponsible for enforceme'ri f the Executive Order fort,.all.contraces with
univerSities and colleges~ ,, herefore, the investigations are conducted

by the.Office fOrtivil Risk's pf HEW.
e
1

Who Can File a Complaint? .`

Any, individual or group',On file by describing the discrimination.
To faCilitate the exchange of information in the equal opportunity field
and to reduce duplication of compliance activities, OFCC signed a memorandum of understanding wit EEOC so-that compliance reviews are
coordinated between the two agencies and ,information on contractors
is exchanged. OFCC handles the brbad, company-wide compliance reviews and EEOC handles complair4s of discrimination filed by individUals. Individual complaints fan be filed on the prescribed form qr
t
by writing a letter to ()FCC
Pattern complaints are those w ich reflect a practice of discrimination
throughout the system whereby nt.#ribeis of individUals, not necessarily
in the same job or area of specializatiop, are victims of discrimination.
It may be something which has evolved and been perpetuated over a

number of years. There are no official forms for pattern complaints.
Complaints can be filed with the Secietary of Labor or the Secretary of
HEW in Washington, D.C. kegardless of were the complaint has been
filed, HEW does the investigations. Complainants do not need to know
what contract (s) an institution has or 14 negbtiating for in order to file.
);-

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABORWAGE AND 1JOUR DIVISION
OF THE EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION

The Division enforces the Fair Labor Standards Act including the
equal pay provisions. It is empowered to make rout ne, general investi"gations of establishments to ensure complianCe w th the act, regardless of whether a specific complaint is received. Co plaints are treated
confidentially, The Administrator of the Division m supervise payment
of back Wages, and in certain circumstances, the Secretary of Labor

7y- bring suit for back pay or the employee mad' sue for back pay.
There is no formal procedure for filing a complai,nt. Complaints may
b reported to theiriearest Wage and Hour Office4of 'the Employment
Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor by let te,r, telephone
or in person. There are offices in over 350 communities throughout the
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,

tiepartment of Labor
Wage and Hour Division
If not listed, write: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standar(
Administration, Wage and Hour Division, Washington, DC 20210.

COORDINATION IN ADMINISTRATION OF EQUAL EMPLO'
MENT OPPORTUNITY LAWS

In the laws vmmarized, enforcement procedures and remedies diffe
Coordination of efforts among the agencies adMinistering the laws h
been developing -sometimes through provisions of the laws themselvc
sometimes by administrative agreement.
For example:

EEOC and State Civil Rights Commissions

EEOC will defer to the State Civil Rights Commission for a period
60 days on any complaint of sex discrimignation to which both 'Sta
Civil Rights Acts and Title VII of the Federal Civil 'Rights Act of 19(
are applicable. If the complaint is nut thus resolved, EEOC will intervo

and first attempt remedy through conciliation. If conciliation is n
reached, suit may be tiled.

EEOC and Wage and Hour Division

Title VII requires its provisions to be harmonized with the Equal
Act, which .mended the Fair Labor Standards Act. Accordingly, EEO

will apply thqtelevant interpretations and opinions of the Wage

ar

Hour 'Administrator, U.S, Department of Labor, to equal pay complain
filed under Title VII.

TEOC and the Justice Department
VVhen ERA" finds a patter rt or prnctici, of discrimination (rather th,
an individual complaint), it can advise the !wake Department and r&itic
thy Attorney General to take action in the U.S. District Court.
b4

EfOC and OFCC
On May 20, 1970, the EEOC and the OFCC announced an agreement
to reduce duplication of compliance activities in situations where both
Title VII and Exe'cy,tive Order 11375 apply. Essentially, OFCC and/or

the !individual compliance agencies handle broad, company-wide
compliance reviews, and EEOC, the individual complaint investigations.:
In investigating such complaints, EEOC acts both on behalf of OFCC
and on, its own behalf. OFCC provides EEOC with reports-from compliance agencies, and EEOC providesOFCC with regular listing; of charges
under .investigation, being conciliated, or settled. EEOC and OFCC,
with leaders Of industry, have jointly sponsored a number of affirmative
action conferences.

STATE AGENCIES
Every state has designated agencies for dealing with discrimination
complaints. Because these agencies differ from slate to state and because

the channels of complaint 'procedure differ, no attempt will be made
to define possible state agencies. However, Appendix C presents available

information on legislation ineach state. Individuals can contact state
legislators for more specific information on the .complianceaAencies.
As menticined previously, in any cases concerned with employment
practices, before investigation by a'ederal agency (EEOC )., a charge
must he deterred for 60 days to a state fair employment practice agency
where an enforceable :lair employment practice law is in effect. It
therefore, becomes the responsibility of .each educator to be cognizant
of state laws and agencies as well'as,federal procedures. If one is unsure
of responsibilities of various agencies; a good starting point is the Office

of the Attorney General of the state involved. In some instances the
State Attorney General's Office -may. have jurisdiction over certain discriminatory grievances; it not,' they should be able to direct one to the
appropt tate agencies.

'1-ht! State Department of Public Instruction should also. be able to
provide information concerning state legislation. affecting educational
programs.

The! chart below presents arNample of possible procedures
the
local level for dealing with Civil riOts grievances. Local communitit-s
probably have similar agencies and procedures, and their help may be
solicited in the initial stages of a complaint.
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A complaint is filed:

Civic Center
410 E. Washington St.

Iowa City, Iowa 52240
(Phone 354.1800)

Investigation by the Human Relations Coordinator
and the City Attemey'sPflice: The person who filed

the complaint, the person complained abovt and

,

others artinterviewed.

A detailed .report and recommendations are submitted to the Commission, A finding is made:

Probable cause.

No probable cause.

There is reason to pursue the case further and seek

The person who filed the complaint was wrong,

conciliation,

or had inadequate evidence. No further
action is taken,

During conciliation, an attempt is made to obtain a
settlement satisfactory to both sides, If conciliation
fails, the Commigipn may:

Direct the City Attorney to file action

Close the case

Direct the City Attorney to ii

without taking

Magistrate's Court:

Johnson County District Cotirt.

If a person is find guilty in this dirt, a lint of

A temporary injunction requiring the accused

S100 or sentence up to 30 days in jail may resuk.

Person to cease violating the ordinance may

a crintinal 'charge in

in

further action,

q

be, issued. UpOri. final' disposition, a person
found guilty could be required to pay damages

to the person who filed the complaint.

CHAPTER V

Court Precedents
Patricia L. Geadelmann

The majority of athletics cases brought to court thus fir hive been
filed on the basis of the Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection
clause. In'bririging charges °Ea Fourteenth Amendment violation, one
must be able to apply one of two tests that the Supreme Court uses to
review actions that classify persons. ASan Francisco Law Review article
(42) has spelled out the provisions of these'tests:

1. "Compelling State Interest Test." This invokes strict scrutiny
in review. The state must establish that the clasSifications are
necessary tolerther its valid purpOse and that no lessfr distinction
could achieve the same result..The strict standard. of review is
used when a classification concerns a "suspect" category or
when a law infringes on a right guaranteed "fundamental" by
the Constitution.

2. '"Rational Basis Test;" This is used in economic and commercial
matters and all other circumstances where means of classification
are '.'reasonably related" to the tiurposes of the policy. ,The presumption is made that the policy under question does nOt 'violate
the equal protection guarantee. (42, p. '655)

.

The article goes .on to say, "cases challenging school policy are.more
diffic0..to win if a ratipnal basis standard is used, since courts generally
find souhe reasonable (relationship between the classification made and
the purpose of the polity" (42, p. 646).
Two factors complicating Fourteenth Amendment litigation are that
the Supreme Court:
I,.

2.
.

has not, clearly ruled sex to be a "suspect" category
'tiled in San Antonio Independent School District vs. Rodriguez,
411 U.S. 1 (1973), that education is not considered a federally
.pr"oteCted right

In Reed vs. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971) the Supreme Court suggested
the acceptance of a stricter standard but made its ruling on the lesser
67
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standard, thus avoiding the clear declaration of sex as a "suspect"

.,

t.,

classification. In a later case, however, Frontiero v§. Richardson, 411
U.§,. 677(1973), the court ruled invalid a military policy whereby males
could automatically claim their wives as dependents but females had to
prove that -their husbands were financially dependent on them. Four
justices held that sex is an inherently suspect classification and therefore
subject to strict scrutiny. Three other justices concurred.in the ruling,
but did not view it necessary to rule on the question of sex as a suspect
classification. Since the Frontiero case, however, the court has stepped
backwards and ruled on sex discrimination cases under a less strict
standard of review. '
.
.
There is precedent at the state level for sex to be considered a suspect
,class. The California Supreme Court in 1971 made this statement in the
decision.of Sailer Inn, Inca vs. Kirby, 5 Cal. dd 1, 485 P. 4 529, 95 Cal
Rptr 329 (1971):

Sex, like race and lineage, is an immutable trait, a status into which
the class members are locked by the-accident of birth. What differentiates sex from nonsuspect statuses ... is that the characteristic
frequently bears no relation to ability to perform or contribute to
society ... . The result is that the whole cl
is relegated to art
infeioregal status without regard to the capaI ilities or c racteristics of its individual members ... . Where the relation etweerr
characteristic and evil to be prevented is so tenuous, co rt§must
look closely at classifications based on that characteristic 4 tdated social stereoty s result in invidious laws or pracir r/v '6,
p. 1205)
.

4
That discrimination in education is not to be allowed as most
aarnatically illustrated in the historic case (If Brown vs. Burled of

Education of Topeka, 347 U.S. 483, 98 LEd 873, 74 S.Ct. 686,(1954).
The class that was victimized in that instance was the blacks. In striking
down the separat'e schools for separate races, the Court said:
In these clays, it is cic;ubtful that any child may reasonably be
expected to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the state has undertaken to*roviile
it, is a right which must be available to all on equal terms.
Even though the.Rodriquez case denied ediication as a rightthe Court
granted that all should have equAl opportunity within the school system,
and reaffirmed the mandate of Brown.
As discussed in Chapter III; the courts have likewise not found athletic
participation to be a right in and of itself, but the court in Gilpin vs.
Kansas State High School Activity Association, Inc. 377 F. Supp. 1233

_
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(1974) made the distinction between right and privilege and opportunity
this way:

The question in this case is not whether the plaintiffs have an

absolute right to participate in interscholastic athletics, but whether
the plaintiff can be denied the benefits of activities provided by. the
state for male students. The plaintiff has not alleged that she has
an absolute right to participate on any interscholastic team, including
her high 'school's cross country team, and the Court certainly would
not recognize such a right. She does,. however, maintain that she
has a right not to be automatically disqualified from particiAting"
in interscholastic competition based solely upon her sex, rather than
upon her athletic ability. Since the importance of this interscholastic
competition as an integral part of the plaintiff's overall educational
experience is substantial, and since she is..admittedly being denied
the opportunity to reap the benefits afforded by such competition

solely upon the basis of her sexa suspect classificationit

is

simply irrelevant whether such participation is characterized as

a right or as a privilege. (137, p. 1241)
As one studies the court cases it is important to note the level of the
court decision. For instance, the Gilpin case just cited was a U.S. District Court decision, the lowest level of the fecle. ral court system. DePcisions at this leVel have a much narrower range of impact on the future
court decisions than those of higher levels.. A series of district court decisions, however,.could constitute a pattern which would be more influential in establishing precedent. The next level is that of the circuit
courts of appeals. Decisions at this level would have direCt Application

to all district courts in the region, and hence are more significant in
determining precedents. The ultimate level of appeal is the United
States Supreme Court and decisions at this level become the law of
the land.NO athletics case has reached the Supreme Court to date, but at least
two significant, cases have been heard by the circuit courts of appeals,
and there have been a number of decisions at the district court level.
Table I represents a summary of the major litigation involving sex discrimination in athletics to date (1977). As one studies these decisions, a
pattern seems to emerge:

In most eases the individual participant won her case it she tiled
an individual suit and asked to participate in a non-contact sport.
'2. Class actions were generally unsuccessful cases.
3. Bids to participate in contact sports were generally unsuccessful.,
4. The chances of winning, the case were greater it no sports programs existed for the girls. When ruling in favor of the plaini'iff,
1.

the judges frequently indicated that if a separate program were
available, the mixed competititon would probably not have been
granted.
5. The courts generally acknowledged that athletics are valuable edycationally and that both girls and boys should have equal op-,
portunities for participation.
All of the cases included involve high school girls. Litigation on the
college level in this area has been virtually nonexistent. In early 1973 a
group of women from Florida filed a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court

for the Southern District of Florida against the NEA, AAHPER,

NAGWS, AIAW, NAPECW, FAPECW, FCIAW, and the SAPECW.
The suit claimed a denial of equal opportunity since the AIAW had a
rule prohibiting scholarship recipients from competing in its tournaments and the group filing suit were scholarship players at Marymount
College in Florida. Representatives of all the defendants met and after
the hearing, their legal counsel advised modifying the scholarship statement so as to avert the suit. This modification was made and no court
decision was therefore rendered.
The most significant athletics case decided under the Fourteenth
Amendment is probably Brenden vs. Independent School District 742,
477 F. 2d 1292 (1973). This decision out of the Eighth Circuit and the
prior district court decision, Brenden vs. Independent School District
742, 342 F. Supp. 1224 (1972), have been cited more frequently than
any other cases of their kind. In Brenden, two exceptionally skilled
girls requested permission to play on the boys' teams for tennis, crosscountry, and cross-country skiing, since there were no such teams for
girls. The defendants argued before the district court that the rule prohibiting mixed competition was valid it) order "... to achieve equitable competition among classes. ..... (130, p 1233). Witnesses were
produced who testified that: Nk,

men are taller than women, stronger than women by reason of
greaier muscle mass; have larger hearts than women and a deeper
breathing capacity, enabling them to utilize oxygen more efficiently than wornen, run faster, based upon the construction of

the pelvic area, which, when women reach puberty, widens,

causing the femur to bend outward, rendering the female incapable
of-running as efficiently. ('130, p. 1233)

The court did not deny the validity of any of the .physiological arguments raised by the defense; but the court did not recognize this
presentation as having any direct bearing on the case
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... these physiological differences ... have little relevance .to
Tony St. Pierre and Peggy Brenden. Because of their level of
achievement in competitive sports, Tony and Peggy have over-

come these physiological disabilities. There has been no evidence
that either
or any other girls, would be in any way damaged

from competition;inboys' interscholastic athletics, nor is there

any credible evidence that the boys could be damaged. (130, p. 1233)
The ciccuit affirmed the lower court'decision. In its decision, the court
said: At

We. recognize than because sex-based classifications may be based
on outdated stereotypes of the nature of males and females, courts
must be particularly sensitive to the possibility of invidious dis-

crimination in evaluating them, and must be particularly demanding in ascertaining whether, the state has demonstrated a substantial rational basis for the classification. (131, p. 1300)

In stating its decision, the circuit court further relied on a report of
an .experiMent conducted in New York in 1969-70 to study the effects
of and reactions to coed participation. Continuance of the practice was
favored by 80 percent of the principals, directors, women's physics
educators, coaches, and physicians-, and by 90 percent of the boy team
members, girl participants, parents, and coaches. As a result of this
response, New York revised its regulations on coed competition in September 1973 to permit mixed competition in non-contact sports where

there is only one team. Further, the principal is given the option of
permitting a female of exceptional ability to play on the male team

even if there is a team for. females. However, in no instance are Males
allowed on female teams (60). Whether this differentiation between the
sexes will be allowed to stand is a matter yet untested by the courts.
The other circuit coUrt decision was that in Morris vs. Michigan
Board of Education, 427 F. al 1207 (1973).`Cynthia Morris originally
sought, an injunction from the district court in attacking a state high
school athletic association policy prohibiting girls from participating in
athletics with boys. A `preliininary injunction was granted by the district judge on April 27, 1072, enjoining the athletic association' from
-preventing or obstructing in any way the individual plaintiff or any
other girls in the State of Michigan from participating fully in varsity
interscholastic athletics and athletic contests because of their sex" .(142,,.
p. 1208). The scope of the case had been broadened to a class action
previous to the granting of thee injunction. The significant factor about

the injunction is that it appeared to apply to both contact and noncontact sports (the original desire of Morris was to participate in tennis).
7i
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Summary of Court Cases on Sex Discrimination in Athletics

Ruling

Special Notes

In favor of defendants

Cited position of General Assembly ill Conn. to
-show solicitude for women"' and safeguard
them -where aspects of physical involvement
are concerned.- Said that to allow girls to compete
with boys would remove incentive for boys

and nullify the challenge to win and the glory
of achievement.

In favor of defendants

Court used the psychological well-being of the
girl as rationale for exclusion. Appeal cburt did
not Mind this

decision to

be

pnreasonable or

arbiArary.

Prelim. injunction
granted to allow girl
to part icipate

Her right is the right to be treated the same as
boys unless there is a rational basis for her being
treated differently" (p. 262 at 5). -If the program
is valuable for boys, is it of no value for girls?

In favor of defendants

Court said that there is no "right- to participate in
interscholastic competition. "Classification by sex
is not inherently suspect, in this instance.- Bylaws
merely prohibiting mixed competition are not
arbitrary and capricious. Classification by gender
is -perfectly rational.'"

In favor of the girls

Girls' outstanding ability was a real factin- in the
decision. Implied favoring separate programs but
stated these girls were 'ex, optional

Affirmed the District
Court Decision

Court rejected arguments that physiologically and
psychologically girls would be at a disadvantage in
mixed competition and declared, :.their schools
have failed to provide them with opportunities for
interscholastic competition equal to those provided
for males with similar athletic ..qualifications..
Accordingly, they are entitled to relief'. (p. 1302).

In favor of defendants

prograM did exist differing regulations
upheld on basis of physiological and psychological
differences between males and females, Quoted
testimony from firendert.

In tavor of girl

-Until girls' programs comparable -to those maintained for boys exist, the difference in athletic
is not justification for the rule
denying 'flexed' participation in non-contact
sports.- The tact that the records of one sex
ability .dude

are superior to the other
dence

tor

constitutional

is

not sufficient evi-

purposes

an

inves-

tigation Would have to torus on.tht (Mises ot
any dittericntial in M-F Pertormance.
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Summary of Court Cases o Sex Discrimination in Athletics

Court
9. Morris vs. Mich-

Date

U.S. Court of

igan Board 0,(Ech!-

January 25,

Appeals

cation.472 F. 2d

1973

6th District

win Sc Soo! Dis.
trict, 361 F.
Supp. 930 (1973)

11. Gilpin vs.

sus

State High Sc

of
Act, Assoc. Inc,

Nature
Two girls wanted to play, on
boys' tennis team. Individual
suit.
A
.

1207 (1973)

10. Ritacco vs. Nor-

4

U.S. District Court
W.D. Pennsylvania

August 3,
1973

Girls wanted to try out for the
boys' tennis team rather than
the girls' tennis team. Class
action.

U.S. District Court

May 22,

D. Kansas

1974

Girl wanted to be on cross
country team. Individual suit.
.

377 F. Supp.
1233 (1974)

12. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania vs.
Pennsylvania
Interscholastic
Athletic Assoc..
Pa. Cmwlth, 334
A 2d 839

13. Perrin vs. Gould,
State of Washington, No. 43276

14. Car/lei vs.
Tenn. Secondary
School Athletic

Commonwealth
Court of Pennsyl-

March 19,
1975

vAnia

Supreme Court,
State of Washington

September 25, Two Darrin girls wanted to play
1975
on the high school football team.
Action challenging a state athletic association rule excluding
girls. Class action.

U.S. District Court

May 10,

F.D. Tennessee

Female.liigh schOol senior seek-

1976

ing prelim. injunction against
TSSA prohibiting enforcement
of a rule prohibiting mixed partic.
in contact sports, of which baseball is so named and in which
plaintiff seeks partic.

Assn..
415 F. Stipp. 569
(1976)

tit

15 tape vs. Tennessee
Sec. QI
:Ahl

Commonwealth filed suit against
athletic assoc. maintaining rule
forbidding mixed competition
was unconstitutional under the
State ERA.

District'Court
E.D. Tennessee

Nov. 24,
1976

leite Assn.,
424 F. Supp. 732

Female high school junior claimed
that the application of six-player,
half-court basketball rules which

allow only forwards to shoot is
a deprivation of her right to
equal protection of the laws

(19761

guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment. Also claimed right
to relief under Title IX.
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Summary. of Court Cases on Sex Discrimination in Athletics

Ruling

Special Notes

Prelim. injunction

Court of appeals changed the injunction Jo apply
only to non-contact sports.

granted. Subsequent to
the injunction, the
Michigan legislature
passed a bill allowing
females to participate
in all non contact sports

Roll did not invalidly
and unfairly discriminate. Girl had graduated
and was no longer a

'Sound reason dictates that 'separate but equal in

the realm of sports competition, unlike thilt
racial discrimination, is justifiable and should
allowed to stand

member of the class.

...

of

be

(p. 932)

Ruled in favor of girl

Court implied ruling might have been otherwise
had a separate team existed for girls. As it was,
there was no opportunity for a talented girl,
whereas all boys regardless of talent had the opportunity.

Rule declared unconstitutiomd

The existence of certain chaea.c.teristics to a
greater degree in one sex does not justify classification by sex rather than by particular characteristic." (p. 843) ".. it is apparent that there can
be no valid reason 'for excepting these two sports

(football and wrestling) from Our order in this
case." (p. 843)

In favor of girls. Said
the association rule disi

Court said, "the overriding compelling state in-

criminated on the basiS'
of sex which was in

terest as adopted by the people of this state in 1972

violation of the states

is that 'equality of rights and responsibility under
the law shall not be denied or abridged on account of sex.';" Court cited an agreement with the,

ERA

rationale used in the Pennsylvania case (above).

Prelim. injunction

Court questioned reasoning for TSSAA rule in that

granted.

the rule permits males highly prone to injury to
play while preventing highly fit females from playing. Court also questioned if baseball could reasonably be classified a contact sport. Stated that to deny

Carnes participation would result in an irretrievable'loss for her.
Rules declared to be in

violation of the Equal
Protection' Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment

Rational basis test applied. Court stated,
-when a state chooses to deny ..a.significant educa-

tional experience to a class of its citizens solely
because of sex, and no rational justification for
such different treatment can be found, the Con-,
.stitution requires that suchdistinction be voided.Court said half -court rules are based on underlying
assumption that "female athletes are,weaker, less
capable, and inu re awkward" generalizations
which are "archaic and oXerbroad."_. Rules are

under-inclusive in that weak males., are not pro-

vided for. For most situations Title IX is not interpreted as granting a 'private right of action, If
so. plaintiff first required to exh.mst administrative remedies available under Title I).

75
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Shortly after the entry of the preliminary injunction, Act No. 138
of the Public Acts of 1972 was adopted by the Michigan legislature
providing that:

Female pupils shall be permitted to participate in all noncontact
interscholastic athletic activities, including but not limited to
archery, badminton, bowling, fencing, golf, gymnastics, riflery,
shuffleboard, skiing, swimming, diving, table tennis; track and
field and tennis. Even if the institution does have a girls' team
In any noncontact interscholastic athletic activity, the female shall
be permitted to compete for a position On the boys' team. Nothing
in this section shall,be construed to prevent or interfere with the
selection of competing teams solely on the basis of athletic ability.
M.C.L.A.. 340.379 (2), Pub. Act. No. 138 (Mich. May 22, 1972).
Since the act was not to go into effect until the spring of 1973, the
circuit court affirmed the injunction granted by the district court, but
the circuit court also 'stated that' the district court had gone beyond
the relief ,requested in extending.the injunction to include contact as
well as non-contact spotts. The circuit court consequently remanded
the preliminary injunction to the district court for modification to
apply only to noncontact sports.
This case represents a second instance in which provision has been
made for a girl to participate On a boys' team even when a separategirls' team is present, but the same privilege has not been extended to
boys.

There are at least two cases which have directly ruled in support of
the separate-but-equal concept for athletic teams for the' two sexes:
Bucha vs. Iltinais High School Association, 351 F. Supp. 69 (1972)
and Ritacco vs. Norwin Schoolpistrict, 361 F. Supp. 930_ (1973). The
Bucha case not only involved 4pa-rate teams but teams which were
separate and different. A class action suit was filed by female high
school students challenging limitations that the high school association
had placed on their programs but had not placed on the boys' programs. These limitations included a prohibition on organized cheering,
a ene dollar limitation on value of awards, and a prohibition on overnight tfips in conjunction with girls' contests.
The coil!, ,iimmarized the legal question as being one of
whethe'r
differ,
in treatment has some rational relationship to a valid
state objective- (134, p. 75), and subsequently ruled that the challenged
classification was rational. The court noted that Which was questioned

was -a matter of degree and professional judgment." Separate pro.
grams were supported by the court, back'd by references to better
times by men in the Olympics, better times by two boys from an II76
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linois school who went to the state swimming meei 4iici the testimony.
On physiological differences made, in the Brenden case.. The court said:

All of these facts lend substantial credence to the: fears expressed
by'women coaches and athletes in defendant's .affidavits that unrestricted athletic competition between the fixes, would
lead to male domination of interscholagticsportg and actually
result in a decrease in female participatidil- in such events. (134,
p. 75)
i;

The court went on to say that the existence of a separate program for
girls coupled with.:the physical and psychological differences noted in
'testimonY supported the rationality of the Association to conduct a different.program for girls.
In the 134ta'cco. case, which was/,olo ya class aclion suit challenging
an athletic. association rule requiring..separate gir s and boys' teams,
'the court deglared.that no class'actiOn existed sitt6!
the girl had grad,
from
from high Ichool prioit,to the hearing at
asmo longer a mem''ber of the class slie Sought -4,:represent.:tIni:rul g n the question of
.

separate or niixed teams, the District Court- of PO

vania said:

Superficially;, i4e maintenance of,sepaiatessk s teams suggests
possibility of a denial .of equal protection of t e laws, but sound
reason dictates that "separate but eipial", in'. the realin of sports
competition, unlike that
racial discritnination,.fS justifiable and
should be allow.q to sta d where there is-a rational basiS for the
rule ... indeed')
clear that whe're the opportunities for
engaging in sports,acii'vities are equa ,,as is true here, the rule requiring separate teams based on sex fosters greater participation
in sports. (148, p. 932)

As was done in the Bucha case, the court referred to the physiological and Psychological differences cited by the defendants in BTnden:
It is interesting that neither the district .nor the circuit court in Brenden
found these differences pertinent-to the decision, but that two other dis-

trict courts found them to be substantial. One must remember, however, that in Brenden there was no sepate program available for girls
as was the case in both Buclia and I'itacco, and in addition the two
girls in question -were of recognized superior ability: Had they not been
so skilled, the decision might well have been the reverse.
In Gilpin (137), a Kansas high school girl brought suit claiming that

she had been denied equal protccii6n by an athletic association rule
that prevented her participation in cross-coutry solely on the bAsis of
her sex. The school board'of her district had adopted a policy pbrmitting mixed. competition in certain non- Contact sports, including cross77'
:
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country. Prior to, the first meet, however, Ms. Gi Ipi
.

was informed
that a rule of the state association would prohibit e)' participation.
Aleinporary restraining order wasgranted by the di ict court and a'
hearing subsequently held.

,

.

-

In the rearing. the court noted that the suit was filed on behalf of a
strigle individual and was limited to the particular factual situation
involved...164s decision to allow Ms. Gilpin to participate, the court

said:

.

Despite the fact that all fnaies are permitted to partiOpate on the'
team, no matter how untalented, Tainrnie has netreftheless. been
deprived of an equid opportunity tti participate, solely on the basis
oilier sex. (137, p. 1241)
.

The'Association contends that the objective of its rule prohibiting
mixed competition is to achieve' equitable competition among
classes,.
that the purpose for the rule is to ensure maximum idter-scholastic development and benefit to all students of the state. ).
.

.

(137, p. 1242)

The court did agree that separation of the sexes could'bedr a relation
to the advancement
maximum participation, but note() that. separate :
programs simply were
were not available in this instance. Thus once again
we have a court reinforcement for the maintr,nance of separate programs.
Reed vs. The IChiliniska School 4ctivities- Association, 341 F. Supp.

258 (1972) was a district court decision which granted.a.prelim4tary
I injunct that subsequently- allowed a higb school girl to play on,, the
boys' golf teani (which was contrary tothe state rule.prohibiting mixed.
competition). No team existed for the girls and no. mention was made
by the .court of the desirability Of maintaining separate teams. The
court said,

1

The issue is not whether Debbie Reed has a "right" to play golf;
the issue is whether she can be treated differently from' boys in an

activity provided by the state. Her right is,,not the right to play
golf. Her right iss the right,to be treated the same as boys unless
there is a rational, bais for her being treated differently.
If the program is valuable for boys, is it of no value for girls? (147,
p.262)
The case of Haas vs. SOuth Bend 'Cominunity.Scho'ol Caporation,
289 N,E. 2d 495, settled by the Supreme Court of I,ndian 1972 is

similar to those'. previously discussed in that the vlainti f.is a high
school girldeniei an opportunity to participate on he schbcil golf team
because' of an athletic association rule prohibiting mixed sex cornpetition. Thrcase was on appeal from the state circuit cAbrt,Where"the.
.

'
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injunction was denied.
At the trial, considerable evidence was intro,

duced °to support the .physiological differences between the sexes and
hence justify the separation of the sexes. The Suprerhe Court pointed
out,' however, that
a rule or law which appears to be non-dis`crirninatory on its face may nevertheless be struck down as a denial of
.

.

.

equal protection if it is unreasonably *discrintinatbry.in its operation
(138, p. 499). That there were no teams for girls constituted a discriminatory practice in operation, saidthe court.
The court opinio'n in Haas is particularly interesting because of the
arguments prOsented by the defense and subsequently answered by the
court. The Aeguniepts are those that have been comMonly adva"nced by

school and athletic directors resistant to the implications of Title IX.
The first argument was that of the necessity of protecting the girls. The
defense reasoned that bOys were superior physically and if girls.-were
allowed on hoys teams, the reverse would also have to be perMitted,

and the result would likely be elimination of participation for girls
altogether. The court answered as follows:

It is ,unnecessary to sound the fire alarm until the fire has started
. We are here only concerned with its application
At the
present time few, if any, programs are in operation which need
such protection. Until girls' programs comparable to those established for boys exist, the rule cannot be justified on these grounds.
.

(138, p, 500)

Second, the defense argUed thit the costs of administering expanded
programs for girls would increase. In particular they referred to costs
for locker room supervision. The court answered that since a licensed
'teacher must be a coach who is capable of supervising students of both
sees, the sex of the coach should not be
factor. The court further
stated:

The appellees have 'not attempted to estimate the amount of additional expense which would be incurred due to the supervision
of girls' dressing rooms. However, this Increased expense, which
' would not appear to be substantial when one considers the cost of
administering 'the entire system of interscholastic athletics in high
schools throughout the state, cannot be considered a justifiable
reason for denying p,proximatelY one-half of the high school students in Indiana, eloppottunity to participate in interscholastic
competition.

This Court ieiof the opinion,diat at this time no reasons have been
presented, nor da ahy exist, which justify denying female high
school students the opportunity to qualify for participation with *
7$6

.

male high school students in interscholastic athletic contests which
do not involve/Physical contact between the participants. '(138, p. 500)

Additionally the court questioned :the evidence presented by the defense claiming male superiority:

No trial court investigatio'n into the relative athletic abilities of
men and.women could be complete merely upon a demonstration
that male track and field champions haue historically bettered their
female counterparts in the record books. Such evidence cannot
support a conclusion that the male; sex is athletiCally superior. An

objective observer could not determine which of two armies is
superior merely by examining the istiongest and bravest soldier in
each. For constitutional purposes, such an 'investigation would
necessarily focus on the causes of any differential in the relative
performances of male and female athletes. (138, p.'503)The entire uestion of separate-but-equal has yet to bed resolved. On
/
the one hand, ERA supporters clamor for the naming of sex as a sus-

pect classification which would 'negate any separate-but-equal distinctions. On the other handl, the final' draft of the Title IX Regulations
allows for separate-but-equal Prdgrams in athletis. (Title IX does not
allow for separate-but-equal treatment of the sexes' in any other edu-,
cational area except sex education.)
.

The issue that ultimately must lie resolved by the co

ts' might be
summarized: Are there differences between the sexes whic
stify disparate treatment of males and females by the state? Whethe'r he courts
will choose to treat females as a class and allow separation of the sexes

or whether the courts will choose ,to treat each person according to
individual abilities regardless of .gender' remains to be seen. There are
those who argue for the rormer, claiming that only by separateness
will women have an equal opportunity to participate in athletics and
physical education, and there are those who argue for the litter, claim:
ing that separatibn serves to confine Wonten of eXceptional ability to
lower levels of competition and performance.

.

Still under question is a definition of contact sports. Various courts
have offered vrious listings, b ,ut no consistency or agreement has been
reached. In Title IX the Regulations list boxing, wrestling, rugby, ice
hockey, football, and basketball and further provide for the inclusion
of "other sports the purpose of major activity of which involves bOdily
contact" (86.41 ibfl. Baseball has beet subject to, the most question,
with state and district courts offering lopinioris-iin both sides of the issue. Much of this controversy has revolved around `the little-League
question Which. eventually was resolveti by a change in' federal charter
to allow female participation. .

Soccer is one ,sport which has not yet been delineated. but it seems

apt bable that it will be included as a contact sport. There is at reast
onc.school, hOwever, which has a coed soccer team, Cornell College_in

Mt. Vernon, Iowa (110). Four'women made the 30- player squad, and
the coach, Jim Elivis, feels that they hate made a positive contribution
to the team. He was reported as saying,
Soccer is one of the few contact sports where power and size aren't

all important. It's agility, the ability to think dearly and to understand the dynamics of the game that count most in soccer. That's
why women have a chance to excelat,it.

The decision 9f the Commonwealth Court-of Penn4ylvania in Corn-

rrionwealth of Pennsylvania' vs. Pinnsylv. a.nia Interscholastic Athletic
Apociation, Pa. CmwIth,, 33'4 A. 2d 839, opened contact sports as
Well as noncOntact sports to all, regardless of sex. The case, brought

under the state ERA, has far-reaching implicatios. The ruling was
made with the following rationale;
... even where separate teams are offered for boys and girls in the
same sport, the most talented girls still may be denied the right to

play at that level of competition which their ability might otherwise permit them. Fof a girl in that position, who has been relegated to the "girls' team,- solely because of her sex, "equality
under the law" has beet,denied. (135, p. 842)

The notion that girls-as a whole are weaker.and thus moreinjuryprone, if they compete with boys, especially in contact sports,
cannot justify the By-Law in light of- the ERA. Nor can we consider the argu ent that boys are generally more skilled. The existence of certa n characteristics to a greater *degree in one sex does
;

not justify clas ificatioti by sex rather than .by the particular characteristic. Wi

nd v. Wiegand, 226 Pa. Super. Ct. 278, '310A.2d426

If any individual, girl is too weak, injury-prone, or unskilled, she ma , of course, be excluded from competition on that
hssis but she cannot be excluded solely because of her sex without
(1973).

regard to her re evant qualifications.

Although the C mmonwealth in its complaint seeks no relief from
discrimination
st female athletes who may wish to participate
in football and wrestling, it is apparent that there can be no ,valid
reason for exce ting those two sports from our order in this case.
(135, p. 843)

A second case settled on the basis of a state equal rights amendment
Darrin 'vs. Gould. No. 43276, State of Washington Supreme Court,
September 25, 1975. The case speaks directly to contact sports and in
is

fact was brought by two sisters desiring to play football on the high
81

school team. The girls lost their case at the trial Court level but on appeal to the supreme court ih the state the trial court decision was reversed. The suit was brought as a class action.
Under protest was a rule by the Washington Interscholas9C Athletic
Association (WIAA) which prohibited girls from participa ng in interscholastic football. The girls had been allowed to practice, and the high
schohl coach testified that the girls had "been able t old their own,
with the boyS"... and would be allowed.,to play irtinterscholastic con=
tests were if not for the WIAA regulation" (136, p. 2): The court ruled
that the sex classification by the WIAA was unconstitutional (state
constitution article 31, the ERA).
The WIAA argued that the challenged regulation was ju$tifiable
because

the majority of girls are unable to compete with boys in cohtact
kfootball, And the potential ,risk of injury is great. Furthermorg
allowing girls to compete in contact sports with boys will result
in boys competing on girls' teams resulting in distruption to the
girls' athletic programs. (136, p. 18)

In answering the arguments raised by the WIAA, the court stated.
': there is no fincting that what may be true for the majority of girls is
true in the case of the Darrin girls or girls like them" (136, pp. 18-19).
The court also pointed out that the breasts could be adequately pro-

tected and that there was not a substantial risk of injury to the procreative orgahs of girls. In addition, the court rejected the rationale of
the sex-basedxegulation by saying:.

Boys and girls run the risk of physical injury in contact football
games: The risk of injury to the average boy' is not used as a reason
for denying boys the opportUnity to play ....-Moreover, the fact
that some boys cannot meet the team requirements is not used as a
basis of disqualifying those boys that do .not meet such require-

ments. Instead, WIAA expressly permitted small, slightly built

young boys, prone to injury, to play football without proper
training:to preyentihjury. (136; p...19)

.

4).%

,

The court labeled the argument thatpresent girls' piOgrams would be
disrupted by eliminating sex segregateoPteams
"con)ectural in charactO ,what might happen," citing an absence o( aflyi, such evidence.
The court went on to add, "moreover, evidence suppo'rting a public pol-,
icy contrary to that contained in constitutional andIstatutory mandate
cannot be allowed to override such a mandate" (136, p. 20). The mandate of the ERA, in the opinion of the court, left no place for qualifications or classifications according to sex.
82
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able to play the full-court game. Therefore, the classification indudes those not in need. of protection.

The split court rules do allow a team to play six players; instead'
of the usual five
but ... a full-court game often requires much
substitution and , .. may result in more, participation for a greater
number of players .... Regardless ... the Court finds that clas.sification on the basis of sex is not a rational means of accomplishing the objectives of greater participation. ,
sex-based classifittion is both over and underInclusive in
relation to .the objective of allowing awkward and clumsy athletes to play. Untoubiedly, there are many awkward and clumsy
male athletes who could benefit from playing under the split-court
ruleg. AlsO, there are many graceful and agile female-athletes
who
gain nothing from rules intended to benefit the awkward :and
clumsy. (152, p.,741not presented in order found in text)
The court said in summary:
.

.

.

The Court recognizes that athletics has come to be generally

recognized as a fundamental ingredient of the educational process.'

Athleticsis, no longer strictly an 'extra-curricular' activity but has
b'ecome an integral ingredient in a well rounded curriculum. Thus,
any injury suffered by the plaintiff can be spoken of in terms of a
deprivation of an equal educational opportunity solely by reason
of her sex.

Furthermore, the proof shows that plaintiff is prived of the
greater helth-benefit enjoyed by ale players under the full-count
rules. And
e proof est
s that the plaintiff,. due to
the shooting prohibition applied to,
, has a lesser opportunity to gain a college scholarship than
_would if she could play
under the full-court rules. (152, p. 743444)
In addition to being filed under the Fourteenth Amendment, this
case
was also filed as violation of Title IX."fhe findings of the Court were
based entirely on the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment. In relation to Title IX the Court said:

... for most situations, Title IX is not to be interpreted as a grant
of a private right of action, Secondly, even if a private right of
action could be said to exist under Title IX, it would appear that
a plaiiifilf would be required to exhaust the administrative rem-

edies made available under the Act before bringing an action in--federal court. (152, p. 738)

Whether there is in fact a private right to sue under Title IX is yet to
be fully determined, but complainants should be advised of the present
requirements to exhaust present administrative remedies before pursuing court action. ..

.

.

.

..,

.

The cases charted and discussed reflect a remarkable progress from.
one of the first cases to be litigated, Hollander vs. Cdoitttcticut Interscholastic Conference,. Inc., No. 114927 (139). In that decision the court.
refused to allow a female to participate on the oys; cross-country team

because ofitelollowing rationale:

N.

The present generation of our male population has not become so
decadent that boys will experience a thrill in-defeating girls in run-

ning contests.... with boys vying with.girls in cross-country and
indoor track, the challenge to win, and the glory of achievement,
at least for many boys, would lose incentive and,becorn nullified..
Athletic competition builds characti in out boys. We
not need
that kind of-character in our- gills, the women of tomorrow:

.

..,

.

How far we have come since that 1971 decision! Before us rerriaVI
many questions

,

the definition of contact sport
the physical capacitiesof'women.
the degree of equality in separate,butnequal
the operational equality of open programs for all

Those are questions for which currently we have no clear and consistent answers. The American Medical Association issued an opinion
in 1974 on female athletics (43) 'which denounced mixed sex 'particift
pation in contact sports while apprOving single
pation
sex participation.in
contact. sports. Yet we already have court opinions approving the re-.
verse in the Pennsylvania and Darrin cases. We have court ppinions
supporting
itorting separate-but-equal in athletics and court' opinions denoUncThe future is indeed in the courts. We are only beginning. Twenty
years "since the ,historic Brown decision (see page 00), we still struggle
with the - problems of desegregation. Title IX Regulations have been in
effect since 197, and we have yet to see the first court decision under
Title IX. Year one of the federal ERA is ye't to come. iVhile we can
'point to two athletics cases under state ERAs which on the face have
far-reaching effeCts, no court has yet ruled upon the questi
whether
comparable sex separate programs (if in effect) would co
the
ERA. In both the Pennsylvania and Darrin cases females
e de-

prived sex; comparable programs were not present: In Darrin, the
judge specifically said that a State associatiownde could not be used to
deny girls the right to participate, and "this is all the more so when the

school provides no corresponding girls' football team ...." Thus the
door seems to 'remain open for separate teams.
87
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Another point to keep in Mind is that the suits brought thus far have
involved girls of exceptional athletic abilities -where any physical -dif:-.*eferences that might be representative of a sex as a whole have been viitu-ally absent. No court has made a substantial case for qr against the ex-.
istence of physical,differend between the sexes: except to say that. individuals 'who are outstandlEg shbuld not be confined to averages of
the group as a whole. Again, as a geheral rule, highly organized and
developed programs_ have not been in existence. In addition, it is important to note that to date no major class action suit has been settled
on the level of the federal courts.
What the state ERAs and leder 1 ERA will mean ultimately is still

speculation, but. more and more
essing concerns about the
dangers of possible broad, sweeping generalizations and interpretations. In the,Darrin case, Judge. Hamiltontrote a concurring (Opinion
indicating these same kinds of concerns:

With some qualms 1 concur in the result reached by the majority. I
do so, however, exclusively upon the basis that the result is dictated
by the broad and mandatory language of ... Washington's ERA.
Whether the people in enacting, the ERA fully contemplated and appreciated the result here readied, Coupled with its prospective variations, may be questionable. Nevertheless, in sweeping language
they embedded the principle of the ERA in our constitution, and
it is.beyond the authority of this court tb modify the people's will.
So be it. (p. 22)

The problems of sex discrimination, like those of racial discrimination, will be solved slowly, for the force of the court is confronting
the power of a long-established social system. As part of the social
system, however, we have the ability to contribute to the solution of

such problems. Whether we accept the responsibility to enact the

philosophy of equality or wait for a court to dictate enactment of philosophy is a choice w all hayy. We can make a significant difference if
we choose,to do so, and the diff ence can be made today rather than
several tomorrows hence. We n decide for ourselves or have the
court decide for us. I
y case it seems likely that the concept of
equality will prevail a that actions o_ f discrimination will disappear:
It is indeed merely a matter of time. It should be' remembered, how. ever, that our students have a limited amount of time, and to deny
them an educational opportunity may affect them for a lifetime.
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CHARTER VI

Sex-Role stereotyping
Patricia L. Geadelmann

One' of the most prevalent forms of discrimination and oppression
lies in the sex role stereotyping that exists in the print and broadcast
media and in our everyday social interactions and attitudes. The stereo-

typing ma be in the form of a very subtle influence, but the factor is
'very real d significant in shaping both thought and behavior. Lavjs
have becnpassed to censor the overt, quantifiable forms of discrimination evidenced in differential salary schedules and job opportunities,
but no comparable legal tools, exist to combat the molding influences of
sex role stereotyping. This chapter will explore some of the problems of
stereotyping by print' and broadcast niedia and some legal recourses
available to individuals to combat it.
PitINT MEDIA

Print media which serve a direct function in the education'al process,
include textbooks and curricular materials, guidance materials, tests
(yocational, interest, .inttlligenceand achievemtnt), newspapers and.
Aagazines. The problems with stereotyping or sexist material are easily
illustrated.
,
The most thorough study of content and role portrayal in elementary

.

readers has been done by Women on Words and Images (30), a group
of New Jersey women whbie work resented in the publication Dick and
Jane as Victims. Their-Study- invoInd 134 readers from 14 different
publishers containing 2,760 stories. In their, analysis, ,boy-centered
Xi
stories outnumbered
girl-centered stories by ad4r.- atio of five to 'two.
Women were portrayed in 26 different occupations in corriparison to
1,47 for the men. The 'study showed that in the; text illustrations, boys
were almost without' exception taller, partici ated in athletics while
'cl not.
girls watche
nd acted independently while
flowed to compete
In contet5t analysis it was found that girl
rly always, won. In
only half as much as boys, but that the
a boy, but he then
one instance a girl won a swimming race, a
went on to beat her kive times: If a girl did win, it was by accident
or fluke r bec5use a boy taught her originally. Boys were in the posier, and to get praise a girl had to play better than a boy.
. tions o
nee a girl got on a baseball team, only to be. ridiculed by
In one
the other. team with jests at the team's assumed inferiority since they
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had a girl as pitcher. Real friends are shown to be those of the same
sex. Girls were shown pr cticing the domestic role continuously, while
the boys were out playing. The authors of this study called for an open
portrayal of boys and girls in all the roles to remove the official approval the, stories now appear to give .to conventional stereotypes.
"It has frequently been said that schools reflect th status of' society.
Levy sand Stacey (85) cited a study by Janice Pottker comparing the
actual sex 'ratio of occupations reported by the U.S. Department of
Labor with the ratio believed to exist by the readers. The findings
showed that the readers were more sexist than the society they were

supposed to reflect.
0,
Levy and Stacey (85) Also examined "Alpha One," a phonetics prOgram used :in Ccing Island and New York City school districts for the
.

kindergarten and first grade levels. EaCh letter in the alphabet

swas

assigned`a gender. All 21 consonants were males. The five vowels were
represepted by females, each of whom had something wrong with her.
At the high school level, women have been essentially omitted from
history and literature as noted by Trecker (119). Trecker points to the
fact thgt occasional references are made to the position of women in
various cultures and time periods. Positions of men are not singled-out,

,

however. The assumption seems to be that the male role is history
itself and pervades through all. To write about men in history is the
norm.To note women in history has been the exception.
Still another sourcof stereot)me perpetuated dby the-schools is found
in the educational testing system. Saario et al. (111) and Tittle (118)
studied content and ihterpretation models for a number of standardized
tests. Content bias was indicated by th0Afrequencyof male and female
noun and pronoun use. Women were Ortrayed almost exclusively as
homemakers. Young girls did female chores while young boys played
or took on leadership roles. Some items seemed to imply that the majority of the professions were closed to women.
Fredriksson (66) reported on the establishment of the Nordic Cultural
Commission with representatives, from Denmark, Finland, Norway
and SWeden to study sex roles in education and sex role research. Their
report was a clear mandate for change, and a new curriculum adopted
,

in 1970-1971 reflected that mandate:,

schools should work for equality between the sexes--in the
family, on the labour market; and within the community as a
.

.

whole. Tfiis should be done through equal treatment of boys and

'girls in the work at school and by counteracting traditional attitudes to-sex roles and stinjulating'pupils to discuss"and question
90

`ffje differences which exist between men and women in many fields
in respect'of 4tifluence, Jobs and wages. (66, p. 70)

4
Schools sho d workon the assumption,,that men cid women will
fi in the future, that preparation for
have the sa e\ !One
the role of
parenthood 1,i q4ally importarft for boys and girls,' and that girls

have reason./ to be as interested in vocation as boys.,-(66, p., 71)
Newspapers/and magazines further' perpetuate the stereotypes. Job
advertisementS which specify a preferred sex without establishing that
sex is indeed a bOna fide occupational qualification have been found
illegal by the courts; nonetheless such ads continue to appear in m,alriy
newspaPers. The sports pages add to ,the problem more so perhaps by i
sins_ of omission than corn.niission. Even a cursory glance will clearly'
show then's sports programs receive,69,g the overwhelming majority of
,O.
the colu
column inches. A further proble with sports coverage comes from ,.
a differential focus in column content, illustrated by frequentfeferences ;°..
to the appearance, social life and family commitments of female athjetes, as contrasted with a concentration °Li-Ahe-Skill' acnale athletes.
In addition, traditional women's pages C'ontinue tC reinforce, the
homemaker role as being fidnalesx" primary responsibility. ENiett though
alternative roles may be Written'a-N.Ut, the very presence of such:al-tides
4

N

on the women's page results in a' more narrow 'readership. A further

peoblem involves references "to worile..ri; in terms of theinhusband's
name rather tl,s
an their own, as Well 4 an jriclicatlon of the marital
status of femal but not of males.
4
,
Many hoped that when the final RegulatiOns'for.the interpretation of
= Title IX were teleased, they'*ouid have a clear handle fOr use in forcing .;
changes to eradicate' the 'above illustrated ,problems. Those rules; how'ever, failed to directly cover sex role stereotyping and HEW Secretary
Caspar VVeinberger issued this Statement in explanation:,
The new section explicitly.states the Department's position that'
Title IX does not reach the use of textbooks and curricular materials on the basis of their portrayalt of individuals in a stereotypic
manner or o(the basis, that they otherwise project discrimination
against persons onaccount of their sex: As stated: in the preamble
, to the proposed regulation,
the Department, recognizes that sex
,-

4

V?

:stereotyping in textbooks and curricular materials 'is a serious'
matter. However, the imposition of restrictions in this area would
inevitably limit communication and would thrust the Department

,

into the role ai.Eederal censor.
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Accordingly, the Department has construed Title IX as not reaching textbooks and curricular materials on the ground that to follow
another interpretation might place the Department in a position lof
limiting free expression in violation of the First Amendment. (48,' .
p. 24135)

Section 86.36 of the final regulations does speak to the use of co nseling and appraisal materials as follows:
(b) A recipient which uses testing or other materials for' appra ing
of counseling students shall not :use. different material for
students on the basis of their sex or use materials which rmit
or require different treatment of students on such basis unless

such different materials cover the same occupations and interest areas and the use of such different materials is shown to
be essential to eliminate sex bias.

die comment period allowed by HEW to individuals and groups for
reactions and suggestions to the prqposed rules prompted considerable
response in the area of -sex stereotyping. The ACLU took this stand:
The proposed. regulations are silent on the obligations of recipients
to eliminate sex bias from educational, recruiting, testing, coun-

seling, and other programs. While we agree that the use of any
particular textbook or educational material should not be banned,
we recommend that HEW exercise a leadership role in encouraging
recipients to review their educational materials . for sex bias,
promulgate guidelines on the indicia of sex bias in such educational
materials, encourage the use of materials which present a balanced

view of the historical, cultural; literary, .cientific, political and
sociological contributions of women, and discourage course syllabi
which present an unrebutted stereotypical view of either sex. HEW
should provide to recipients, the technical expertise to revise sexist
instructional materials, to engagein periodic review of skills training materials for sex bias and to educate administrators, teachers
and counselors as to what constitutes sex bias, in educational materials. (34, pp. 2-3)

The statement submitted by the Iowa Commission on the Status of
Women had this to say about textbooks and curriculum:
While we are sympathetic with the concern about infringement of
freedom of speech, we feel that dire regulations should speak to the
problem of sex bias in textbooks. We believe that many departments within the educational institution have existing. mechanisms
to review curriculum and textbooks and that procedures should be
developed to handle specific 'complaints about sex bias in textbooks
and curriculum. (81)
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Despite these suggestions, HEW did not develop specific criteria for

use in evaluation and selection of textbooks. This is ;matter where
individuals will have to attempt to exert influence at the local or state
level. States such as North Carolina and Minnesota have adopted board
policies to regplate against the use of sex biased materials..
First Amendment considerations have already been alluded to, and

certainly the freedom of speech and freedom of the press docttines
are paramount concerns in America today. In fact,, there are no government or state regulations for controls of the print media. Historically,
these freedoms have been carefully protected. The FCC was established
to control equal access to the air waves, a commodity considered to be
of limited availability. The printingress, however, has been considered

accessible to all. In reality' today, though, newspapers have become
much more limited than the airwaves. The number of newspapers has
diminished considerably, and many of those survivingare under a
virtual monopoly ownership. There is a single pubTfshing monopoly in
96 percent of the cities with daily newspapers (68, p. 167). Consequently,
people more and more are raising questiqns about the controlling influences held by these large publishers on the public.
The text of the Supreme Court ruling on, right of reply printed in the
June 26, 1974, Des `Moines Register (117) reiterated the 'concept pf freedom of the press very well. The issue under question in this case involved
a request by a political candidate for right to reply .to newspaper criticism of his record. The candidate argued that the "government has an
obligation to ensure that a wide variety of views reaches the public."
The Supreme COurt ruled in favor of the press; stating "... we reaffirm
unequivocally the protection afforded -to editor,ia°1,judgmeht and to the
free expreSsion of views" on these and other issues, however controversial

... no government agencylocal, state, or federal can tell

newspaper in advance what it can piint and what. it cannot:"
The only exception by the courts has-been to prohibit discrimination
in job advertising by disallowing any specification of .race or sex. That
judgment was passed down in the 197 supreme Court case, Pittsburgh

Press Co. vs. Pittsburgh Commission on Flurtrari Relation. Justice'
Powell delivered the court opinion, stating;
Discrimination in employment is not only commercial activity, it
)

is illegal commercial activity undei the ordinance. We have no
doubt that a newspaper constitutionally could be forbidden to
publish a want-ad proposing 'a' sale of narcotics or soliciting pro-

tifutes. (6, p. 701)
Justices Burger, Douglas, Stewart and Blackmun all dissented in that
decision, expressing First Amendment concerns. Justice Do4las said:
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The First Amendment ,does note require the press to reflect
any
..
ideological creed or political creed reflecting the dominant phihY,- wl

10

',

her transient or fixed. (6, p.. 707)

'Stelkart

_....,

Andf GoVernmen, can dicta% the lay-out of a newspaper's Clasii-

\ fied advertising pages today, what is there to4prevent it from
J dictating
the layout of news pages tomoirow7 ... For I believe
,,

tie constitutionaltuarantee of a free press is more thin precatory.

I.' believe it is ..a-pattimmand that Government must never lay

, it heavy editorial- hand' On 'any newspaper in .the country. (6,
,
.

'709)

g

..,

,

1 of the above ante to indicate the^ sanctity of freedom of the pressthe clear precedents that have been set for the preservation of that
City. Certairily any. contemplated litigation concerned. with sex-,
of ing would need to give considerition to the First Amendment
ates.
.
ititdue.respect to first Amendment considerations, there may still
Ile. courses available to individuals under the Fourteenth Amendment.
A
stings-Law Journal article, "Teaching Woman Her. Place: The Role
of

lic Education in the Developreen4 of Sex Roles," has offered

ossi le lines of argument based on the following premise:
1

.

ools i ose upon girls' a restrictijg set of ,sexual stereotypes
t disc
e their aspirations anct limit their sense of autonomy
self-image. Thisinhibits employment potentiality and violates
Tight to realize their individual potential as human beings.

(116, p. 1191)

:-

.

The Fo4rteenth Amendmentapplied to this premise brings forth the
following charges:

f,

.

.

.
.

1. "denial of equal protection of the law, resulting in Violation f the

. fundamental rights otteducation' and employment

O.

20, violatioh of he due process right to essenti lk individual lib rties.
. .,
(116, p. 11 )
'
,
.
The element,
school is seen as a primary. oCializing agent and the
site of the per
ation 'of stereotypes as in 1 rated by the previously'
cited'studies, of urricular materials. That s cialization is indeed A rec. ognized function of the school was stated, in the opinion handed down
.. in Serrano. vs. Priesi.,-5 Cal 3d 5 Zr4V609-16, 487 P. 2d 1241, 96 Cal
_,,,------Rptr. 601;616 (1971):

Education is unmatched' in the *tent to ghich it molds the personality of the youth of society, ... PAlic education actually attempt
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to"-shape a child's personal development in a manner chosen not by
the child or his parents, but by the State. (116, p. 1196)

With that official function, then, one ,Might question the nature, of
official approval given to sex-biased ttjaterials. The article cites the
case of Board of Education vs. Barnett 319 U.S. 624 (1943) for establishing the principle that actions of school officials fall within constitutional protection:

The Fourteenth Amendment, as now applied to the States, protects ,

the citizen against, the State itself and all its creaturesBoards
of Education not excepted. (116, P. 1202)

Although it was previously noted that the Supreme Court in the
-

San Antonio case failed to recognize education as a fundamental right,
this does not preclude state constitutions from making such an establishment. A case in point is Robinson vs. Cahill, 62 N.J. 473, 303A. 2d

273 (1973). The court ruled that under the New Jersey Constitution
education is a fundamental interest, stating:
Once the opportunity to attend public school has been extended to
a student, he or, she shOuld be protected against invidious disparities
in the quality and extent of educational opportunity found within
that school: (116, p. 1206)
As the area of employment is explored, substantial Fourteenth Amend-'
ment case law can be found to support women,against discriminatory
practices. The Hastings article claims that it shouldbe the court's concern 'to look deeper into matters of discrimination to determine why
women are limited in their occupational choices, maintaining that it is
the educational process which is the underlying problem (116, P. 1207).

The Hastings article cites Hobson vs. Hanson, 269 F. Supp. 401 (D.
D.C. 1967), aff'd. sub. nom;, Smuck vs. Hobson, 408 F. 2d 175 (K.C.
Cir. 1969, where the court ruled against a school's tracking system.
Tracking assignments were correlated with race due to a cultural bias
in the tests given. Even though the tracking prepared students to fill
traditional roles (blue-collar), a reflection of the status quo, the court
ruled against it.

The line of argument suggested 6y. the Hastings article that "the
process of sex role socialization violates awoman's basic human right
of individuality and self-fulfillment" is built on a n analogy to Brown
vs.Board of Education, 347 UlS. 483, 494 (1954). The article maintains
&rat "separation of children solely by sex 'generates a 'feeling of infer. iority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts
and minds in a way unlikely-to ever be undone.'" A call is made for
the,courts to examine the indoctrination process (1.16, p. 1215).
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A line' 44cases is cited to. suppo"rt the thesis, that 'the scfoors' proper '
role is not one of indoctrination. These include,:

1. Meyer vs. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923)found that it 'was
unconstitutional to-prohibit the teaching of foreign language below
the eighth grade.

2. Pierce vs. Society of Sisters, 268 .U.S. 510, 535 (1925)which
said in part. "the fundamental theory; of liberty upon which all
gove'rnments in this Uhion repose excludes any general power of
the State to gtandardize its children."
3 West' Virginia State Board of Education vs. Barnette, 319.0.$. 624
(1943)-;where Justicelackson said, "..'; no official, high or petty,
an prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism ... or
,

thematters of opinion ...."
4,

person vs. Arkansaj, 193 U.S. 97. (1969).7which struck down
a law prohibiting the teaching of Daryvini§m in the'school. Justice

Black's opinion implied that it was unconstitutional for a state,
law to espouse only one theoly as true. Might not a parallel be
drawn here to sex stereotyping? (116, p. 1218)

An alternative to the U.S. Constitutional challenge is the enactment
of specific state statutes directed toward the prohibition of adoption
and use of sexist curricular materials. Such a statute is on the books in
California: California Stat. 1972, Ch. 929 Sec. 2 at 1843 (West Cal.
Leg. Sery 1973) enactment as Cal. Edue. Code Sec 9240:

When adopting instructional materials,for use in the schools, gov-

erning boards shall include only instructional materials which
accurately portray the.culttfral and facial diversity of our society,
including: a) The contribution of both men and women in all types
of roles, including professional, vocational and executive roles.
The statute further proscribes the adoption of any text which contains
"any matter reflecting adversely upon persons because of their race,
color, creed, national origin, ancestry, sex, or occupation" (166, p. 122 ).
California, law provides that criteria for textbook evaluation be
veloped (Sec. 9404) and that representatives of ethnic and minority,
groups be a part of the task force to 'advise the Curriculum Materials
Commission (Sec. 9405). Women should fit into this category. The

statute 'also ',allows for the possibility of developing new material
should no satisfactory material be available from other sources (Sec.
9481). This would be an outlet for the development of non-sexist
materials (116, p. 223). Unfortunately there has not been much evi
dence of active practice of the provisions of this statute. Should the en-
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forcement be supported by the clout of, threatened 'cutoff of funds, such
measures' could become extremely effective.
Even though newspapers are well protected by the First Amendment,
there seem to be some unanswered questions which could lead to libgationAthe 1971 Albany Law Review discussed freedom of the press
on collegecarnpuses and made the fdlloWin4 statetnents:

The-extension :of- freedom of the press ,on, campus due to recent
court decisions based ,dri,first amendment rights of students inust
be constantly tempered with the reminder that, unless the publi-e
cation can find independent financing,' such freedoms may only bf
academic. The power of administrators to withhold fun'ds has been
challenged in court only in Antonegi, 308 F. Supp. 1329, 1336 (b.
,Mass 1970), and the ruling is vague on this point, If it were specifically challenged, it would probably be upheld on the ground that
administrators may allocate theii funds as they deem necessary.
,

(67, p. 181)

If indeed that reasoning is sound, one might argue that with Sul
ficient pressure, women on campus could force changes in newspaper
policy to provid for equal,andObjettive coverage of women's activities
on campus. If for instance, a school newspaper continued to neglect to
cover women's sports, could not the withholding of funds be forced by
application of pressure to the administration?
'There ,is currently a case before the State Department of -Human
Rights in Minnesota regarding the use of Ms. and women's first names
in the Rochester newspaper. The Rochester Human, Rights Commission
'ruled that a,newspape's practice of identifying married women by the
husband's name was illegal sex discrimination in violation of the Minnesota Human RightS Act. The .suit is being prought by NOW and the
BPW (13usinesS and PiofessiOnal Women), and expectations are that
the matter Avill',have to be resolved by the Courts. The groups do not
consider this 'a First Amendment question since theyare'not interferigg
with the newspaper's tight to print pews (32, p. 3, August 1, -1974).
A similar concern was expressed by 75 women whwent fo the New
York Times todiscuss the editorial treatment of women in the news,
specifically in -terms of, the use of Ms. The editors did not consider
widely accepted among their public and,refused,,to change, further stating that readers.could.,not be permitted to set the style and.tone of the
'paper (32, p. 1, April 1, 1974).
The Women's Rights Project of the ACLU advocates ',encouragement
and informal pressure ,rather than direct sanctions" due'to free speech,
implications. Some informal presSures have resulted in cha,nges by- textbook, publishers. Scott Foresrnan' and McGraw-Hill have issued guide-

lines for improving the image of women and eliminating sex bias in
materials (27, 19).

In Minnesota,'a State Sex Bias Task Force Report ikecommendecilhat
the State Department of Education:,

Send letters to publishers sa g all Minnesota school districts
will be guided not to murcha any materials whit;h have not

eliminated sex role stereotyping
Enclose a copy ofhe evaluation criteria to be u,Sed.
444111...

Request publishers' to submit infOrmation on the distribution of
female/male pictures, stories, and pronouns when sending mate;
rials to schools for review or purchase. (32; p. 3, August 1, 1974)'
In North Carolina, the Ad Hoc Committee for the Improvement of
the North Carolina ,Textbooks Process recommended that the state
adopt a portion of a Florida law forbidding schools from using-materials that show race or sex bias (73).
t,

BROADCAST MEDIA

'

As mentioned previausly, the broadcast media are subject, to
government control through the. Federal Communications CommissAr,
which grants licenses to stations provided they operate "in the public
interest, convenience, and necessity" (26, p. 149). It is the Fairness Doctrine of the FCC which states that a station must present both sides of
a controversial issue and that important public issues must be covered.\,
This has been applied in 'the past,to civil rights, pollution and tobacco,
but not directly to women's issues, although such an application appears to be within the realm of the doctrine. The ACLU (26) has- urged
that women demand to he treated more fairly and in broader roles,
citing the amount of unknown harm that may have already been done
psYchologically to childrez,-.4 .,ho have seen only the one-dimensional
role models] ortrayed by the media.
-Under the doctrine of community ascertainment, community needs
must be surveyed(6'tvtips, within the community haVe three rights in
this area: recogni 'on, consultation and responsive programming (115,
p. 22). The significance Of a group may not rest solely on size, but on
,

lackof influence in the community as well (115; p. 24).
FCC decisions,of City of Camden, 18 ICC 2d ,412, 16 P&F Radio
Reg. 20 555 (1969) and Santa Fe Television, Inc., 18, FCC 2d 741, 16
P&F Radio Reg,-D 934 (1969) both assumed women to be a separate
group entitled to broadcaster recognition, (115, P. 25). In the Camden

case, Commissioner Nicholas Johnson pointed out that contact with
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only one woman did not constitute a representative sample (22, p. 627).
Several monitoring studies have been done by various groups to illustrate the distorted and disproportionate roles assigned to women in

media programming. The most thorough study of television programming as it reflects the role /of women was done by the National ,City

Area Chapter cif NOW (69). The station WRC-TV in Washington,
D.C. was "monitored for a composite week with extensive evaluation
) done of commercials, soap operas, children's programming, entertainment shows, public affairs, sports programming, qiz shows, dramatic
programs and variety. shows.. In every instance men dominated in
major roles, time On the screen, status positions, occupation and expertise. Traditional stereotypft were rigidly reinforced.
More guch monitoring reports need to be done and filed with the respective local stations,,.. broadcast networks, the FCC and the press.
Sports would certainly be a key area for analysis. Although the legal
processes for actual petitio to deny a license renewal can be complicated, time-cortsuming and expensive, the channels for change are
clearly outlined, and it is in the public interest to foUpw these to completion. frequently stations have settled agreements out of court rather
than counter the petition in court.
The ACLU recommends the following steps for raising the issue of
violation of the Fairness Doctrine:
1. Wiite the broadcasting station protesting a particularly offensive
and one-sided view of some feminist issue.
2. Jdentify the program, explain that the fairness standard has been
violated.
3. State the issue as you see itwhy you believe it is controversial
and of public import ce.
.
4. Request that the otI r view be presented.
.
5. If the station takes no action, file a formal, legal complaint with
the FCC.

6. Send a copy of all correspondence to the FCC with a separate letter of complaint. Cite name of station, date, and time of broadcast.
7. If the FCC remains unresponsive, review the fairness issue in a
legal proceeding to deny the station its license renewal.' (26, p. 154)

An excellent means of keeping current with actions,lprotests,'pending_cases, and progress tow d change is through the monthly report,

Media Report to Wom4i 32). The July 1, 1974 issue reported on a
victory by Colorado women'after complaints were filed with the FCC
to deny license renewal fPri,,KWGNTV. An agreement reached with
the station resulted in a withdrawal of the petition to deny. Section 9
of that agreement identifies some0f-the key issues:

r"
ri

.

KWGNTV agrees to refer to females over the age of 18 as "women"

instead of "gfr-hp- and to. i.Ontify women reported in the news
initially by their professionarrather than by their marital Status,
unless such women indicate a preference to the ,contrary. The
station additionally agrees to frequently record KWGNTV produced public service announcements with female voices. In this
connection, the station will encourage community groups to utilize
,women in announcing and on-camega appearances on public service announcements .... Also, KWGIATV agrees to telecast at
least 150 public service announcements involving the. National

Organizatibn for Women or other such community groups.'
KWGNTV pledges to promptly inform advertisers and advertising agencies about any criticisms received concerning offensive
or stereotyped -roleS performed by women or minogities in sucl1
Commercial messages. (32, p. 7, July 1, 1974)
,

.

Houston women.reached ,a similar agreement, with KPRC.-7TV (32,
11, August 1, 1970:
A victory for the black minority may well have increased possib 1ities of influence f r changes by the media toward women as well. The
FCC has tentative) . decided not to renew the license of the Alaba a
,

.

educational televis' n system for failure to broadcast shows for bl ck
audiences. If upheld, the action will represent the first time the F C
has denied a liEeltse renewal on the basis of such complaints (61).
Title IX does apply to public broadcasters since they serve as ed ra-

tional stations, and it is conceivable that federal aid could be iscontinued should sex bias be found. Studies of the famed "Sesame
Street:', for children refleq similar stereotyping as found = elsewhere.
Whitney (124) monitored 10 programs and found that the. program's
characters include seven live males to two live females, and 10 male
Muppets with given names to some unnamed female Muppets whp appear only occasionally. Big Bird is asexual, but a poll of more than 40;
children reported it as a male. The overall ratio of male to femal pottrayals ranged from 5 to 1 to 11 to 1.
,

A master's thesis by Rita Dohrmann (56) looked at childre 's tel7
evision programming as a sex-socialization agent. Among her f' dings
was, 'The male sex is the most visible gender symbd1 on ch ldren's
television with its 78 percent share of all characters compare to its
real life 49 percent share of the pOpulation.".She also found th
the cultural values of active mastery were.uniformly given to males
and those of passive dependency to females .... The child ale was
almost always significantly more masterful than the adult fem e."
100
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SOCIAL ACTIONS AND ATTITUDES

Cert in ' the message transmitted by the print and broadcast n1edia
has
ificant impact' On their readers and viewers, but the actual
model re resented by the teacher or coach is of even greater significance

ininfluenc'ng the student.
The..problems of stereotyp ing in elementary school, physical education and sports programs have been pointed out by Ulrich (121) and
Larson (83). Activity differentiation which proyides football for boys
and folk dance for girls has been labAed unjustifiable. The argument
claiming girls' lack of interest in aggressive activities' can hardly be
defended when girls 'have not had the opportunity to learn to 'enjoy
such activities.*Ulrich partitularly criticized the reinforcements that
teachers give to traditional sex role, expectations by such comments as/
"butt Steve, some girls can hit baseballs as well as boys," and "let's
have three strong boys to move this eguipmnt":(121, p. 113).
Common Practices in physical education, classes which reinforce
traditional sex role and stereotyping are evicInced in such practices as:
hoeing separate lines and separate teams for girlF and-boys
alte
the rules for girls
playin gamys with ereotypicat male and female charactdrs,
e.g.,
ld Mdther
ch,"

ei,ng sexist terminorogy, e,.g:, man-to-man defense rather than
'player to player"

That children have definite attitudes toward the appropriateness of
activities for boys and for girls and toward the performanCe level of
boys and girls was dearly shown in a study by.Geadeltnann (17). She
interviewed 322 children in,grades kindergarten through six and found
stereotyping across all grade levels. The majority of the, total associated
a football, golf clubs and a basketball with a boy and roller skates and

a jump' rope with a' girl: They felt that a boy would excel in tennis,
swimming, throwing, running and jumping, and named thegirl as excelling only indoing a cartwheel.
,.
The comments made by teachers and coaches whiCh reflect an opin -,
ion of value judgment of one sex or the other can have a profound ef-

fect on the students' attitudes, and it behooves those in leadership
'positions to exercise particular caution' against such prejudiced' or bfasecl statements. To the contrary, coaches and teachers,,should find
ways to offer opportuntties, alternatives and options to all students
gardless of their sex, and to !take 'such things available in a manner
which denotes acceptability..

I

SUMMARY

......," That sex role stereotyping and differential treatment orpersons based
*., solely on sex is. racticed'ang perpetuatO by both print and broadcast
media has been illustrated and documented. Several alternatives for
action
have been discussed: litigation based on the Fourteenth Amend,,
ment of the U.S. Constitution; litigation bised op Title IX; enactment
of state statutes prohibiting such practices;" influence on publishers,
school boards and textbook committees exerted in an informal manner
rat* than through formal legal action; litigation based on FCC policies.;
and informal; influence on broadcasters to become more responsi.
No alternative represents a magic solution. No singular action wIft
be a7panacea for all the problems in this sensitive atea. Gin have
been made., however slight, through each of the alternatives identifiedi
and the probability is that a combination of these alternatives will be
required to instigate further change.
In terms of litigation, the concept of indoctrination, of a particular
`'theme
theme into youngsters through required education and publically purchased curricular materials would-stem to pose a legitimate challenge
to xjsting practices. A major cotirt decision in this area , would

2.

.

.

,

pr batty influence the most rapid changes by school districts and
bl
publishing
as'well. However, even if legal mandate were
achieved to prohibit the use of sexist materials in public schools,r it

would be meaningless unless sufficient enforcement procedures were
activated.
At the same time, preservations of freedom of the press should be of
paramount concern. Rivers, and Schramm describe the dilemma very
well:

The chief danger in trying to combine freedom and responsibility
is that the mass media may lose sight of their basic responsibility,

which is to remain free .... The mass media are pcessureaby

governmental and so 'al forces which view responsible performance
from special,.and SO etimes selfish, perspectives. Dependifig upon
where one stands ... is possible to argue that almost any action
is responsible or irresponsible. (25, p. 53) `

Another concern which is perhaps somewhat less openly spoken but
perhaps more widely felt is spoken to by Barbara. Cav'anagh:
Resistance to reevaluation of the' feminine role and nature is often
. based 'on the fear of a sterile, Brave New World "variety of unisex
womenBrunhilda in .the men's Boom, wearing hobnailed boots.
' This Misconception is' likely to produce only tharresult which it

fears. The abandopMent of a false% demeaning Mythology about
males and feinales does notmean that poetry need be erased from
life. (37, p.-287)

Sex' role stereotyping by print and broadcast media is a 'serials,

but not impossible, issue. We do have legal recourses available as well

as our .own resources as human beings. For as a people who have.
historically treasured freedom, we have also historically acted to protect
that freedom. It is unsomfortable to be characterized interior because

of sex, it is disturbing to be ignored by, the press, and further, it

is

dangerous to have: these oppressions perpetuated. To be free we must
act on our. freedom, whether that be by litigation, formal protest or
personal influence.

CHAPTER VII

Efifectirig Change
Chr. tine Grant
Introduction

This chapter is divided into two sections. The procedures presented
in the .first section, "Effecting Change Through Established Channels,"

may. prove sufficient'io bring about the desired changes at an institution.. However; at institutions where administrators are les than enthusiastic about the concept of equality for women, additi al pro-

ll

cedures may be necessary. These are presented in a second section, "Effecting Chnge Through Alternative Procedures."

It is advisable to'tackle the problem of inequality first through established channels aitd 'then through additional procedures, starting,
with the least radical measures. Obviously harmonious workingre:
lationships within the institution should be'retained if possible: -Decisions.on whic strategies to use and whet to use them are therefore
of the greatest i portanee. Consequently, the plan of atiack'will vary
among institution and the succes will largely depend upon the good
judgment*of the institutional organizer(s,
The opportunity. to initiate and effect change in physical education
and athletics has.been simplified by the provision in,the TitleIX Regulation which requires each institution to conduct a' self-evaluation of
curren policies and practices affecting students and personnel in ed.. ucati*al programs, (48). The aim of this requirement is to have in. stitutibns identify and rectify any policies or practices which do not
comply with Title IX Regulations. This self - evaluation, which is mandatory for- all, educational institutions, to have completed by July 21,
1976, must be kept on file for three years. The public has the right to

see the self-evaluation repktrt at any time and may make inquiry to
HEW regarding its progress.

g,

EFFECTING CHANGE THROUGH ESTABLISHED CHANNELS
.
.
Leadership to Effect Change

The intent of the recent legislation was to improve oppc tunities for
girls and women and to achieve equality of treatment of all people.
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However, progress toward these goals will be slow unless women are
prepared to act. The machinery for change has been created; all that is
needed is an organized plan of action to cause the machinery to tniork.
this situation necessitates realization of the following:

1. On each campus someone involved in physical education and/or
athletics must assume the leadership role in order to effect change
in these areas.

2. All physical educators and/or coaches interested in effecting
change must get out of the gymnasium. While the positive results will be seen there, the important decisions which produce
these results are made elsewhere. The t sk is to determine where

such decisions are made and to part 'pate actively in and/or
strongly influence the decision-making oups.
3. Change is not effected by screams of "discrimination" but through
an organized plan of action preceded by thorough preparation.

Preparation Period

Because of the self-evaluation requirement in Title IX, it is possible

that the adrhinistratois at many institutions have already created a
working group charged with the task. The ideas suggested in this chapter

may ,help provide direction for this group. Where no such group has
yet been created, the initiativ must be taken by the leaders in physical
education and/or athletics. The institution may well be appreciative of
group already active. It is also possible that
the services of a dedica
the institution's self-eva uation team may require assistance 'in the
specific areas of physical education and/or athletics; hence, the availability of this special "subcommittee" may well prove invaluable. Whatever the situation, those truly concerned with physical education and/or
athletics must ensure the existence of an avenue for input into the self-

evaluation 1.eport and closely monitor progress toward the goal of
equality in the immediate future.

Creation of Working Group

The achievement of maximum success in the shortest possible time
is largely dependent upon the strength and focus of the core group that

initiates and directs the plan of action. It seems advisable to have a
working group comprised of people vitally concerned with the physical
education and/or athletic situation specifically rather than a coalition
group that is concerned with equality for women generally. In schools
105
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and colleges where there are only one or two women in physical education

and athletics, it may still be possible to enlist other faculty
members
willing to workloward the correction of the inequalities in these specific
areas. In larger schools and colleges, the creation of a dedjcated core

group should be easier. Input and support from other campus and
community personnel could prove valuable at a later date.
Once formed, the core group's first function must be to establish

goalsimmediate, intermediaie and long-rangesand to establish
time-table for the accomplishment of these goals.

a

Legal Preparation
One of the essentials for,the group must be for all to become fully

cognizant of the laws which_can be used to support the cause of equality.

(See Chapter III for a complete discussion.) It is also important, particularly with Title IX Regulations that the effects or results of the institutional policies be studied since such polisCies may be in compliance with
the letter of the law while the intent of the law is being disserviced.

Inforrhation Gathering Outside .the Physical Education or Athletic
Prograrn
Another goal of the groUp must be to determine and understand the
power structure within an institution. In the past, women have had
little or no access to the pov;,er structure and-currently
many are uncertain or how to cope with the unknown. In reality, it is not a difficult
procedure for a determined group, and it is an essential step toward ef:
fecting change. For t ose requiring assisiarice in this matter,
the following suggestions may e helpful:

Obtain and study the institution's organizational chart (generally
available in the operations manual Of the institution). Most public
schools have eqUivalent manuals and only where they/ate not
available will it be necessary for the Core group to create an organizational chart.
Put names to key positiof.
Learn as much as posspleabout key people:

Determine who primarily holds the power in the institution (not

always the person in the top position).
Determine who holds the purse strings.
Establish the lines of communication up to the key people.
Determine to whom these key people are responsible.
Determine their attitudes toward physical education and/or athletics.

If
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Find out the written purposes of the institution and determine
where physical education and/or athletics fit with such purposes.
Be aware of the priorities of the institution (in theory and in fact).
Know where positive support can be expected.
Anticipate who is likely to be a roadblock and establish Possible
detours.
Determine which are the key 'committees on campus.

Obviously the larger the institutions, the More challenging is the
task, but it is absolutely essential for the group to be cognizant of the
entire picture and to be well briefed oo the key-people in the structure.
To obtain this kind of information and to make people aware Of inequalities in physical education and ,athletics, members of the core
group should also attempt to do the follosving:
Develop a general interest in the entice institution.
Study the institutional manual.
Get'to know faculty in other departments.
Get to know established and experienced faculty members.
Become acquainted with the affirmative action officer.
Volunteer for key institutional committees.
Attend what appear to be important meetings on campus.

Be observant and perceptiveget into the habit of assessing the
power of individuals on campus.
Join campus, And/ot community groups that could contribute to
information-gathering or which could give possible suppor,t to the
cause.

Be subtlethis is a preparation period, not an action period and
should be seen as the time to solicit support for the future and
to educate acquaintances regarding physical educaVn and/or
athletics.'

Obviously, this entire project necessitates that physical educators
and/or coaches move -outside the gymnasium. Involvement in the
power game is a necessity and rules of the game must be learned.
Inforrnntion Gathering Within the Physical Education or Athletic Program

Concurrent with the information gathering period outside the program, there must be an internal information gathering session to collect
facts for a thorough and comprehensive report. Such a report should
include:

the history of the program
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the piesent state of the program (inoludin$ factual data on current
areas of dikaimination)
where the program hopes tti go (suggested remedial plans with
goals and timetable to eliyni te areas of discitimination)suggestio s for the periodic re
of progress toward equality.
Such info
tin is t heart of
or-t,
e report must be accurate and thoro
e more fatts, the' more Nance of success: This
is the most vital and crucial step of any plan ora"
The following suggestions may assist with the't pilation of a solid' report:

Delegate the work of information safhering to all members of the
group (although in iomp.instances, this massive job may. have tk
be done by oneperson).
,
Start with a one- or two-day "think-in" by the core group to com-

pile notes and ideas which will create the foundarnp for' the
thorough analysis and evaluation' of the program. The objective is
not to write the report but to organize the general outlay and- to

decide who will be reSponsihle for obtaining the facts. A later
meeting can determine the direction in which the program should
go, i.e., the long-range goals and "dreams."
Report Outtay:-Possilile Areas for Study

To ensure that all apects of the physical education/athletic program
are covered, the core group should first identify general areas for study

and then delegate a person or persons to research each area. A suggested outlay which May be helpful to the group is as follow's:

Introduction; i.e., need for study
Brief history of program
Current status, of program:

philosophy'
administra ive structure

Oretigths I

10knesses
Parise 1 with men's department or program

C

a ministr tive
s

comparison, e.g., governance,' amount and
rces o funding, number'of students serviced*

f lty a d staff comparison, e.g., number in decision-making
p sitions salaries, ranks, release time, teaching loads, support

3

services, summer

employment, office are

student-cimparison, e.gt-fodurtiesequipmen\t,
= policies and practices,comparison
,Recommendations!'

a

areas reqUiring lmmediateaction i
-areas requiring actioriici i'rfirned'iate future .-

=areas rev-ring action f utur.e
imetables for proposed change
ProposedPlap to Monitor-Prog es;

,42

\0

.

General Sukgestios for Report

4, 4

Establish the purpose of the reart, e.g., -exposure of inequitable
situation to administration and2or Copcerned public, otedia and
government agencies.

Lc?

, .

pe accurate, frank and objective, with regard to the current situ'---"ation and to proPosetl changes. Be positive, wheit possible, and
have concrete suggestions (possibly several alternatives) to-rtmedy
each problem. area. Be imaginative, creative and receptive to new

ideas when dealing with the future of the ,program. Create 'a
thorough yet concise and readable docuinent hick is well 'organized and well thought-out. Present a professional-

king report.

When dealing with the area of recornmendations which also determine the desired direction for the program, it would be wise to
use the entire group for a brainstorming session to ensure agreement regarding the program's ,basic characteristics :'
Have two or three of the best writers in the groups actually write
the report, which can then be resubrnitted to the group for Suggestions and comnients
Set realistic deadlines for completion of the various research units
and attempt to hold to these deadlines.
When the first draft is completed, the group_ may ,w -ish, to solicit
suggestions/comments from influential, people who are likely to be

supportive. InpUt from outside departments which do or could
contribute to the program might also be sought.

4or more detailed 4speCts, refer to the checklists in Chapter II. It should also be
noted that institutions cannot deny individuals access to records, e.g., budgets. salaries,
ete;iithoughTt may take considerable effprt to locate them.
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Action. reriod

Distribution of Report

When the report is completed, 'copies, Should- be distributed simultaneously to the key people at the institution through the normal chain
of authority in addition to selected individuals. In t hea cover letter a
suggestion, can be included that selected persons from the group are or
will be available for a meeting to discuss the report.
At this time, it might be wise not to- seek Media, coverage of the report since those in authority may be antagonized,by this'atterript to go
outside the proper channels. Moreover, it may be po,tible \to achieve
the goals of the group without external pressure.
Meeting with Administrators
This meeting should be between thy' key people in the.power structure
and selecte mernhers of the core group. It would be advisable to have
two or thre articulate members as spokespersons since a single indi-

vidual can be ubdued more readily by those in power. The,representa:
tives should h ve formulated specific goals to be accomplished during
the meeting-a

,

dependent upon, the_situation, these goals may be:

recognition of the core group as the committee to deal specifically
with equality in physical education and/or athletics

recognition of the core group 'as a subcommittee of the institution's general self-evaluation team

creation of an institutional self-evaluation team with the group's
spokespersons to be concerned specifically with physical education
and/or athletics
establishment of regular, meetings with the administrators to plan
.for the implementation of the proposals in the report..

A calm approach to the meeting is recommended, for the law is on
the side of the group and the discriminatory facts will speak loudly for
themselves. In addition, the administittors are well aware of the institutional vulnerability of this Issue. There is no question that if administrators desire to eliminate. 'discriminatory practices, the report
should be sufficient to effect change. However, if they are reluctant or
opposed to change, other strategies should be employed immediately to
ensure no loss of momentum in the 'move toward equal opportunities.

for and equal treatment of the female student in physical education
and/or athletics.
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,

EFFECTING CHANGE THROUGH ALTERNATIVE, PROCEDURES
.

-

Because some admirnstrators will "drag their feet" on the problem
of equality, it maybe necessary to encourage faster progress b_ y some
of the following means:
Creation and-Activation of Support Groups

-

4,.

1. Students; faculty, patents, etc., who complainI o f inequality should
If3e urged to put their 'compldints into writing And send copies to the '
administratorS. If several students have complaints, it may, be effective to.have them request a cilire,ct meeting with those in power.
Administrators tend to listen to students.
2. Relationships-with the media should be established, and current in- ,
formation and progress should bereadily available to them. While
details of the report may not be submitted far, publication at this
time, there is nothing, unethical 'about 'admitting that a report has
been submitted and that a meeting with the administrators is likely
to occur in the near future. A positive Commen,t might be added
that administrators will want to take immediate corrective action
against discriminatory conditions. A suggestion that the media obtain comments directly from central, administrators would' be in

oidd.

i.

3. If, actions by administrators are still not forthcoming,.the complete

report might be released to the media, It should be noted that the
law will protect individuals from recrimination (see ChapietIV);
.however, workin within the committee structure helps alleviate ,in-

dividual anxiety i ,,this 'manner and cteates'more pressure upon Sadministrators since' they tend to listen, more quickly and intently to a
.
group than to' a single individual.
4. A petition itemizing concerns can be circulated to outside pressure

groups as well as to students, parents, faculty, etc. P(tecautions
should be- taken to ensure that the petition is valid, signed with
names, addreses and telephone numbers or identification numbers.

Send the petition to key people.
5. Members of the group should be available to speak to any campus
or community group which could be of help, e.g., PiTA, NOW,
WEAL, ACLU, AAUP, AAUW, physical education associations,
alumni, Women's Resource Centre representatives," tc. (See Chapter
IX.) Assistance from the elected officers of such org nizations should

be sought and appeals made to parents on behalf 0 their children
and to women's groups' on behalf of female students' and faculty.
.,-/----
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A flow of letters from such people is likely to be given prompt atteption, especially if the. copies are also sent to the superiors of the
administrators, e.g., the board of trustees or the board of education.
6. If a'rneetipg with the administration is eventually called because of
the pressure from -groups other than the committee, it may be, ad=.
vantageous. to portray a "reasonable" rather than a "radical" , approach. 4t may also be valid to elaborate upon the "caught in the
squeeze" situation that' the sroup finds itself in, \i.e., pressure from
.below (students) and from all around (women's groups, parents,
etc.). Preparation should be made to offer concrete steps to rectify
the sitOation-Of there is any tendency toward tokenkm as a solution
to the immedi'afe situation, a Suggestion that a faculty committee
be formed immediately to study the en tire situation would be in
order. Suggestions of strong faculty members who are likely to support the cause and who are also likely to be acceptable to the administrators should be made. The composition of the committee is
vitally important.
7. Once the ball has started rolling, it is essential to'keep the momentum
going; therefore, at the first sign of a slow-down in progress, the
letter-writing campaign-should be, re-activated. A steady stream of
phone calk to the administrators asking for a report on the progress
or a copy of the self-evaluation document may be required.
8. Organizing a public hearing may be a viable optiOn. A recent ACLU
publication made the following suggestions for organizing such a
hearing:

1

Attempt to have several groups cosponsor the hearing to encourage a broad base of interest and potential support.
, Invite and attempt to ensure the presence of administrators, thy:
general public, the media and public officials.
Offer a varied, orderly and balanced program, and ensure that
a wide range of opinion is offered.
Have speakers focus on different. areas,, e.g.,, on discriminatory
practices in athletics, physiological data on the female athlete,
th growing interest in women's athletics.
H ve a community leader chair the meeting.
S t a well-located and neutral area for the meeting.
Publicize the hearing well.

Prepare and distribute a position paper with information on
how to contact your group.'
Entourage membership in your group by sending follow-up
letters. (,31, sec. 10)

/

9. Organizing a public demonstration is another possibility. The pre-

.

viously-mentioned ACLU document suggests the following:

The selection of a suitably-action, e.g., picketing during important meetings or events\ boycotting activities, or withholding fees which permit continued disciimination_

Selection of target, e.g., adMinistrators, athletic department,
public officials supporting the status quo, an agency, not enforcing compliance

Cohesion, e.g., leadership tactics prior to,

uring and after

the demonstration

Publicity (or demonktation, e.g., prior, publicity, on-scene
fact sheet
Transportation arrangements, e.g., having groups arrive together
Media coverage in advance and on thelscene
Obtaining permit through police department or local agency
(31, sec. 10)

10. If adequate progress toward equality is still not evident, a powerful letter-writing Campaign should be initiated to the representatives
in Congress to inform them of the concerns and areas which should
be inVestigated. It should be noted that each Congressional repre-

sentative tends, on the average, to hear from only 100 out of an
average of 400,000 constituents. Hence, an organized letter-writing
campaign from any area on any issue is likely to have an effect.
11. Although legal action should be the final recourse, because of the
amount of time tequired for the investigation of the complaint, one

may not wish .to wait until all the other avenues hive been pchilksted before taking this action. In brief, acharge should contain:
The names of the complain is
The laws that are being viola ed

The nature of the discrimination (this can be taken directly
from the report, but should if possible be detailed, i.e., specific
dates, figures, etc.).
Specific reference to any pattern of discrimination against the
class of women
Supporting data on women in general,°e.g., growing interest,
physiological facts, growing opportunities elsewhere

Proposed remedies (can be taken. directly from the report)
(31, sec. 9)

12. During an HEW investigation, the following suggestions should be
noted:

Ask the regional HEW office to notify your group when a visit
is planned.
SuggestAat your group be utilized as a resource group.
Have copies of, the report showing discriminatory policies/
practices and recommendations for rectifying the situation.
Meet the investigators and encourage supportive individuals/
groups to do the same.
Decide whether a representative of the press would be ad-

vantageous to have at the investigation; weigh this action'
arefully.

Obtain the/HEW reports and submit comments on it (31, sec.
10).

In conclusion, it should be noted that equality is the goal, and
knowledge of the entire situation and appropriate fays:rs will constitute
power with which change can be forced.
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CHAPTER VIII

Remedial and Affirthative Action
49

N. Peggy Burke

Introduction
The Executive Order and Titles VI, VII and IX have as a central focus
non-discrimination against women and/or rhinority groups. In addition,
the Executive Order, and to a lesser extent the other laws, have as a.
second major concept an affirmative and remedial action 'provision.
Non-distrimination can be thought of as a "from. this day forth" ban
on discriminatory policies. However, affirinative and remedial action,

the focus of this' chapter, require more than this benign neutrality.
The following discussion will deal with affirmative, and remedial
actions only 'as they apply 'to females. For all practical purposes, the
regulations and reactions to the regulations are the same for minorities

and women. Although:sex is not included in Title VI, references to
this law are included because it does apply to minority women.

THE CONTROVERSY

Few, if any, aspects of the civil rights legislation of the past two
decades hive created more controversy and resulted in more misunder7
standing in educational communities than the concepts of. affirmative
and remedial actions. As has frequently been shown to be the case,

,

many "long-distance' liberals became "up-close" reactionaries as the
affirmative and remedial action, provisions were extended to women as
Well as to minorities and expanded to include the.,; ractices of educational institutions and not:just those 4 the ,grouRs
they let
contracts,. Members pE:acadernic communities who had supported af
firmative,hiring and emPloyment practices being imposed on those who
built the buildings, took a more jaundiced view when the same provisions were applied to those employed within those ivied walls.
(3sid of "reverse discrimination' andlowering of standards" became
commonplace; "goals" became mistaken for "quotas"; and groups of,
Vrofessors organii,ed on both sides of the affirmative/remedial issue.

Misinterpretations or willful 'distortions of the law resulted in some
white male candidates being old that they were being deilied employment because
l the institution or department "had to hire a woman,"
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and some, white male. students being told that they were being denied
admission to professional schools beCause federal law required that a
certain percentage of, the entering number "had' to be female: As a
result of such distortion, much resentment against women has been
generated and 'several legal actions charging reverse discrimination
have been initiated.
HEW,. the enforcing agency for eckicational institutions, has become
a part of the controversy,. it' has' been assailed by the one group for
being itnreasonable.in its askings on behalf of women and criticized by
women's advocacy grOups for
to,enforce its own' policies.
In hopes of ,dispelling some of The myths surrounding affirmative/
remedial action, the writer offers the- following information.
,

-THE FACTS

1. ,What is affirmative faction?

Affirinative action is action permitted or required to overcome the
effects of conditions which have resulted in limited inclusion or advancement of one sex. It requires the institution to do more than ensure'
neutrality ornon-discrimination With, regard to sex; rather, it requires
additional efforts to recruit, employ and promote qualified females. It
is positive action undertaken :to overcome. the effects of systemic institutional forms of exclusion and discrimination.
2. How does this differ from remedial action?
Remedial a.ction is corrective action required to overcome the effects

of past discrimination. If there has been a rnding of discrimination
under the ExecutiVe Order or, under Titles VI, VII" or IX, specific cor,

rective action tailored to the specific wrong that has occurred, is require& Back pay awards are authorized and widely urd as kremedy
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the EAual flay Act or`'
1963 'and theNational Laixir Relations Act. Evidence. Of discrimination
that would require back pay as,a remedy is referred to the appropriate
federal' enfOrcement agency if the Offie .Civil Rights is unable to
negoiiate a Voluntary settlement with the institution (9, p. 11).

To assure opportunities for the equal advancement of women, an
institution may volunteer or be required to initiate remedial job training
'or wall( study programs geared toward upgrading specific skills. This

is generally applicable to non-academic employees but may also be
relevant to academic employees in terms of hiving opportunities to
participate in research projects and sabbatical or leave programs sponsored by the institution (9,
. 4.:

.1

p. 9).

,

. are one ,of the
In institutions where in- service: training programs
ladders ,to' administrative positiOnsremedial action must be taken if
i 'women 'haVe ..pi.41ii/Ously not had equal opportunities to enter such
prograths.
.

,

3. How does one know whether affirmative action is required or-per,
mined at a given' institution?
The, Executive Order, as amended, requires affirmative action programs by 411 federal contractors and subcontractors, inclUding institu'Cons' of higher education' holding federal contraOtS.,'Institutiorik with
,

,

contracts worth more than $50,000 and involvin*.'50 or 'rind-re...employees

must develop and implement. written programs Of affirmative action.
This requirement was extended to include ,e ,uc bona! institutions in
January 1973. Failure to follow the requirements of the Qrder can result
in delay, suspension or termination of ccinfra&s.
'Affirmative action is not automatically required under either Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,,or,:Tit e IX of the Education Amend
ments of 1972, but can be imposed after a finding of discriminat-ioh.

Voluntary affirmative action' is also permitted under both acts. The
'ACLU has attacked this "permissive" characteristic of Title ,IX as viblafing,the spirit of the laW and has stated that affirmativ'eand remedial

action ought to be required; regardless of whether or not there has
been a finding of discrimination (31, sec, 4, p. 5). While the Executive
Order is extended only to ,institutions which are federal contractors,
Titles VI and IX reach all edui!ationat institutions which receive' federal

financial assistance in any formfrom research grants to support .of
school l'unch programs.
Title VII, as amended, covers the (:;ipPloyment practices of all private.
employers of 15 or more.fiersons and!all p'ublic and private educational

institutions,' whether or -not they receive federal funds. Affirmative '
action is not required under tliis'.act unless there is a 'firidingiof dis
cr3 mination.($4),
SOine's'iate 1.1ci
. local; school systems may also have laws or regula

tions requiring the development of an affirmativC: action program.

4. What ait,a.; are irududed tinder the fiffirmative actiOn proz,isions at
:
given institution?

That depends upon which of the federal laws is apNicable at the
institution and whether there has been it finding of discrimination
against the institution, The federal regulations generally cover ortt'Ar
more of the following: employment, programs and activities, and admissions.

Affirmative action in employment is required at institutiong ubject
to thl Executive Order and in institutions found to be in violation of
Titles.VII or IX. (Under Title VII', unions as well 'as institutions are
covered.) Title IX, further allows all educational institutions to take
voluhtary affirmative action in the area of employment. Affected institutionsmust look at all of their employment practices from recruitment through retirement, including salaries, promotions and fringe
benefits.

Program opportunities, for students would require affirmative action
under Titles VI and IX if a finding of discrimination had been made
against the institution. Institutions may also initiate ,voluntary affirmative action such as making special efforts to recruit or train women in
athletic training, athletic administration, coaching, etc.
Admission policies are covered only by Title IX and while this law
calls for. an end of sex discrimination in. admissions, it does not require
affirmative action unless,thereis a finding of discrimination. VOluntary
affirmative. action is pefmitted and schools, therefore, can make special
efforts to get females into schools and/or programs to-which they have
previously had limited access.
5. What are the obligations of the institution regarding the development
,

of an affirmative action program?
An ins titution or school system is requireit to file a written plan if
(a) it is covered by the Executive Order as amended, (b) a state law or

regulation requires such a filing, or (c),4 has been ordered to file
plan as a corrective ,measure for federal agency findings of'discriminap,

tion (86, p. 3). If such a plan is required, it must be sighed 'by the
executive officer of the institution or school and this person jsiultimately
responsible for
The discussion.WHich follows refers to the req remeht sunder the

Executive Order. A state requirement or federally required corrective
measure may vary in some specifics, but is like to be basically the
sajne.

The affirrnative action plan must be completed within 120 days from
the beginning of the contract and made available to HEW at its request.
A report of the results of such a program must be compiled annually.
The program and its results are also evaluated as a part of compliance
review activities.

In addition to the above requirements, there is a stipulation that if
a contract is for one'rnillion or more dollars, a pre-award.Aearance
must be conducted 12 months prior to the award. The institution must
be found to be in compliance or able to comply as the result of the
submission of an acceptable affirmative action plan (9, p. 1, 1).
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women poSpOSsIng various skills.) the demographic data needed to
develop these estimates can generally be secured from women's advocacy groops, the Census BUreau, the Bureau of Labor)Statistics and
the Women:s Bureau of the Department of Labor, as well as the many
disciplinary associations and professional groups. The Project on the
Status and Education of Women of the Association of American Colleges

has a number of publicatior listing directories for women generally
and minority women specifically (97, pp. 101, 104-105). The Commission on Human Resources Of the National Academy of Sciences annually

publishes a 'Summary Report of Doctorate Recipients from United.
States Universities," and the U.S. Office Qf Education annually publishes a booklet of "Earned Degrees Conferred."

The geographic area from which an institution can be expected io
recruit varies with the job classifications. The recruiting area 'for- non-

instructional jobs is *ally the labor area'surrounding the facility or
any larger area from which the institution can reasonabfy recruit. For
;laborer, this is generally a reasonable commuting distance. For fac\ulty

,and high level administrative jobs, the recruiting area is generally
national or perhaps even international.
Once the work force and utilization analyses-have been completed,
the institution is able to determine whether women are being underutilized. Underutilization is defined as having fewer women in a particular job classification than would reasonably be expected by their
availability (55). If underutilization is evident, the institution has the
responsibility to increase Its recruiting efforts through broadeiiingand
intensifying its search. For faculty or instructional appointments, this
usually means advertising job openings nationally with special efforts
directed throilgh channels likely to reach women. The institution also
has the responsibility to indicate the extent to which it is reasonably
able to provide training opportunities as a means, of making- all job
classes available to women.

7. What is the role of "goals" and "timetables" and how do goals differ
from "quotas".?
4

Goals and timetables, a required part of the 'institution's written
affirmative action program, are designed to correct identifiable deficiencies in the utilization of women. After having determined the
degree of underutilization, the institution is asked to analyze its expected expansion, contraction and turnover rate at the various job
classification levels, and 'establish a timetable by which, it can; through
good faith efforts, meet in employment goal of qualified women equiva7,
ient_ to their availability in the work ,force.
120 ,

These rates may be established for three-year period§ forlac rty, but
there.should be good faith hiring efforts, year by year. The imet4ble
for faculty jobs is usually lorig because of slow turnover rate and the
availability of qualified women. If the timetable reaches b 4nd six
years, the university commits itself' to an annual review un it underutilization is eliminated:

The analyses of small departments and/or instructional ,areas for
which few women have been trained sometimes yield goals that represent qfraction of a person over a timetable of many years. riecause, of
this, HEW dOes allow for the grouping of related departments,! especially
those under a single administrative control such as a dean.
i

HEW makes a definite distinction between goals and I quotas as i
follows:
ollows:

I

1,'

Goals are good faith estimates of the eXpected numerical results
which will flow from specific affirmative actions. taken ,by a college, or university to, eliminate and/or counteract factdrs in the
university's employment p.rocess which have contributed to underutilization of minorities and women in specific job categories or .4
resulted inn adverse disproportionate impact in terms bf promotion, Compensation and training of currently employed Minorities
and women. They are not rigid and inflexible quotas which must
be met. (46, p. 4)

A numerical goal is a statement of intent and a criterion for determining progress, rather than an absolute requirement. Numerical goals
have been upheld by the courts, while quotas are illegal. There is no
intent to require institUtions to hire unqualified persons; but rather to
ensure that, among qualified appliCants, efforts are made teredress the
effects of past discrimination (86, 'p. 7). Numerical goals are a s rting
point in determining gopd faith compliance. If institutionvdo not eet
their goals, it is L not considered a 'violation automatically. They re°
given an oppo nity to show that they have made a good faith effo f;
if this is so, no penalties are imposed (99). However, an. institutio
required to determine why it did not meet its goals.
.

C

8. Do the geftqls and timetables allow the hiring of a woman o er a
..
more qualified male?
No. HEW has star that institutions are entitled to seldct the most
qualified candidate f any position without regard to race, sex o
ethnicity. The institu on, not the federaLgovernment, is to say cl$ at
constitutes qualifications for any particular position. No single appo

t-

ment will be objected ,to where those not appointed are less well,
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i.

qual ed provided titat good faith efforts have been made to recruit
qual' ed women and minority members:HEW further states that
. it is improper to suggest or act on the assumption that federalfirmative action provisions require that ahy, particular position
filled by a woman or minority person (46, p. 4).
The Executive Order does not require thit a university eliminate
or dil to standards which are necessary for 'successful 'performance.
Further it requires that once valid job requirements are established,
they must be applied equally to all candidates., If, however, there are
standards or criteria which have had the effeci of excluding women,
they must be elinfinated unless the institution can demonstrate that
such criteria are essential for performance in the particular positic%
involved.

An example of such exclusionary criteria involved one institution
where differe*es in pay to matrons (all women) and janitors (all men)
were justified on the basis that the job requirements of janitors called
for them to lift a greater poundage and climb a higher ladder. It was
pOinted out that the personnel office, at the time of interviewir

cants for these positions, had neither weights nor ladders' at their
disposal and that the categorization of job requirement was, therefore,
based on an assumption rather than a testing of either men's or women's abilities. The resultant 'legal action led to correction of this condition and an awarding of back pay to the matrons.
9:4Doesn't HEW's statement, "neither minority nor female employees
should be ifequired to possess higher qualifications than those of the
lowest qualified incumbent" (55, c, 5), indicate that preferences are
being given tc) women and minority applicants?

No. If a more qualified white male had applied for the job, he could
.still be hired ahead of the woman or minority applicant. The statement
protects women and minority applicants who are the best qualified but
are still being told that they do not have the qualifications for the job.
If their qualifications are as good as or better than anyone currently
performing that job, they are assumed to meet the minimum requirements and should be hired.,
10. Do Ithe goals and timetables allow the termination of current
employees in order to hire women?

No. HEW states in the Higher Education Guidelines:
. . . nothing in the Executive Order requires or permits a contractor
to fire, demote or displacepersons ...in order to fulfill the affir-
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1

mative concept of the Executive Order, . , to do so would violate
the Executive Order. (9, p. 8)

Affirrnative action goals are to be sought' through rec fitment and
hiring for vacancies created by normal growth and 'and
in e' 'sting
positibns.
11. Can an announcement of a job opening' indicate a preference for a
woman or minority member?
No. All job announcements and recruiting information must state
that the institution is an equal opportunity employer. A statement
indicating that applibtions by women and minority members are welcomed is permissible, but any statement indicating a preference for
:women, minority members or men is illegal. ,
lj
12. How is "recruitment" defined by HEW?
Recruitment is the process by which an institution or department

within an institution develops an applicant pool from which hiring
A major purpose of affirmative action is to broaden
decisions are ma
this pool of applida so that women and minorities will be considered
ith all other applicants.
for employment alon

13. Does an institution ave an obligation to recruit women even if
they generally have not h a policy of recruiting ?
Yes. Many institutions ave been able to simply choose someone
they would like to employ and go after that person, Or operate on the
basis of personal referals from so-called "feeder schools" which tend to
be prestigious institutions to Which women have had limved or no
4,
access..
Job openings must be publicized in a manner designed to reach qualified, women, and an institution may choose to extend the time of its

recruitment period to locate female and minority apptljcants. This
should be done if the utilization analysis shows that the percentage of
women and minority applicints, is substantially less than their availability in the work force.
14. Is the employment of students covered by the Executive Order?
Yes. HEW states that under the Executive Order/ students are subject
to the same consideration of nondiscrimination and affirmative' action
as are other employees of the institution. Titleg'IX and VII also cover
student employment and would require ffirmative action if there hod
been a finding of discrimination.
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15. How are affirmative action programs kept current?
At least once annually the institution must prepare a formal report
to the Office of Civil Rights of HEW on the results of its affirmative
action compliance program. This evaluation must take into'consideration changes in the institution's work force, changes in the availability
of minorities and women through .Improved educational opportunities,
and changes in the comparativ&availability of women as opposed to
men as a result of changing infaist levels in different types of work.
Interval reporting and monitoring systems vary from insiitution. to

institution, but should be sufficiently organized to provide a ready
indication of whether progress is being made in the hiring and treatment of women during employment. At some institutions, department
heads and other supervisors make periodic reports on affirmative
action efforts to a central office.

HEW states. that "in most cases all new appointments must be accompanie&by documentation of an energetic and systematic search for,
women and minorities" (9, p. 16).

16. What is the pethtlty for ',failure to comply with the affirmative
action requirement? 1
The compliance agoncy issues a notice to the institution giving it
30 days to show Cause why enforcement proceedings should not be
instituted. During this period efforts shall be made through conciliation,
mediation and persdasion to resolve the deficiencies.
If the institution neithei shows cause for its failure nor makes satisfactory adjustmentg", the Director of HEW shall institute formal proceedings to terminate existing contracts and debar the institution from
future contracts.

17. Are most institutions in Compliance with the affirmative action
requirements?

According to the ACLU, most institutions are not in compliance
because their plan is inadequate or nonexistent. ACLU further states
that HEW, due largely to understaffing, had done little to enforce the
Executive Order and, therefore, private enforcement efforts are becoming increasingly important (31, sec. 4, P. 5).

A lawsuit was filed in the federal district court for the District of

Columbia in November 1974 to force HEW and the Labor Department
to enforce the Execufive Order and Title IX. This suit pointed to the

fact that. HEW had turned back thousands of dollars and previous
fiscal year as proof that understaffing is not the only factor in the lack
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Critics of affirmative action claim that women and minorities are
already employed in. ntimbers equal to or greater than their "qualified"
proportion in. some areas of the work force. A Carnegie council survey

indicates that there is some truth to this claim in that while 16 to 17
percent of all Ph.D.s ate held by women, women hold 18 percent of
the jobs that can lead to tenured positions. Mino'rities ,hold .approximatelyi the same' percentage of such faculty jobs as their percentage of
the total Ph.D.s (4 to 5 percent). This council suggested, therefore, that
aaffirmative action in adding minorities and women to faculties should

consider their proportions in the total labor force (14 and 38 percent
respectively in 1975) rather than how many are qualified for the jobs.
This shifts the emphasis to the supply side. To achieve this without
diluting standards, the Carnegie council recommended extending affirmative action tp graduate and professional schools admissions in order
to increase the number of qualified women and minorities (150).
Such reasoning can also be applied to ad issions to vocational and
training schools which prepare individuals
jobs not traditionally
held by,women or minorities.
The int of affirmative action is commendable, butits implementation leav
h to be desired. If administrators adopt the attitude of
taking as
s they can to. do as little as they must, achieving equality
for women will be a slow, tediotis process. If, however, adtninistrators
can be made to see that justice rather than compliance ought to be the
issue, then real progress can be made.
Such progress will require shifting the emphasis to the supply side,

but the Carnegie council's suggestion' of applying affirmative action, ,dx
principles to graduate and professional school admissions is only one
step, and not the most important one. How .many women will be
"qualified" to enter graduate and professional schools unless affirmative efforts are executed throughout our educational system? How
many girls in elementary schools are still having stereotypical roles
thrust upon them? 'How many secondary school students are being
-r.

counseled away from courses which will be essential to "qualify" them
for profeSsional schools?
The nation's educational system must be Overhauled if the intent of
affirmalive action is to be achieved. Each educator has a responsibility

in that overhaul. If each had assumed that responsibility long ago,
federal mandates *ould have been unnecessary.

2. What should physical educators and those associated with athletic
programs do to increase the probability that -affirmative action will
work?

1r"
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A

a. Ensure that their institution is accountable by asking to see its
affirmative action plan,
b. Study the plan to determine the extent to which women are being
underutilized. All personnel should be looked at, including teaching faculty, research personnel, coaches, administrators, teaching
and research assistants, officials, athletic trainers, medical personnel, sports information' personnel, service staff and clerical

personnel. (The latter category may "shor underutilization of
Alit

males.) Student employment should also re examined, especially
the practice of employing male athletes for specific jobs.
c. If underutilization is found, inquire what affirmative efforts are
being taken to broaden the pool of applicants and/or to provide
training opportunities for women..,

d. Examine the criteria for promotion to :see if women are being
disadvantaged. If promotion is based primarily on research, do
women have an equal opportunity to get release' time,' research
assistants and secretarial help?

e. Investigate whether women have opportunities to qualify as
"head coaches," athletic directors and department' heads, or are
they always assigned as "assistants?"
f.

Determine whether counselors have information concerning
opportunities for girls and women in athletics and related fields.

3. In what areas should remedial action be sought?

Any area where discrimination can be documented. This may include teaching or staff salaries, teaching loads, opportunities for summer school employment, opportunities for extra income jobs associated
with athletic events, tellure, proinotions, office space and equipment,
access to facilities such as handball courts and golf courses, committee
assignments, provision of teaching or coaching uniforms, and so forth.
Remedial action on behalf of students should be sought if there are
inequities in program opportunities, facilities, equipment, uniforms and
supplies, financial aid, employment opportunities, modes of transporr
tation, publicity, insurance or access to training facilities or medical
personnel.
Certainly this list of affirmatiVe and remedial action concerns' is not
all-encompassing. Undoubtedly each person can think of further areas
of concern in his/her particular situation. Because this is true, it is
imperative that each analyze her/his ownsituation and seek avenues of
input to those in decision-making position's concerning inequities that
exist.
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Emma Goldman, the marvelous feminist of decades past,: once wrote:

Liberty will not descend to a people, a people must raise themselves to liberty; it is a blessing that must be earned befOre it can
be enjoyed.
4

11%.
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Chapter IX

Gaining Support from Other Groups
N. Peggy Burke

Introduction
,

The fact that women have been discrimin'ated against in practically
all facets of fife has been recognized. Laws aimed at ending such discrimination and at correcting the effects of past discrimination are on
the books, but inequities continue. The'mege writing of a law does not

correct societal conditions; rather this is brought about through en-,
forcement of the law and implementation of corrective measures.. ,The'2.-'7
need for such correction,can only be recogrtized itt the iotal,level, and
substantial change will likely. °cow, only if someone is demanding that
it must.
Intlividuai educators should feel the responsibility to make such de,

"..

have not
mantis and many have. Many others, for variousaction
found the courage to take such a stand and such
courage because it inevitably meets with resistance and resentment
from those whose positions are threatened. Sometimes these Positions
are very powerful in the institutional hierarchy.
and
Under such circumstances, group action is much more
much "safer" than individual action. Local groupi, as mentioned earlier,
can be very effective, hut they frequently lack the experience and exoerfise of nationally organized women's, civil rights and professional
organizations. Many of the national groups have organized state and/
or local chapters in- ordef to rechice the geographic" distance bettAkin
.
themselves and those needing their segvices.
Educators; and especially physical. educators who tend to be- con-.
,.. servative by nature, haye frequently viewed such groups as somewhat
\ radical and have, therefore, been reluctant to seek their help or join
'.\ them in their.-many efforts on.behalf. of women. Fortunately; in spite
of the sparsity of physical educators and coaches in their ranks, hese .
groups have undertaken actions that have benefited teachers, c aches .
and,students. :
Increasingly, physical edutters-are beginning to realize the valne.-44..k1;.r.
us,

,

such groups in bringing about equality for women.:mTuhchO
!

strwenhgGthhtat.a;vn-i,ifirj
Worked with-such groups are often amazed at how
be drawn from situations;where informed people with diverse interests:A...,/,.;..
are committed to common goals.
.

.
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'be serious where there is expectation that it will be used in society.
We belie've that Arrierican educators are capable of devising means

of imparting such expectations to girl students. Moreover, we

consider the decline in the proportion of women receiving higher
and professional education to be evidence of discrimination. This
discrimination may take the form of quotas against the admission
of women to Colleges and professional schools; lack of encouragement

by parents, counsellors and educators; denial of loans or fellowships; or the traditional or arbitrary procedures in graduate and
professional training geared in terms of men, which inadvertently
discriminate against women. We believe that the same serious
attention must be given to high school dropouts who are girls as
to boys.

Other educational accomplishments NOW has contributed toward
include:

breakdown of sex-role stereotyping in curricula and textbooks
employment of increased numbers of women in professional and'
administrative ranks
elimination of salary differences and retirement benefits based on
sex

implementation of more equitable admissions policies

development of increased 'programs of women's studies in high
schools; colleges and universities
execution of a cap and gown protest march in front of the Department of Labor in support of affirmative action

National task forces of special interest to educators include:
----compliance

compliance: higher education

education

!lc

women and health
legislation
state legislation
women and sports
In addition, NOW, through its Legal Defense and Educational Fund,

has established a Project on Equal Education Rights (PEER) which
monitors the enforcement of all federal laws banning sex discrimination
in. education. Established under a Ford Foundation grant, this project

focuses on Title IX enforcement, particularly in elementary and secondary schools (87)
hi forts specifica yi(Ifecting physical education arid athletics include:
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construction workers, arSplied to colleges and universities. On Janu ry

31 of that year this small, unknown grOup filed its first complain of
sex discrimination against the academic community with an Industrywide charge" Of a pattern 'of 'sex discrimination. 'Within the first three

years f011owing this filing, more than 360 Class-action complaints were

filed by WEAL and .other women's groups against individual highei
education institutions. Their charges were so well docuthented that
none was refuted by subsequent HEW investigators.
WEAL also has filed many charges against eletnentary and secondary
schools. This national caMpaign to eliminate sex discrimination in educational'institutions has resulted in affirmative action programs, salary
raises and back pay awards.
WEAL also helped draft the Women's Educational Equity Act,
worked to end sex discrimination in want ads,anoi, filedocharges of sex
discrimination against medical schools. This latter%ction was a factor
.

in the passage of legislation prohibiting sex bias in admissions or training
programs at schools receiving federal funds.
As part of its regular program, WEAL continues to:

Work for ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment
Conduct surveys on the status of women in local and state government
Cosponsor seminars, conferences and training sessions on issues
of interest to women
Provide a speakers bureau
Conduct surveys and prepare studies in such areas as credit, employment, social security, sports, administration and fellowship
opportunities.
Prepare source materials to aid local groups
Work for the rights of housewives (home managers).
In carrying out its legislative goals, WEAL:
Monitors legislation of interest to women and publishes the .Wash
ington Report which summarizes the progress of all legislation affecting women
. Meets withand lobbies government officials
Testifies before Congressional and state legislative committees
on problems of discrimination in educatiOn, employment, credit,
estate and.family rights
Monitors and prods government agencies to enforce sex discrimination laws.
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In the area of litigation WEAL has in addition to filing against educational institutions, brought charges against financial institutions for
discrimination in credit. National;state and local chapters also advise
and assist individuals in filing complaints and/or bringing suit.
In education, WEAL has been concerned not only with employment
opportunities and admission poliCies but also with effOrts to eradicate
sex-role stereotyping in literature, in testing and Counseling materials,
and in the manner in which students are treated. Equal access to all eduCational.programs and activities has also been a focus.
Much 'of the efforts aimed at ending sex discrimination in program
opportunities has centered around physical education and athletics.
Studies comparing athletic programs. for males and females have been
completed in a number of school systems and institutions, and charges
of discrimination haVe been filed in stiVeral states.
At its national convention in,1973, WEAL adopted a resolution urging

\

HEW to take steps to pil vide equality in physical education and athletic programs. In keeiiinA. with that resolution, WEAL has undertaken
a number of efforts on behalf of Title IX, including:
.

written.comments ,to HEW
telegrams and letters to the White House

lobbying efforts against proposed. amendments that would have
adversely affected physical education and athletics
testimony before Congressional' groups holding 'hearings on such
amendments and on 'the Regulations proposed by HEW.
.

WEAL also presented testimony, before Congress in support of the
bill designed to require Little `)Teague to admit girls. Additionally, this
organization has recently established a National Clearinghouse on Sex
Discrimination in Sports,' as a part of its Legal and Education. Defense
Fund, to toll ct information about sex discrimination in athletics and
Physical educ ition progranisin elementary and secondary schOols, colleges and uni ersities and/community funded programs. Information
should be sent to WEAL, 821 National Press Building, Washington,
DC 20045.

WEAL actions taken at the state and local levels include:

.Challenging l'eague and 'conference rules that discriminate against
females.

monitoring- institutions' compliance: with Title IX, including ath
letic budgeting, number and kinds of sports for females, and allocation of physical education facilities and equipment
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working to upgrade recreational opportunities for females, minorities and the handicapped

.

filing charges of sex discrimination in the Provision of physical educatiOn and athletic opportunities for students
filing complaints on behalf of women coaches.

The following publications and kits are among these available from.
WEAL of the address listed above. Checks should be made payable
to WEAL Educational and Legal Defense Fund. The first price listed is

for WEAL members, the second for non-members.

Women Graduates in High'er Education ($1-$1.50). A statistical
study of the B.S., M.A. and Ph.D. recipients for 1969-1972

Women and Fellowships ($1-$1.50). An examination of the awarding
of fellowships and grants.
Higher Education Kit ($2-$2.50). Information on federal laws and
regulations and on the filing of complaints. ,Revised 1975.
K-12 Education Kit ($2-$2.50). Information on sexism, federal laws'
and discrimination ineducation.
Sports Kit Ir($1.50-$2). Information on Title IX and other federal
laws and on the filing of complaints. Revised 1975.
Title IX (kits in production).

Regular membership is $15 per Year. A $7.50 membership is also
available for students, retired persons and others with limited resources.
s

In.addition to a regular newsletter and the Washington Report, membership provides many opportunities to `work_ actively to end sex discrimination by participating in study or action committees.
National Women's Political Caucus

'

Founded in July 1971, the NWPC operates i. a multi-partisan organization with caucuses in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.
Operating independently and, in coalition with other ,groups, this organization devotes a great deal of time to a wide range of issues facing
women, including maternity benefits, child care, part-time and flexible
employment opportunities, minimum wage amounts and coverage,
pension and social security reform, credit laws and educational opportunities. Its primary function, however, is involving women in the

political process of the country both as officeholders and informed
citizens capable of exerting influence on those who aspire to or do hold
office. Efforts directed towardihis goal include:
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which affords them the advantage of greater continuity and added resources, but frequently leads to less freedom in defining their own
program and procedures (5). State commissions are appointed by the
governor or legislature while commissioners of local groups are usually
appointed by mayors or county boards.
In the early days of the commissions, the work was carried out by
the appointed members. This was found to be an inadequate approach
and growing numbers of these bommissions are receiving funding to
employ professional staff members.
Through various standing and ad hoc 'committees, the commissions
undertake both long- and short-range projects design ed' to assess and

improve the status of women. Areas of interest include, but are not
limited to, employment, education, credit, sexism, prison reform, retirement plans, child care, guidance and counseling and family and
probate laws. Efforts are made to assess and meet the needs of females
of all ages, educational backgrounds, races, nationalities and economic
status and employment pursuits.
In addition, most commissions maintain a roster of qualified women
whom they can recommend when vacancies occur in appointive
sitions. Qualified women are also encouraged to run
ru for public office.
As was true of the other organizations, the commissions are working

for ratification of the ERA and generally monitoring legislation affesting women.., In addition to their planned programs and priorities,
commissions attempt to deal with the problems faced by individual
women. Local commissions canbe especially helpful in this role
role:
Since commissions do carry the weight of the appointing agency,

they have a unique, opportunity to influence public opinion and de-

cision makers (5).

An Interstate Association of Ceikmissions on the Status of Women
was founded in 1970, and an annual conference was first held in 1971.
Actions f this group are in no way binding on state commissions. For
informal n about the nearest commission(s), write to this group, now
know as the National Association. of Commissions for Women, at
926 J. Street, Room 1003, Sacramento, CA 95814.
American Civil Liberties Union
The ACLU, founded in 1920, has 275,000 members of whom 100,000,

or 37 percent, are women. It is organized into 50 state affiliates and
some 350 local chapters, with offices in most medium and large cities.
Approximately 5,000 attorneys volunteer their services to ACLU.
The stated purpose of ACLU is "to protect the rights of freedom of
138

inquiry and expression, privacy, due process of law and equality before the law guaranteed to all Americans by the ciSigtitiifriiii7
This group appears before the Supreme Court more frequently than
any Other group except for the Department of Justice, and has litigated..
thousands of cases in the 'lower courts. Additional efforts at protecting
civil liberties are. directed through legislative actions at the national,

state and local levels and at administrative proceedings of federal,
state and local agencies.
The ACLU provides legal representation for the many groups which

are seeking rights historically denied them, including females. In the
spring of 1972, the ACLU established as a priority program a Women's
Rights Project to eradicate, through litigation and public education,
those laws and policies which discriminate on the basis of sex. It focuses

primarily on issues related to employment, govenfment benefits, education, insurance, maternity rights and athletics.

Since its founding, the Project has been involved in most of the
major Supreme Court cases on women's lights and maintains a legal
docket of several hundred sex discrimination cases which the ACLU is
litigating. Virtually every ACLU affiliate has established a Woman's
Rights Committee or liaison person who works with the national Project staff and cooperating attorneys in their own states to develop programs to fight sex discrimination. Anyone interested in working on the
Women's Rights Committee will be provided contact names by the
national offices (see addresses below).
T he ACLU won a case in the Idaho Supreme. Court that held that

women are entitled to equal protection of the laws. Two cases that
reached .the Supreme Court. involved a challenge to discrimination
against women in' jury service and a challenge to sex discrimination in
social security benefits. The latter case was won through a decision al=
lowing Widowers a well as widows to be entitled to benefits (23).
In the area of education, the national office and/or affiliates have:

Pressed universities to withdraw from ,participation in Rhodes
schOlarship programs in hopes of pressuring the British parliament
to change the terms of the will to include women. *
worked to influence legislation to increase the rights of teachers in
regard to dismissal practices and other employment procedures
indicated an interest in pursuing student Q4hts
issued comments on the Title IX-Regulations

.
Editor's Note: In 14175 the British government pressed legislation for the equality. of
women, and in December 1Q76, 13 American Women were the first recipients 01 their
sex to be awarded Rhodes scholarships.
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In addition, the Project has prepared a packet which can be used by
nordawyers in fighting sex discrimination in athletics and physical education. Affiliates have been active in litigating sex discrimination suits
in athletics and physical education. Some suits have invblved students'
rights while others have involved the rights of teacher's and/or coaches.
Publications by the ACLU include:

The Rights of Women, Susan C. Ross. A handbook on the legal
rights of women and remedies women can use to enforce those
rights. $1.25.
Legal Docket. A cumulative, descriptive listing of ACLU affiliate and
national office litigation in the area of 'sex discrimination. Upd-ala
on a quarterly basis.
Employment Discrimination, Kathleen Peratis. A handbook for Title

VII and other employment litigation, from the filing of a charge
to the framing of remedies. $2.

"Equal Pay Act Guide." A lay person's guide on how to file and
process a charge under the Equal Pay
"Private Right of Action for Retaliation Under the Equal Pay Act."
A legal merlcorandum.
'Social Security4 Briefs on various issues'of racial, sex disCrimination
in Social Setturity laws, including brief before the Supreme Court
in Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld.
Sex Discrimination in Athletics and Physical Education. A comprehensive packet of materials containing legal and organizing advice
on fighting illegal sex discrimination. $1.50.
Contributions will be accepted where no charge is indicated.
Basic membership in ACLU is $15 with a $5 limited income option.
This includes a subscription to Ise national newsletter, Civil Liberties,

and to local affiliate newslettgs. ACLU membership automatically
makes one a part of both- ihekational organization and the state affiliate and local chapters, where they exist. Dues should be sent to
ACLU, 22 EAt 40th Street, New York, NY 10016. The Women's Rights
Project is at the same 'address.
GROUPS REPRESENTING EDUCATORS

Space' does not permit a discussion of all the groups representing
educators. The following member organizations are offered as examples.
American Association of University Professors

For more than 60 ,years this organization has concerned itself with
140
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matters related to academic freedom and to issues pertaining to faCulty
rights. and status. AAUP has more than 70,000 members and chapters
on many two- and fOur-year college and university Campuses.

The work of AAUP is accomplished,both pationally 'and locally
through major committees. One of the .most recently established of
these is. Committee W on the Status of Women in the Academic Profession whose activities have included the following areas:

leaves of absence for child-bearing, rearing and family emergencies
tenure and affirmative action
equal pay
salary.surveys and the development of a kit to assist' faculties and
administrators in undertaking salary studies
sex-based differentials in fringe benefits
graduate education
Representatives from Committee W compilecland gave testimony on
the Title 15( Regulations, and presented an especially strong case against

the continued'Aiscritnination against women in retirement benefits.
This excellent testimony is contained in the proceedings of these hearings (21). A number of comments were also made about the weaknesses of the athletic sections. The national Committee W encourages
the' establishment of Committee W's at the conference and chapter level
and they provide personnel to chapter and conference..meetings: upon
request:

In 1974, at the 60th annual meeting, the members called upon the
Secretary, of HEW and other government officials to enforce vigorously
the laws and policies of non-discrimination and affirmative action and

to adhere to the spirit as well as the letter of the requirement. They
also adopted a resolutioh urging the issuant elkof Title IX regulations
that would assure equal access to all programs i higher education, including athletici, without regard to sex (71).
In 1975, Committee Z on the Economic Status of the Profession received a grant to gather and publish data on sex .differentials in compensation. Areas of future endeavor include:
collective bargaining issues of special, concern to women
formulation of an employment roster of qualified women
issues involved in part-time appointments

Membership dues vary according to s4larY with a range of .$12-$36.
Graduate student memberships are $5. The AAUP, Bulletin and na-_
tional and state newsletters are includec'in the membership.
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American Federation of Teachers

The AFT, a member union in the AFL-CIO, has approximately half
'a Million members, nearly 65 percent of whom are women. who teach
in public -goods and in colleges and .universities. It has established a
Women's Rights Division which functiong tc4rotect the employment
rights of women, inform people.of these rights and assist locals in setting up similar Women's Rights Committees.
Some of the provisions that contracts seek to ii\corporat6 are:
equal pay for equal work
equitable practices in hiring, promotions, extracurgicular assignments and athletics r,
elimination of sexist stereotyPirig while emphasizing the capacities
of each student as an individual
equitable health and medical insurance benefits
treatment of pregnancy as any other temporary. disability
child-rearing !eaves for either parent
,

Some of the resolutions adopted at AFT annual conventions include:
ratification of the ERA
increased leadership roles for women in the union
-support of parental-rights
eradication of sexism in teaching materials
development of curricular materials for children on the equality
of women

,support for continuirjg education and counseling programs for
women
elimination of single sex vocational schools
support for affirmative action programs

The AFT prepared written comments in support of Title IX and of
stronger provisions in several areas of the Regulations including the;
athletic section. It has also suggested that locals examine their contractprovisions to see wheher they require that athletic coaches, male' and
female, receive comparable salaries based on their responsibilities and
experience.
Publications_ ndude several pamphlets and monographs on women's

rights and one major publication, Women in. Education: Changing
Sexist Practices in the Classroom, revised, 1075.

National Education Association

This organization, originated in 1857, is reported by Encyclopedia
142

ional organization rgainthe world; having
Past! the one million member
k in 19W rids= o nization has gone
,on blic' record as.,being 613Posed'to'all/forms of discrimination. It'g
goal for 1971-72 was 'listed cas'huirnan and civil 'rights for all educators
and children.
Actions taken'specific to sex discrimination 'Maude resolutions,*publications, multimedia 'presentations, litigation and statements and
testimony in support of Title IX and strong enforcementreiulna_dtioiscimn-In 1971,- this, group adopted a resolution calling
ination in employment practices at all levels, including` administrative
and non-discrimination in access to elctive, appointive: and staff 439sitions. NVA has also suggested that state and total affiliates should be
systematically evaluated for non-discrimination.
The DuShine Emergency Fund has been established to defend teachers'
rights by ensuring constitutional protection, academic freedom and
freedom from discrimination. For example, the Fund has been used to
plan legal strategies, file "friend of the court" briefs and to pay attornex's fees and/or afford extending interest-free loans if the educator's
case has legag merit mid meets other established criteria.
SuitS' have been filed on behalf of women ethicators for "equal 'protection of the laws" in situations involving maternity leave, tenure and
senioriwrights, retirement, promotion and salary benefits.
This group has urged HEW to develop a, nationwide data bank on

13ritannica to be the largest prof

the number of women and minority persons available for c911.ege teaching

pOsitions.NtrA is akb one of the ,groups that..has filedAarges against
HEW for fjilure to enforce civil rights legislation. The NEA journal,
Education Today; :tegularly carries articles' on Title IX, affirmative
action and sex bias in textbooks.
Publications available from NEA include:
',Combating Discrimination in the Schools, Legal Remedies and (.1;uide,_,
lines. Order #385-11604.
ERA, The Equal Rights Amendment and Yoil $6, 0680 -1 -OE. (Tape)
Nonsexist Education for Survival. $2.25, #385-11612.
Sex Role Stereotyping in the Schools. Paper $2.56, #0578- 3,, -0F`,

Today's Changing Roles: An Approach to Nonsexist Teaching. $3,
#1346-8-0E.
What is Affirmative Action? Combating Discrimination 'in -mpioyrnent: #385\11602.

Multimedia programs are also avails le on sex role stereotyping.
The publications are available from NEA Order Department, The
Academic Building, Saw Mill Road, W t Haven, CT 06516.
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the areas of physical education and sp9rt are reproduced below (pp.
162-166, 168-172). The complete 382-page report, titled
To Form
a More Perfect Unien ..." Justice for American Women, is available
from the Office of Public Information, IWY Commission, Room 1004,
Department of State Building, Washington, DC 20520.
STUDY ON ATHLETICS AND PHYSICAL. EDUCATION
ION BY U.S. COMMISSION
ON CIVIL RIGHT-567

The IWY Commission recommends that the U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights conduct its planned study of "Sex Discrimination in
Physical Education and Athletics" without delay, using this study to
evaluate the effectiveness of title IX (Education Amendment, of
1972) in eliminating sex discrimination' in physical education and
athletics generally in educational institttions.

Background

Sex discrimination in athletics and physical education programs has
certainly been the most publicized and controversial issue surrounding
implementation of title IX of the Education Amendments .of -1972;
which 'prohibits sex discrimination in federally "assisted education programs.

The commissioners of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights aye
approved a study of "Sex Discrimination in Physical Eciikrtio.n. and

Athletics" for inclusion in the budget for FY '1977.'-r*: $183,000
study is planned to begin in November 1976 arid- t6 be completed by
February 1978. It would investigate such areas as:

The fund* and staffing of programs, and the provision 'eif the
number and type of programs provided for girls and women;
The impact of discriminatory treatment on the development of
female children;
The manner in which the athletic system itself contributes heavily
to the socialization of girls and boys and the imposition of limiting
sex role stereotypes, as well as the impact of limiting. physical
abilities on the employment future of women; and
The Federal role in assuring nondiscrimination in physical education
and athletics under title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

67Rcolmmendation approved by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 8, 1976; by
IWY Commission Jan. 16, 1976.
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HEARINGS ON THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON OLYMPIC SPORTS68

rtie IWY Commission on the Observance of International Women's

Year recommends that the President's Commission on Olympic
Sports In Its hearings Include the topic of women's participation, and
leadership.

,

Background

The mandate of the President's Commiision on Olympic Sports
clearly includes a study of the role of participants in the governance
of their own sport. Data indicate that women are discriminated against
as participants and leaders in sport competition representing the United
States.
PARTICIPANTS IN WORLD UNIVERSITY GAMES MOSCOW 1973

Sport

Men

Basketball

325

Wrestling
Water Polo
Volleyball
Gymnastics
Track and Field
Swimming

197
131

Diving
Tennis
Fencing

No. of

No. of

countries_..._ Wdmen

countries

29

186

262
89
446
156

23

174

28

24
51
211

14

43
182
80
17
36
52

55
29

25 .
29

."

Na. of events

tier!

Wornen

16

"

15
12
31

6

4

21

13

16

13

9

"10
21
6

15

'

2

''

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP POSITIONS MOSCOW 1973

f
Coaches women's basketball
Coaches women's volleyball
Chef de mission, 72'countries

-

Percent
Women

Men
85
70
100

15

30

68 Recommendation approved by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 8, 1976; by
IWY Commission Jan. 16, 1976,

EXPANDING THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN THE GOVERNANCE OF SPORT69

The IWY Commission Will contact national sport governing bodies,

federations, associations, and committees to request that they (1)
compile data on the frequency and leVels of female leadership in
their organizations; (2), develop affirmative action programs to bring
women repnb9entatiVe4 into all levels of
sport's governance
structures; and'
send copies of the data and affirmative action
programs to the IWY, Secretariat.

background
' As with most pow.4r structures, women are largely underrepresented
in the policymaking bodies of sports organizations. For instance:

At -a 1973 meeting of the General Assembly of International
Federations (GAIF), there was one woman representative among :the
official delegates.

At a 1975 executive committee meeting of the U.S. Olympic
Committee there were 2 women as official representatives among
about 35 officials.
At the 1975 General Assembly of the International Federation for

University Sport there was 1 woman delegate among represen -.
tatives from 44 countries.

A group of sportswomen, acting as consultants for the U.S. Center

for International Women's Year, agreed this kind of exclusion

is

characteristic of the 'sport organization system.
The above recommendation, calling for affirmative action, would
be sentitu the following groups:
National Archery Association of the United States
Amateur Athletic' Association of the United States
Amateur Athletic Union of the United States
National Collegiate Athletic Association
National Federation of State High School Athletic Assocjations
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
National junior College Athletic Association
American Badminton Association
American Association of College Basketball COaches
Little League Baseball
U.S. Baseball Federation
69 Recommendati6n approved by EnforceMent of the Laws Committee Jan. 9, 1976; by
IWY Commission by mail ballot Feb. 1976:

.1"
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National Association of Basketball. Coaches of the United States
Basketball federation of the United States of America
,InternaiiOnal Msociation of Approved Basketball Officials
Amateur Bicycle Leagde of America
American Canoe Association
Amateur Fencers League of America
U.S. Figure SiCating Association
U.S. Gymnastics Federation
Teajn Handball Association
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education anti Recreation
Amateur Hockey Association of the United States
Field Hockey, Association,of America
U.S. Judo. Federation
American Motorcycle Association
National Association of Amateur Oarsmen
U.S. Olympic Committee
U.S. Parachute As'iociation
National AssoCiation of the Partners of .the Alliance
U.S. Modern Pentathlon and Biathlon Association
National Rifle Association of America
U.S. International Skating Association'
U.S. Ski Association
U.S. Soccer Footkall Federation
Amateur Softball Association of America
Sports Ainbassadors
Interservice Sports Committee
People-to-People Sports,Committee
C011egiate Sports Council
U.S. Lawn Tennis Association
U.S. Table Tennis. Association
U.S. Track and Field Federation
U.S. Track Coaches Association
U.S. Volleyball Association .
U.S. Wrestling FederationAmateur Basketball AsSociation of the United States of America
American Horse Shows Association, Inc.
American Swimming Coaches Association
U'.S. Yacht Racing Union
American Bowling Congress

149
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MEN'S ATHLETIC BUDGETS-1969 * cont...
Class E (no football)

Average revenues
Average expenses

22,000
54,000

Less

32,000

*Michael gaiborn, Financial Ahalysis of Intercollegiate Athletics, National

Collegiate Athletic Association. 1970.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC BUDGETS---!I973"
Institutions over 20,000 students
10,000 to 15,000 student;
5,000 to 9,999 students
3,000 to 4,999 students
Under'3,000 students

$12,938
9,420
9,493
9,412
3,991

*Marilyn Vincent, Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation, Mar,

1973.

REVISING THE rUBLICATION. OF THE PRESIDENT'S cquNal. ON PHYSICAL
FITNESS - AND SPORTS,

SUGGESTIONS FOR SCHOOL PROGRAMS; YOUTH PHYSICAL FITNESS,
SEPTEMBER 197371

The IWY Commission requests the President's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports to revise its 1973 publication in the following manner:

1. Eliminate unnecesSa

differences in standards between boys

and girls appearinw4es 12, 13, 14, 31 (girls' push-ups), and 48.
2. Eliminate sjxist prejudices inherent in text; pages 53 and 54,
which link weight training for women to motherhood only; page .62,
where only men athletes are listed for gains through interval training;
page 83, where only the "football coach" is listed as a public relations
asset; page 88, where girls' role in public demonstration emphasizes
dance, gymnastics, and other "form events."

Background

The committee, in making the above recommendations, takes into
account three relevant facts:
Research indicate that boys' and girls' physical performagce is
comparable prior to puberty.
71 Recommendation approved by Enforcement of Laws Committee Jan. 9, 1976 by
IWY Commission Jan, 16, 1976.

a

The effects of socialization appear to detrimentally affect female
'physjcal abilities at all ages.

Publications of they Federal Government should lead the way in
encouraging excellence in all areas of performance from its citizens.
TITLE IX OF THE/EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 197272
f

The IWY Commission recommends that:

1... The Secretary of the. Department of Hialth, Education, and
Welfare (HEW) direct the.Director of the Office for Civil Rights to effectively enforce title IX, including the withholding or terminating of
Federal funds.

2. The Secretary of HEW instruct HEW's Office for Civil Rights
to.establish immediately a full compilation 'of all title IX rulings to date

and to continue to maintain this compilation in the future, indicating
that this compilation will be available to both HEW staff and the interested public.
3. The President and the executive branch oppose any amendments

which would weaken -the protections against sex discrimination in
education guaranteed by title IX.

(

Background

At this time neither HEW civil rights staff nor the public has access
to a compilation of rulings on, or interpretations-of, title IX (which
prohibits sex discrimination in federally assisted education programs).
A major obstacle to meaningful compliance with title IX has been the
lack of consistent, sound interpretations of the law and relevant regulations. Additionally, there has been a great deal of variation from_ region to region concerning the "proper" interpretation of title IX.
Because HEW staff do not have access to this information, they are
unable
answer some important substantive questions on title IX,
leaving schools, colleges, and the victims of sex discrimination without
guidance on hOw to intergret the law or protect their rights.
Several legislative amendments have been introduced in Congress to
weakertille IX. HEW did not oppose the "Tower Amendment" (con-

cerning intercollegiate athletics) and the President indicated in July
21, 1975 letters to the chairs of the House and Senate Committees.
which jurisdiction over title IX that he would "welcome Congressional
hearingg,'(on [the ,O'Hara bill, which would exempt certain intercollegiate 4eletic activities,from title IX]."
72Recommtlatton, approved, by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 9,1976;
by IWY Com fission Jan. 16.'1976.
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Until July 197,5, when HEW's final regulation for title IXtook effect,
enforcement was minimal, as many complainants were told their ,cases

would not 'be, investigated until the regulation was final (including
some whose cases were-in an unambiguous, noncontroversial area and

which' could notpossibly be Sffected by the final stages of the regulation process).,,a

..
.

'Since the regation took effect, although Hard information on the
Status of title IX cases is unavailable from HEW, there have been many

indications that HEW does not intend to move forcefully
against sex
..
.

discrimination'illegal under title IX:

According to HEW's enforcement plan for elementary' and secon-

dary school systems this year, title IX ranks eighth in priority
among 12 kinds of enforcement action.
The civil rights office has scheduled only six cOmprehenSive, system wide reviews under title IX this year-6 out of 16,000 school
districts.

i

According to the 1976 plan, HEW intends to investigate only
fraction of the .title IX complaints it expects to receive this year.

For example, while the. Atlanta office expects,to receive 120 comr
plaints this year, it plans to investigate only 33. The New York office

has set aside time to look into only 3 of this year's projected 52
complaints.

.

.

,
.

.

- One HEW regional civil rights' unit, the Dallas office, has notified
title IX complainants that it can t handle their complaints at; this
time claiming that a court order quires the office to put all its resources into resolving ,race discrimination cases. Several organizations have asked for an injunction to 'force HEW to resume acting on title IX complaints:

Although HEW argues, it cannot adequately enforce the law because, of "lack of resources," the civil rights . office turned back
over 10 percent of its budget to the Treasury unspent last year. The
Administration requested no new positions for enforcement in elementary and secondary education for the current fiscal year.
HEW is currently being sued for nonenforcement of title IX as well
as several other laws barring sex discrimination in education.
HEW is currently exploring the possibility of turning over some of
its enforcement responsibilities, including the investigation of com..
plaints, to the States.

In June 1975 HEW proposed new civil rights procedural rules
which would relieve the Department of its current obligation to
act on complaints filed under title IX and other civil rights laws.
153
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Despite strong pressure to rescind this proposal, HEW Secretary
Mathews has refund tb indicate that a revision, will include .the
obligation to investigate all complaints.
HEW OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS RESOURCES AND ENFORCEMENT"

The IWY Commission recommends that:

1. The Office for Civil Rights, Department of Health, education,
and Welfare (HEW) immediately formally withdraw the "Consolidated,
Procedural Rules for Administration and Enforcement of Certain Civil
Rights. Laws and Authorities";
2. , The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) immediately ,review the enforcement resources and priorities of the HEW Office of
Civil Rights, and support increased appropriations if necessary to establish and maintain an effective enforcement effort under title IX of
the Higher Education Amendments of 1972;

-

3. The Office, of Civil Rights, HEW, develop and implement a
complaint-processing system that would' include action on current
complaints at the same time the backlogged complaints are processed,
in order to handle effectively all matters of discrimination without pitting one group against another.

Background"

The controversy over the HEW Office of Civil Rights enforcement of
Executive Order 11246, as amended, (i.e., the contract compliance program) surrounds the substantive program as well as the programmatic
procedures. As Congressman O'Hara stated in the hearings on the civil
rights obligations of institutions of postsecondary education, "They

I may disagree on what HEW should have been doing, but they all
agree that it hasn't been doing it.75 The backlog in complaints is due
to inadequate staffing and the Adams v. Weinberger decision in Dallas
(see below, under Priorities).

"Recommendation approved by, Enforcement of the Laws Committee Dec. 4, 1975;
by IWY Cbtrimission Dec. 5, 1975.

74Some df the material in this background section was excerpted from a study prepared by Norma gaffe!, 'The Enforcement of Federal Laws and Regulations Prohibiting
Sex Discrimination in Education," under ,
ict with the IWY Commission.
"Hearings before the Special Subcorrmit. on Education and Labor, U.S. House of
gepresentatives, Sept. 1974, p. 322'.
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In October 1972, HEW/OCR issued "Higher Education Guidelines"
which related the requirements of Executive Order 11246, as amended

(contract compliance program), and the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance's Revised Order No. 4 to colleges, and universities having
Federal .contracts. However, according to ,the former Director of the
Higher Education Division, HEW/OCR, the guidelines were not specific enough for institutions to know what was expected of them, and
they did not provide specific guidance to HEW/OCR's regional staff
for evaluating institutions' affirmative action plans (AAPs). "A Format

for Development of an Affirmative Action Plan by Institutions of.
Higher Education". was issued on August.1975 to facilitate compliance
with Executive Order 11246 and to clarify the obligation's of colleges
and universities to maintain acceptable AAPs.
Complaint Processing. The Higher Education Division of HEW's Office for Civil Rights enforces Executive Order 11246 for between 863
and 1,300 institutions; estimates vary. As of; December 31, 1973, the
HEW/OCR Higher Education Division inventory showed a total of 296
Executive order complaints (individual and glass) that were considered
active. The status of these complaints is described on the chart below:
Investigations
Acknowledged

Total
no.

Individual complaints
Class complaints

116
180

Corn-

Letters of

pleted

findings'

Other"

4

30

128

10

23
23

19

The letter of finding is sent to an institution after an investigation, and 'detail
what is needed to bring the institution into, compliance.
"Othgr: Referred for enforcement, investigation scheduled, negotiation, or
no designation"

Of the individual complaints 35 percent had been only acknoWledged, 45 percent had been investigated, but a letter of finding has
been issued in only 20 percent of the complaints filed. Of the class
complaints, 71 percent had only been acknowledged, .18 percent had
been investigated, and letters of finding were issued in 13 percent of tne.
complaints filed. In calendar yeai 1974 HEW/OCR received 197 Executive order complaints and resolved 33.
AMENDING PROPOSED' REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING TITLE IX OF THE
EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 197282

The IWY Commission recommends that the President consider the
82Recommendation adopted by IWY Commission May 16, 1975.

1551 (-!) 0

following recommendations for changes in the regulations to implement title IX 'of 'the Eduiation Amendments of 1972:
1. Alio Wing complainants the option of using internal grievance procedures, if an institution has them, or filing complaints directly with the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). The complainant
would, of course, have the option o? both filing with HEW and using the
internal grievance procedure.
2. Developing new provision- which would require the recipient of
Federal assistancAlto conduct and putblish self-evaluation to assess its
status in regard to existent sex discrimination. This evaluation should
cover admission practices, financial aid, educational program access,
curriculum :and athletics, as well as employment.
3. Establishing a uniform pension policy under the existing Federal
legislation now covering employment. The Equal Employment Opportunity, Commission (EEOC) guidelines, which, require equal periodic
benefits, would appear to be more equitable, and the title IX regulations
should reflect this approach.
4. _Deleting,-.the references to contact sports and ,replacement of the
athletic sections with the language of the June proposes:1)11.dt.

'

ENFORCEMENT OF TITLES VII AND VIII OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

ACT OF 1971

The IWY Commission recommends that the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) take immediate
steps to publicize widely the provisions of the Public Health Service
Act prohibiting sex discrimination in admission to Federally funded
health training programs and to develop an effective enforcement
program, including prompt handling of complaints and compliance
reviews.
'I

MODEL COMPLIANCE REVIEWS IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONSM

The IWY Commission recommends that the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW), Office of Civil Rights, should conduct
model contract compliance review; of various types' of educational
institutions: school districts on both the elementary and secondary
level, doctoral-granting institutions, comprehensive colleges and uniRecommendation approved by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 9, 1976;
byIWY Commission Jan. 16, 1976.
84 Recommendation approved by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Sept. 16, 1975;
by IWY Commission by letter, announced Dec, 5, 1975.
85. All except elementary and secondary level school districts are classifications for
higher educatiori used by the Carnegie Commission on Higher EducatiOn.

versities, 2-year colleges and universities, professional schools and
-other.specialized institutions, and liberal arts colleges. Any deficiencies
uncoveredi during the revie* should rejeive appropriate enforcement
and the results should be widely publicized.
U.S. OFFICE OF ,EDUCATION TASK FORCE REPORT, 'A LOOK AT WOMEN

IN EDUCATION
I

The IWY Commission recommends that:

1. The Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW) immediately authorize a followup report to analyze
the progress that has been made to date On the recommendations
included in
Look at Women in Education and to identify HEW
plans for implementing those recommendillons which have not yet
been fully implemepted.

2. The Assistant Secretary for Education at fIEW take immediate
steps to implement those recommendations which have not yet 'been
implemented.
,

CIVIL RIGHTS SURVEY ,OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS87

The IWY Commission recommends that:

1. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) continue Is Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Survey to be
completed annually by all schools.
2. The survey form be revised to contain additional questions concerning sex discrimination, in order to determine institutional compliance with title IX (Education Amendments of 1972), and to collect
all data by both sex and race or ethnicity in order to determine patterns of discrimination against minority females.

3. The HEW Office for Civil Rights collect all survey forms for
analysis and make this information available to interested parties.

TITLE IV FUNDS OF THE 1964 CIVIL RIGHTS ACT TO END° SEX SEGRE

GATION

The IWY Commission recommends that the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) instruct the Com"Recommendation approved by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 9, 1976; by
IWY Commission Jan. 16, 1976.
87 Recommendation approved by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 9, 1976; by
IWY Commission by mail ballot Feb. 1976.

"Recommendation approved by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 8, 1976;
by IWY Commission Jan. 16, 1976.

711)

missioner of Education to use funds available under title IV of the
1964 Civil Rights Act to end sex segregation by:

1. Revising the point system for awarding funds under this act,
so that projects or training aimed at eliminating sex segregtion are

not at a disadvantage;
2. Seeking adequate appropriations so that projects aimed at eliminating sex segregation can be funded at att appropriate level with-

out reducing the funds available to end segregation based on the
other grounds covered by the law; and
3. Establishing a title IX information center to provide information,
materials, and technical assistance to General Assistance Centers,
training institutes, and State agency training programs funded through

title IV.

CREDIT"
The IWY Commission recommends that:
1. Each government enforcement agency promptly promulgate and

publish rules and regulations to secure compliance with the Equal

Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA)particularly such agencies as the

National Credit Union Administration, the Civil Aeronautics Board,
the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Packers and Stockyards
Administration, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the
Farm Credit Administration.
2. Each enforcement agency promptly revise all compliance forms,
handbooks, and other materials used by compliance staff to reflect the
requirements of the ECOA and its implementing regulations.
3. An Equal Credit Opportunity Compliance Unit be established
in each enforcing agency t direct agency compliance efforts and to
process ECOA complaints iled with the agency. Uniform standards

and requirements for enfor *ng ECOA should be promulgated and
utilized by the regional offices.

4. The Equal Credit Opportunity Unit of each agency establish
procedures to monitor all complaint investigations and compliance reviews conducted by regional offices. The find
and remedial actions
taken by regional or central offices should be d'esc ribed in semiannual
reports issued by the Equal Credit Opportunity Unit of each agency.
These reports should be available for public inspection and should be
noted in the Federal Register quarterly.
5. Whenever an investigation or compliance review conducted by
any enforcing agency indicates reasonable cause to believe that a
8Q Recommendations approved.by Enforcement of the Laws Committee Jan. 81976; by
IWY Commission Jan, 16, 1976.

,
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violation ota sex discrimination prohibition of any Federal statute or
executive or

has occurred, the ECOA enforcing agency immediatirly

Cy' charged. with enforcinglrk liiw or.executive order.

apilnotify 'the

To,.facilitat04his exchange of information, the ECOA enforcing
agencies shall promptly enter into Memorandums of 'Understanding
with other 'Fe4eral agencies and these memorandums shall be published in the Federal Register.
6. Each Equallcredit Opportunity Compliance Unit receive ade-

quake binding i.a staff to carry out its functions. It shall conduCt '
trai

g sessions for' compliancepersonnel and examiners.
.

.

rg

OTHER SUPPORT gROU,PS

To do a general listing of, support groups is to invite the displeasure
of those inadvertently omitted; however, it is felt that the following ad;
ditional groups w fti Offered testimony or prepared written statements.
in support of Title ,,. and the proposed Regulations should be noted:
.

American Federattn of State, County and Municipal Employees
Association of Women in Mathematics
Michigan Coalition of Labor Union Women
Modern Language Association'of America
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
United Auto Worker Women's Department, Detroit, Michigan
As the preCeding pagekhave.shOwn, there is much support available
to those who find it neceaary todO battle against discrimination. Waging
such a battle is the right of individuals who feel that they, their colleagues and/or their studerits are not being provided equal opportunities.
However, ending discrimination is more than the right of the deprived,
it is the responsibility of all citizens. Only when people are fudged on
their individual capabilities will this country live up to its pledge which
ends "with liberty and justice for all."

Many groups will give support, but they too need support. Most
exist on the dues and volunteer time of their members. The more people who become involved, the less the demands on everyone. Are you
doing your part7 Steps taken now could leave footprints on the sands
of time.
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List of. Abbreviations

AACAssociation of American Colleges
AAHPERAmerican Alliance for Health, Physical Education and Recreation

1

AAUPAmerican Association of University Professors
ACEAmerican Council on Education
ACLUAmerican CiVil Liberties Union
AFTAmerican Federation of Teachers
AlAW,Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women

BPWNational 'Federation of Business and .Professional Women's
Clubs, Inc.
EEOC Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
FAPECWFlorida Association of Physidal Education for College
Women

FCIAKFlorida Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
HEWDepartment of Health, Education and Welfare ,
NAGWSNational Association for Girls and Women in Sport,
NAIANational Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
NCAANatidnal Collegiate Athletic Association
NEANational Education Associatidn
NJCAANational Junior College Athletic Association
NOWNational Organization for Women
OCR Office for Civir Rights ,
OFCCOff ice of Federal Contract Compliance
Project on Equal Education Rights
SAPECW- Southern Association of Physical Education for College
Women
PEER

WEAL -- Women's Equity .Action League

to

B. Federal Laws
Federal Laws' and Regulations
In Educational
June
This chart updates the one or ginally prepared in October: 1972 by the Project on
Executive Oirdef 11246
as amended by 11375

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1944

as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of
1972

Effective date

October 11 1968.

March 24,1972 (July 1965 for
nonprofessional workers). (Institutions with 15-24 employees
were covered as of March 24,

Which Institution* are covered?

All institutions Ath federal con-

All institutions with 15 or more

1973.)

tracts of over 510.000

employees.

What Is prohli)ited?'

Discrimination in employment
(Including hiring, .upgrading.
salaries, binge bona its, balding,
and other conditions of oinplitymorn) on the basis of race, color,
national origin, Of sex.
Covers atl employees.

Discrimination in employment
(Including hiring, upgrading,
salaries, fringe benefits, training,
and other conditions of employment) on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, or Me(
Covers all employees.

Exemptions from coverage

Nolte

Religious Institutions are exempt with respect to the employment of individuals of a
particular religion or religious
Order"(InGluding those limited to
one sex) to perform work for

.

that institution. (Such ins11111,

lions are not exempt from the
prohibition of discrimination
based on SOX, eteer, and national
Of Well

lot

and Regulations
Concerning Sex Discrimination
Institutions2

prolect on the status
and education of

1977

women

Association of ArnOrican Colleges

the Status and Education of Women of the Association of American Colleges
Equal Pay Apt of 1063
as amended by the Education
Amendments of 1972
.

July 1, 1972 (June, 1904, for neeprofessional workers)

Title IX of the Education Amend.
moults of 1972
as amended by the Bayh Amendment of 1974 WI. 93-568. stat,
1662) and the Education Amendments of 1976
July 1, 197,2 (Admissions Orovisions el lectIve July 1, 1973),

The-Title IX regulation went into
effect on July 21, 1975 't

All institutilts

All institutions receiving federal
monies by way of a grant, loaf*
or contract (other than a contract
of Insurance or guaranty). Noneducational organizations which
operate an education program
which receive or benefit from
federal I inancla1 assistance are

Title VII (Section 799A) & TUN VIII
(Sectlop 945) of the Public Health
Service Act

as amended by the Comprehan.
sive Health Manpower Act 9, the
Nurs(1 Training Amendments Act
of 1971.
November 16, 1971 The Public
Health Service Act regulation
went Into affect on August 0,
1975

r All institutions receiving or
benefiting from a grant, loan
guarantee, Or interest sups17.1Y lo

health, personnel training trograms or receiving a contract
under ripe VII or-VIll of the
Public Health Service Act."

;

also Covered.

Discrimination In salaries (including almost all fringe benefits) on the basis of sox. Covers
all employees

None

DiScraninalion arinst students
and employees,! On the basis of
Sins. "

Refigious-institutions are axamps If application of the anti,
discrimination provisions is not
consistent with the religious
tenets of such.organizations
Mailary schools are exempt if
their primly purprlso 11119 train
individuals for theeulitary 11111

vices of the Li S or the mor
chant 111,1111111

Viscriminabon in ad/MSS/MS'
Is prohibited only in vocational
inAlltulluns (including vocational
high schools), gradulto and pro
tessional institutions, alld 0110111,
1111L101U11111,1t11 c011(111Ci1111111,11
111911111111.1113

Al1t11111111111111111111111411111%11111

.11%1 011,1e10,1 idler 1010 IX's pas

!,100
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Sox discrimination In admission
of students and against some
oinployems "

None.

Who enforces Hie provisions?

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programk(OFCCP) of
the Department of Labor has
policy responsibility and over
sees federal agency enforcement
programs. OFCCP has deslg.
nated HEW as the Compliance
Agency responsible for enforcing the Executive Order
for all contracts with edu
catIonal Institutions.
HEW'. Office for Civil Rights
(OCR) conducts the reviews and
investigations.

Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC.)"

How is a complain( made?

By letter to OFCCP, Secretary
of Labor, OCR or Secretary of

By a sworn complaint form, obtainable from EE0c.

HEW.

,Can complaints of a pattern of

discrimination be made i well
as Individual complaints?

,

Who can make sr complaint?4

Yes. However, Individual corn..

yes,.

plaints bre generally referred to
EEOC. In a few Instances in-,
dividual complaints with class
action Implications may be
handled by OFCCP or OCR.

Individuals and/or organizations
on behalf of aggrieved employee(s) or applicant(s). Or.

ganizations may also le class
or pattern complaints wi out
identifying individuals.

Individuals and/or organizations
on behalf of aggrieved emplgyeeis).or appacant(s). Or-

ganizations may also file class
or pattern complaints without
identification of individuals.
. Members orthe commission,
may aiso..fife charges:

Time limit for tiling complaints,

180 days. OFCCP or HEW may

extend the time if ''good cause"

180'd

is shown.

Can investigations be made
without complaints?

Yes. GovernmorIt can conduct
periodic reviews without a reported violation, a; well as In
Lespense to cornpkiInts. Preaward reviews are mandatory
for contracts over $1,000,000.

?to Goveri Merit can conduct In
'vefstigations only if charges have
boon filed,

Can the 'nth, institution be reviewed?

Yes. HEW may Investigate part
or all of an Institution.

Yes. EEOC may investigate part
or all of an establishment.

Record keeping 'requirements
and goveinmeni access to -records

InstitutiomMust keep and preserve specified records relevant

Instilulion must keep arid preserve specified records relevant
to the determination of whether
violations have occurred.
Government islempowered to revlew II
records.

to the detorminationof whether
violations have occurred.
Government is empowered to in
view all relevant records.

16.4

Wage and Hour Division of the
Employment Standards Admin.
istration of Ole Department of
Labor

HEW's Office for Civil Rights
conducts the reviews and in
vestigations.

Federal departments and
agencies which extend financial
aid to educational programs and
activities. HEW'sOf lice for
Civil Rights ha's primary on
forcement powers to conduct
the reviews and investigations 19

By letter, telephone cap, or in
person to the nearest Wage and
Hour Division office.

By letter to Secretary of HEW or

By letter to Acretary of HEW or

OCR.

OCR.

Yes.

Yes

Yes.

Individuals andfor organizations
on behalf of aggrieved employeeis) Organizations may
also file class or pattern complaints without lifentifying
individuals.

Individuals and/or.organizations
on behalf of aggrieved party.
Organizations may also file class
Of pattern complaints without
identifying individuals

Individuals and/or organizations
on behalf of aggrieved party.
Organizations in* also filo clasS
or pattern complaints without
identifying individuals.

160 days. HEW may extend the

No of flcial limit, but recovery of
back wages is limited by statute
of limitations to two year's for a
nonwillful violation and three
years for a willful violation

160 days. HEW may ex tend the

time if "good cause" is shown.

time if "good cause" is shown.

Yea Government can conduct
periodic reviews without a reported violation, as wall as in
response to complaints.

Yes Government can conduct
porlodle reviews without a roported violation, as woll as in
response to complaints.

Yes. Government can conduct

Yes. Usually tho Wage and Hohr
Division reviews the entire es
tablishmont

Yes HEW may investigate' those

Yes. HEW may investigate those
parts of an institution which ro
delve direct federal assistance
under Title VII and VIII as well

periodic f0V151.55 withzut a re-

ported violation, as well as in
response to complaints.

parts of an institution which ro.
colve diroct fedora! assistance
(as well as other parts of !Flo institution whether or not they

as othor oarls of the Institution
rotated to,the program, whether
or not thoy receive assistance
, under thee(' Mins).

fOCOIVO diroct Indoral assis
lance) If the Institution recolves
generaPinsfitutional aid, the (mi-

lli° institution may he reviewed
Institution must keep and pro
serve 5pecif led records relevant
to the determination of whether
violations have occurred Gov.
ernment is empowered 10 review
all relevantsecords

Institution must hoop and presoivo spoof led )ocords relevant

Institution must hoop and pie
serve 5170C1110(1 records relevant

to the delormination of whothoi
violations havo occurred Coy

to the dettlf1111115111011 of whether

violations have occurred. Gov,
eminent Ia empoworod to review
all relevant "'Lords

Ofilltlef1115 empowered to rovlow
all ielevant records 20
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Enforcement power and sanc
lions

4t voluntary compliance fails,
OFCCP or OCR may institute
administrative proceedings to
suspend or terminate federal
contracts, and to bar future
awards,-or it may refer the complaint to the Department of
Justice with'a recommendation
for court action. Court may on- _
loin institution from unlawful
behavior; and order salary raises,
.

If at-tempts at conciliation fail,
EEOC or the U.S. Attorney

General may file suit.' Ag
grieved individuals;may also initiate suits. Court may enjoin
respondent from engaging in
unlawful behavior, order appropriate affirmative action,
order reinstatement of employees, and award back pay.

back pay and other relief. OCR
may also delay new awards
whlie seeking voluntary compliance.° Whether individual has

the right to sue institution is not
clear,

Can back pay be awarded?

Yes. For up to two years for a .
nonwillful violation and throe
years for a willful violation.

Yes. For up to two years prior
to filing charges with EEOC.

Affirmative action requirements.
(There are no restrictions
against action which is non
preferential

Written affirmative action plans
(including numerical goals and
tapetables) are required of all
contractors with contracts of

Affirmative action is not re,
quired unless charges have
been filed, inmhich case Irmay
be included In conciliation
agreement or be ordered by Me

550,000 or morn and 50 or morn

employees'

Coverage of labor organizations

court.

iAny agreement the institution
may have with a labor organization cannot he in conflict with
nondiscrimination or affirmative
action provisions of the Execik,

Labor organizations are subject
to the same requirements and
sanctions as employers

five Order

Are grievance procedures re
mitred?

(irievance procedures are not
required, nor is OFCCF1or NEW
required to give weight to find
ems under such procedures

Grievance procedures are not requite-0,1mi is EEOC required to
give weight to findings reefer
such procarloros

Is harassment prohibitOd?

Institutions are prothltrtod horn
lischarging or discriminating

Institutions are ttrottibltod Irons
discharging or discriminating.
agalmil any employee or aft
plicant hir employment because
he /she has made a complaint,
assisted with art invOstigatron,
or instituted proceedings

against any trtnolcryror Or ,Ip-

olicaril for omploymont trVc mist)
holstio has made a complaint,
assisted with an investigation,
or institolod procer,.-2ings

Notification of complaints

o"`tdolicatirrit ul comply its has
herrn arrahr nil tho past 111 1,V
Itts111ms ovrtatt1torts ollor Li in

,Iii in

ntihl ii if
t

I ill'

inints Stnilnnniny'n1 Inn MI

are relMrild to

El OC. not sties institutions of
complaints within 10 rtr,tys

If voluntary compliance fella,' 2
Secretary of Labor may file suit.
Aggrieved individuals may
initiate suits when Department
of Labor has not, done so. Court
may enjoin respondent from en.
gaging in unlawful behavior, and
order salary raises, back pay.
and interest.

If .voluntary compliance fails,
OCR may institute administrative proceedings to suspend or
terminate federal monies, and to
bar future awards, or It may
refer the complaint to the De.
partment of Justice with a
recommendation for court action. Court may enjoin the in

stitution from unlawful activities
and order equitable relief. OCR
may also delay new awards
while seeking voluntary com-

pliance." Whether individual
has tho right to suet Institution is

If voluntari, compliance falls,
OCR may Institute adMinistra.
live proceedings to suspend or
terminate federal monies, and to
bar future awards, or it may
refer the complaint to the De.
partment of Justice with a
recommendation for court ac-3
tion. Court may enjoin the in.
stitution from unlawful activities
and order equitable relief. OCR
may also delay new awards
while seeking voluntary com
chance." Whether individual
has the right to sue Institution Is

not clear.

riot cloa

Yes. For up to two yoars for a
nonwillfurviolation and three
years for willful violation

Probably, to the extent that,sem
ployees are covered.

Probably, to the extent that em
ployeos aro covered.

Affirmative action, other than

Affirmative action is not required but may ro undertaken by
an institution to oVercome the
effects of conditions which resulted
limited participation by
persons of a particular sex. OCR

may require remedial actions If
discrimination Is found.

Affirmative action Is not required but may be undertaken by
an Institution to overcome the
etlects of conditions which re
suited in limited participation by
persons of a particblar sex. OCR
may require remedial actions if
discrimination Is.found

Any agreement the institutfon
may have with a labor organiza.
lion cannot be in conflict with
the nondiscrimination poeirsions
of the legislation.

Any agreement tho Institution
may have with a labor organization cannot be in conflict with
the nondiscrimination provisions
of the legislation.

salary inc.reases and back pay.
is not required

Labor organizations are prohibited horn causing en attempting to cause an employer to dis
caninate on the basis of sex.
Complaints may be made and
suits brought against those
organizations.
Grievance procedures aro not
required, nor is the Wage and
Hour Division required lo give

C991VafIC9 procedures aro ie.

woight to 111,1111q, under sus h

CItIC !IL-Inc-lards for 99(711 pro-

procedures.

cedures, nor is OCR required to
give weight to findings under
such procedures. IndivalUals are
not required to use the pro.
cedures.and may tile directly

quired for stuqnts and OMplOyer1S. but Moro are no spu

with HEW.

Institutions are prohibited train
discharging or dl icremilating
against any employee because
hr. /she hag !MOO a complaint.

assisted with an investigation,
or instituted proceedings
:11Iisilaint.oroceilurii is very
informal
may nr.may not /9-10W that 1 VItl

Institutions are prohibited from
discharging or discrireinating
against any participant 9r potential participant because he/

Grievance procedures aro re.
rained for students (and
covered employees), but there
aro no specific standards for
such procedures, nor Is OCR re-

quired to give weight to findings
under such procedures. Individuals are not required to use the
procedures and may file directly
with HEW

sisted with an investigation, or
proceedings

Institutions are prohibited from
ilistMarging or discriminating
against any participant or po,
tont till participant because ho/
she has made a complaint, as/listed with an Investigation, or
Instituted proceedings.

Procodum not fully determined

Procedure nil determined. 01:11

C1C11 notifies institutions

notifies institutions prior to ur

she has 91,1,10 a complaint, as-

invie.hijaboa it

1.11101'1'11AI hens Irp,v led
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vest maim')

Confidentiality of names

Individual complainant's name Is
usually given to the Institmtion.
Investigation findings are
usually kept confidential by
government, but can be re-

Individual complainant's name Is
divulged when an investigation
is made. Charges are pot made
public by EEOC, nor can any of
its efforts during the con'clliation

vealed by the institution. Po lick y' process be made public by th
concerning government discommission or its employees.
closure of investigations and
If court action becomes necescomplaints has not been lssueck
sity, the identity of the parties
The aggrieved party and re- spondent are not bound by the
confidentiality requirement.

For further Information and
relevant documents contact:

'Office for Civil Rights
Department of HEW
Washington, D.C. 20201
Of

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
Employment Standards Administration
Department of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20210

involved becomes a matter of
public record. The aggrieved
party and respondent are not
bound by the confidentiality
requirement.

Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission
2001 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506
'
or
Regional EEOC Of fife

Of

Regional HEW or DOL Office

Relevant documents

E'xecutIve Order 11248. "Sex Discriminatlqn Guidelines"; Federal Register, June 9, 1970;
"Revised ()icier No. 4Affirmative Action ,Plograin6"; Federal Register, December 4, 1971;
plus amendments in Fed. Reg., January 31, 1973; February 1, 1973; February 14, 1974; April
12, 1974; July 12, 1974; "HEW Higher Education GuidelinesExecutive Order 11246"; Octo' ber 1, 1972; "Revised Order No. 14Contractor Evaluation Procedures"; Federal Register, 'V
February 14, 1974; plus amendments in Fed. Reg., April 12, 1974; July 12, 1974; March 26,
1975; May 28, 1975; "HEW Memorandum to College and University Presidents from Director of
OCR"; December, 1974; "Equal Employment Opportunity"; Federal Register, January,18, 1977;

"Questions and Answers on the Federal Executive Agency Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures", Issued jointly by the Department-of Justice, the Department of Labor, and
the Civil Service Commission; Federal Register, January 21, 1977
Equal Pay Act of 1963. "Equal Pay for Equal WorkInterpretative BtIlletin 800"; August 31,
1971; "Extension of the Equal Pay Act of 1963Fact Shoot "; September 1, 1972
NOTES
General

1. State and local employment andler human relations laws may also apply to educallohal Institutions. The
fourteenth Amendment and other federal laws also prohibit sex discrimination In some instances. The
Equal Rights
to the U.S. Constitution, passed by the Congress and now in the process of
'ratification would, hen ratified, forbid sex discrimination in publicly supported schools at all levels and
would cover both students and faculty. Additionally, Section 182 of the 1976 Education Amendment reads:

Institutions of higher education receiving federal financial assistance may not use such financial assistance whether directly or indirectly to undertake any study or protect or fulfill ,(he terms of any contract
containing an express or implied provision that any person or persons of a parilculer lace,' religion, sex
or national origin be barred from performingiuch study, project, or contract, except no Institution shall be
barred From conducting oblective studies or protects concerning the nature, effects, or prevention of discrimination, or have it curriculum restricted on the sublecf of discrimination, against any such person:
The amendment was -nitially aimed at private contracts between Arab nations and institutions Which
barred Jews from employment under Nose contracts. As written, the amendment forbids contract restrictions in employment on the basis of sex, as well as religion, color and national origin, and applies to
domestic contracts, as well as those originating overseas. !Note. Restriction in employment under domastic contracts Is also clearly prohibited by other statutes./

2. Unless otherwise specified, ;institution" includes public and private colleges and universities, ele-

mentary and secondary schools and preschools.
.
.
3. A bona tide seniority or meru system Is permitted under all legislation, provided the system Is not discriminatory on the basis of sex or any other prohibited ground.

Individual complainant's name,
as well as that of the employer
(and union, If involved), is kept

in strict confidence." If court
action' becomes necessary, the
identity of the parties involved
becomes a matter of public
record,. The aggrieved party and
reSpondent are not bound by the

cldentiality requirement.

Wargo and )-lour Division
Employment Standards Admin-

istration
Department of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20210
or
Field, Area, or Regional Wage.
and Hour Of lice

Individual Complainant's name
may be revealed during investigation. If court action becomes
necessary, the identity of the
parties involved becomes a
matter of public record. The
aggrieved party and the responbent are not bound by any confidentiality requirement.

IndivNual complainant's name
may be revealed during investiga
lion, If court action becomes
necessary, the identity of the
parties involved becomes a
matter of public record. The
aggrieved party and the respon
dent are not bound by any confidentiality requirement.

Office for Civil Rights

Off icefor Civil Rights
Department of HEW
Washington, D.C. 20201
or
Regional HEW Office

Department.,of HEW
Washington, D.C. 20201
or
Regional HEW Of e

Title VII of the CIO Rights Act of 1964. "Guidelines on Djscrimination Because of Sox";
Federal Register, April 5, 1972; "Guidelines.on Employee Selection ProcodUres"; Federal
Register, August 1, 1970; reprinted in Fed. Reg., November 23, 1976

Title IX of the Education Amendments'
mendments Of 1972. "Final Title IX Regulation "; Federal Register,

June 4, 1975; "Memo from Office for -Civir RightsElimination of Sox Discrimination in
Athletic Programs"; September 1975;."Assurance Form for Complying with Title IX HEW
Form 639A"; March, 1977

Title VII (Section 799A) & Title VIII (Section 845) of he Public Health Service Act. "Final
Regulations for Titles VII and VIII"; Federal Register, July 7, 1975; "Assurance Form for
Compliance with Public Health Service Act Titles VII and VIIIHEW Form 590"; March, 1972

4. There are no restrictions against making a complain) under more than one antidiscrimination law at
the same time, or on more than one ground e.g., sex and race, when such discrimination is, prohibited by
legislation.
5. This time limit refers to the time between an alleged discriminatory act and when a complaint is made, In
general, however, the, time limit is interpreted liberally when a continuing 'practice of discrimination Is being ch, nged, rather than a single, isolated discriminatory act
8. Eta
pay cannot be awarded prior to the Otlective.date of the legislation.
Exec live Order 11248 as amended by 11375

1. The definition of "contract" is very broad and is interpreted to cover virtually all government contracts
and including subcontracts and construction contracts. In some instances grants may also be considered
es '.*contracts- covered by tile Executive Order.

8. Section 407 of the 1976 Education Amendments requires certain administrative procedures to be followed before any federal lands, including contracts, may he delayed, limited or terminated. Tho provision
applies to local education agencies only
9. As of January 19. 1071' all covered educational institutions, hoth public and private,. were required to
have wrotten affirmative action Old11:1

Title VII of the Chill Rights Act Of 1984 as emended by the Equal Employment Opportunity ACt of 1912

10. In certain states that have fly employment laws with prohibitions similar t°0 those of Title VII,EEOC
automatically defers 'investigation of charges to the state agency for 60 days. (At the end of this period,
EEOC will handle the charges 0111353 the state is actively pursuing the case. About 65 percent of deferred
cases return to EEOC for processing al ter deferral I
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11...,EEOC files 'suit In cases Inv° ving private institutions, and the Attorney General files suit in cases-In
volving public institutions.
Equal Pay Act of 1963 as emended by

Education Amendments of 1972
12. Over 95percent of all Equal Pay Act Investigations are resolved through voluntary compliance.
13. Unless court 'action Is necessary, the names of the parties need not be revealed. The identity of a com
plainant or a person furnishire(r Information is not revealed without that person's knowledge and consent.

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 as amended by.P.L. 93- 560,813 Stet. 1862 and the Education
Amendments of 1978

(Minority females are also protected from discrimination on the basis of their race, color or national
origin under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which covers-beneficiaries of, and participants in, federally assisted programs.)
14. Elementary schools were required to be in compliance with the physical education and athletic provisions of the regulation by July 21, 1976. The adjustment period for physical education and athletic programs operated by secondary and post-secondary institutions ends on July 21, 1978. HEW has stated that
the adjustment period is not a waiting period and that institutions should move into compliance as quickly
as possible. [Note: the period applies only to physical education and athletic programs.)

15. The sex discrimination provisions of Title IX are patterned after Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, which forbids discrimination on.the basis of race, color, and national origin in all federally assisted
programs. By specific exemption, the prohibitions of Title VI do not cover employment practices (except
where the primary objective of the federal aid Is to provide employment). However, there is no similar
exemption for 87nployment in Title IX and the Title IX regulation covers employment. In Romeo Commeinity
chools v. United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare /Civil Action 6-71438, U.S. District
urt, E.D. Mich., (April 7, 1977)1 the District Court opinion rejected HEW's position that Title IX covers
em oyees.'Contrary to earlier reports, the District Court's final order, Issued on May 18, 1977, wits limited
to only one section of the Title IX regulation dealing with pregnancy: Section 86.57 was declared Invalid.
The order affects only the Eastern District of Michigan. The government has indicated that it will appeal
the order, and HEW has directed its regional offices to continue to enforce that section of the Title IX reg.
ulation throughout the rest of the country, pending final disposition of the question. The District Court's
order does not affect other sections of the Title IX regulation concerning-employment, nor does It affect
provisions of other laws or regulations covering employment.
18. Title IX states that: No parson in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance."
17. The following are exempted from the admissions. provision:
- Private undergraduate institutloas.
Elementary and secondary schools other than vocational schools.
Single-sex public undergraduate institutions (if single-sox public undergraduate institutions decide to

admit both sexes, they have until June23, 1979'to admit female end male students on a nondiscriminatory basis, provided their transition plans are appro4id by the Commissioner of Education.)
Note 1. These exemptions apply to admission-a Oh'/y. Stich institutions are still subject to all other antidiscrimination provisions 01 Title IX.
NOle 2. Single-sex professional. graduate,'and vocational schools at all levels have until June 23, 1979 to
achieve nondiscriminatory admissions, provided their transition plans are approved by the Commissioner
of Education.
18. The membership practices of the folloviing organizations al exempt:
YMCA, YWCA. Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, and Camp Fire Girl
Social Sororities and,Fraternities which are exempt from t' ation under Sectic n 501(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, and whose active members consist pr ern)/ of students n attendance at higher
education Institutions.
Voluntary Youth Service Organizations which are exempt 1 m taxation under Section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. and whose membership ha traditionally been limited to one sex and
principally to persons less than 19 years of age.
'
latherson and mothordaughter activities are exernpt but If such activities are provided for students of
II

one sex, "opportunities for reasonably comparable activities shall be provided for students of the other
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Programs' onactivitleS undertaken Ay the American Legion In connection with Boys State, Girls Stale.
Boys Nation and Girls Nation conteralices are exempt. Schools may undertake activities for the promotion
of such events and for the selection of students to attend any such conference.
Scholarships or other financial assistance awarded by a post-secondary institution to persons receiving
awards in pageants based on a combination of personal appearance, poise and talent, and in which participation is limited to one sex only, are exempt, provided the pageant is in compliance with other nom
discrimination provisions of federal law
19. Under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights ACt, which Title IX of the Education Amendments closely parallels, federal agencies which extend aid to educational institutions have delegated their enforcement
powers to HEW. A similar delegation of enforcement power is expected under Title IX.
20. Institutions must else maintain on file for at least three years a description of any modifications made
as a result of the required institutional self-evaluation and those remedial stops taken to eliminate discrimination.
21. Section 407 of the Education Amendments of 1976 requires certain administrative procedures to be followed before any federal funds may be delayed, limited or terminated. The provision applies to local education agencies only
22. As a result of a court order (Adams v. Mathews, Civil Action 3095.70, D.D.C., Juno 14, 19761, HEW
will acknowledge receipt of a complaint within 15 days of its receipt. This order applies only_to elementary
and secondary schools in 17 Southern and Border states; but the time-frame is likely to be extended to all
elementary and secondary schools Time-frames for post-secondary institutions have not yet been determined

Title VII 8 Tille.VIII of the Public Health Service Act as amended by the Comprehensive Health Man-

power Act & the Nurse Training Amendments ACI of 1971
23. Schools of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, pharmacy, podiatry, public
health, allied public health personneLand nursing are specifically mentioned in Titles VII and VIII. The regulation, issued June 1, 1972 by the Secretary of HEW, specifies that all entities applying tyr awards under
Title VII or VIII are subject to the nondiscrimination requirements of the act.
24. The regulation states: "Nondiscrimination in admtowkon to .a training program includes nondiscrim-ination in all practices relating to applicants lo and students in the program; nondiscrimination in the enjoyment of every right, privilege.and opportunity secured by admission to the program, and nondiscrimination in all employment practices relating to employees working directly with applicants to or students
in the program
25. Section 407 of the 1976 Education Amendments requires certain administrative procedures to be fol.
lOwed before any federal funds may be delayed, limited or terminated. The provision applies to lecal mlu
cation agencies only

THE PROJECT ON THE' STATUS AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN of the Association of
American Colleges provides a clearinghouse of information concerning women in education,
and works with institutions, government agencies and other associations and programs affecting women in higher education. The project is funded by Carnegie Corporation of New
York, Publicaaon of these materials does not necessarily constitute endorsement by AAC or
Carnegie Corporation of New York, This publication may be reproduced in whole or pant
wiUloul permission, provided credit is given to the Project on the Status and Education of
Women, Association of ArneriGan Colleges, 1818 R Sheet, NW, Washington, DC 20009.
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C. State Laws (Summary)
(Compiled by: Education Commission of the States)
State Labor Laws Affecting Women Employed in Education
Hours and Overtime
State Wage.
State

(minimum wage
provisions)

Special Protective Laws
Work

Overtime

Ceiling

Pay

Equal Pay.
Weight

Seating-

Other

Law

Alabama
Alaska

X(A)

Arizona
Arkansas

011)
X(A)

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida

X(8)

Georgia

X(A)

Hawaii
Idaho

X(A)

Illinois

X(A)

Indian

X(A)

X
X

X*

X(8)

X

X(C)

X(A)
X(A)

X

X(A)
X

_
_

44a
Kansas

X(8)

X(C)

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

X(A)

X

Nebraska

X(A)

Nevada

X(A)*

X

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

X(A,B)

X

Oregon

X(A)

Pennsylvania

X(A)"

X

X

Rhode Island
South Carolina

X(A)

X

X

South Dakotte

X(A)

X(8)
X(A)

.

X

X(A)

X(A,I3)
X(A)

-

X

_

X

x

x

_

x

X

X

X

X(A)

x
x
x
g

X
X

x

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X(A)

X

X(A)
X(A) -%

X

_

X

X

XiA)

X

X(8)

X

)(IA)

X

X(A)

X

X_
X

X

X

X

X

X

_

_
_
X

X

..

I'
X1
X
X

X

X

X

_

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

_

1

X

X

_
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X

_

x

X

X

X

_

X

X(14.8)

X

X

X

-

. iine

Laws

Protective

:'

Special

(Melt
and

Hours

Wage

State

Pay
LAW

Other

Seating

provisions

'

Ceiling

,,

Pay

Weight

;

Equal

-

Overtime

Work

we

(minimum

State

rum

It)

Vermont

x

''

xx

VAscansid

X

'

'

-

-

,"

...

X X

4,

X ,'x

X X

xx

-

''.

West

Vihinia

';Washington'

Wyoming

X(A.,B)X(A)1, xutrq,' X(A)

Virginia

'-

Xt X(A)

Utah

..'"

X(A)

X X

.

Tennessee

compensation

an()

work

overtime

for

obtained

'

orders

orders

wage hours

laws

wane

Minimum

Minimum

(A) (B) (C)

--

Exceptions Minimum

during

probationar

y

per

be iod

must

eeMents

ow

or

special

-Permit

"

Recently Enact' id Legislation Affecting Women iniducation, 1970-74
Admissions, Treatment of
Stud'enb and Activities
Institutions of
State

State

Constitutional
Amendment

Elementary/
Higher.

Secondary

Educatiorb

Education

Women as
Employees

°

(excluding state
labor lawkand
rEP legislation)

EgUatltighb
Other
Legislation

Amend Mint
(date

ratified).

_

Alabama
Alaska

4/72

Arizona

X

Arkansas

.7*
X

X

11/7- 2

X

Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware
Florida

X

X

.

4/72
3/73
3/72

Georgia

Hawaii.
Idaho

X

Illinois
Indiana

X

_

a

a

Iowa

3/72
4/72
,,

3,
e

a

a

X

, -3/72

Kansas

Kentucky

_

Louisiana
Maine

X

_

_

X

X

_

6/72
._ ,
74.

Maryland
Massachusetts

4/72
,,,3/72

.r %0

X

Michigin

5/72 "

X

klinnes4ta
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

2/73,

.,_

X

5

it

Nebraska
Nevada

1/77
3/72

7,4

3/62*
,

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North
Ohio
Oklahoma

3/72

_.

X

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
South Carolina
. South Dakota

...

,Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont

gX

3/72

Xb

2/73

174

Admissions, Treatment of
Students and Actintes
Institutions of
'
Elementary/
Higher
Secondary
Education
Education

.,

Stay

Condit*
Ronal

- ,

State

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Amendment
X

a

lb

-

a

(rrsduding state
labor laws and
FEP legislation)

, Equal Rights

.

Admindment
Other
Legislation

(date

ratified)
9

t,

X

Women as
Employees

a
X

X

X

a

a
X

3/73
4/72
4/72
1/73

Rescinded by referendum in 1974.
No isitevant legislation has come to our attention.
a To date,.theJegislative service agency has not Supplied information.
b The Wyoining ahq Utah constitutions' contain equal rights provisions which have been in
those idocumentsiince they were adopted.
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Fair Employment Practical Legislation Affecting Women in Education
_ Mirage

Provisions
Corn-

Employ.
ment
ees
Unions
Covered Covered Agencies

Wien

Proco,

Proce
dure

r

State

dure

CUM

Invisti- Concili-

plaint

Employ.

/Wiwi-

ation Hearingand De
live
Proce- Proc.silt Action Judicial Fine/
dure
dine Orders Orders Review Jail
...-

Alabama
Alaskat

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Arizona

20

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

California

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Colorado

6

X

X

X

X

X

X

5.

5

X

Connecticut

3

X.

X

X

',X

X

X

X

X

Delaware

4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Arkansas

X

X

,

5,5

Florida

X

Georgia

7

Hawaii:
Idaho

X

X

.4

(Illinois

X

X

X

X

-.

X

X

5

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

X

25

'X

X

X

5

X

X

X

Indiana
Iowa

6

X

X

X

5

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

X

Kansas

4

X,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
M ississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

X

X

,

X.,X

85'5X

X
X

XI

X

5

X

X.X

X

X

(X

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

X

X

X

15

X

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X.

X

X

X

4

5-5
X

X

5

,
6-

,

Nevada

,X

X

X

X

X

25

-4. es

X

15

X

X

6

X

New Hampshire'
New Jersey

X

X

X

X

X

X.5

X

ri

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X.

II

X

X.,X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X.

_

r......

X

X

X

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

4

X

X

X

X-

4

X

X

X

X

Ohio

4

X

X.

X

X

X

X

X

X

25

X

X

x

5

,-,-- 5

5

X

54, - x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

lama
Oregon

Pennsylvania i,
Rhode Island
South Carolina
:South Dakota

X.X

X
X

,-

555,55.

5

5

4

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

,'
X

Tennessee

XX

-.

Texas

Utah

25

X

Vermont
Virginia

x

5

X

.

X

X

,X

X

\

X
X

kx

5

c)
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Provisions

Coverage

Unions

ees

State

West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Proce-

Proce

dun

dune

Orden Orden Review

:

ptIon' ation Hearing and D.

Prow
dun

*\ Cowed' Covered Agencies dine

Washington

.

mint

Cease Affirmsthe
Action Judicial
slit

Conci

Cam-

Employ- plaint

Employ-

%

'X

Jail

X

,X

X

X

X

X

A

X

X

X

X

X

.X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X.

X

X

X

*X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

Fine/

X

X,.

12

$

.

X

The numben in this column indicate the minimum number of employees an employer
must have to be covered by the law. An "X" indicates that no minimum number of

..

employees is specified in the law.

v

These states have a statutory provisickn concerning equal employment opportunity for
pyblic employment only.
.
These states have no statutory provision concerning equal employment opportunity for
public employment only.
.

..

.

.

'These stiles have no statutory provision. of general application concerning equal em
payment ofiportunity.
A blank entry indicates that a stat-'s law does not include a certain provision or type of cover.

age.

.

.

.
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1 C)

D. U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission
REGIONAL OFFICES
A1.1311QUERQUEISi;ife 1000. First National Bank Building: East. 5301 Central

Avenue, N. E., AlbuqUerqu'e, NM 87108Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyorning
I'
ATLANTA/Room 440, 1776 Peachtree Street, S. W., Atlanta, GA 30309
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virgiri Islands, C nal
.

Zone.
AUSTIN/RoomG115, 300 East 8th Street,. Austin, TX
.

r

,

7 701Texas),
BIRMINGHAM/Suite 824, 2121 Eighth Avenue, Bir ingharn, .A`L 35 3
Alabama, Tennessee, east of the Tennessee River.

CHICAGO/Room 1832,-U. S. Court House and Federal Building, 219 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60604 Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin.
:CLEVELAND/Room 402, Engineers' Building, 1365 Ontario Street, Cleveland,
OH 44114KentUcky, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania.
KANSAS CITY/ROom 305, ,911. Walnut Street, Kansas City, MO 64106
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma.
LOS ANGELES/Room 340, 1543 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA
90015' -California (Southern: San Luis Obispo, Kern and'San Bernardino
Counties and territory south), hipwaiiNevada, Atherican Samo4,Cuarp,,.

e

Wake Island.
MEMPHIS /Suite 1004, The Derriari Bitilding,.46 North Third Street, Memphis
TN 381Q3.Arkansas, Tennessee west of the Tennessee River, and Mississippi north of the Jackson.

NEW ORLEANS/Masonic Temple Building, 333(St.alarles Airenue, New
Orleans, LA 70130 Louisiana, Mississippi, to the south of, and including
,

, Jackson.

NEW YbRK/Roo6i 1306, 26 Federal Plaza (in Foley Square), New York, NY
10007Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
ANew York, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Vermont.
SAN FRANCISCO 'Room 701, 1095. Market Street, San Francisco, CA
94103Alaska, California (Northern:, Territory north of San Luis Obispo.,
Kern and San Bernardino County lines), Idaho, Mcint'ana, Oregon, Wash-

ti
,.

0

ington.

O .1

° WASHINGTON k7Suite 413, 1717

Street, N.-W., Washington, DC 20506
Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland; Virginia,. West Virginia.

L

4,7

N

E; EEOC Complaint Form.
HOW TO FILE A COMPLAINT AGAINST
UNLAWFUL JOB 'DISCRIMINATION

Charges can be filed by any person working in a firm where there
are.at least 25 or more people who feels that she has been discriminated
against in he,r job. The company, union, or employment agency is forbidden by law to punish you for filing a charge, for acting as a witness,

or for assisting the Commission to, establish the cause for thecharge.
You carucilanplain_if ..-

an employer refuses to hire you when you are qualified for a job
opening;

an employer refuses'to let 'you file xjob application but accepts other
applicants;,
a union or employment agency refuse~ to refer you for a job opening;
a union'refuses to accept iou into membership;
you are fired or laid off without cause;
you are passed over for promotion for which you are qualified;
yciu are paid less than others for comparable work;
yOu are placed in segregated seniority lines;

you are left out of t'r'aining or apprenticeship programsand if the
reason for arty of tRese acts is That you are female.

a'
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mosimmummiimmionimiwommummailmoommimiaminusimmumrimor
4$0,
110C CHARGE NO
FM APPROM
i

CHARGE OF'DISCRIAOHAIIOS

1

INSTRUCTIONS

.

048 NO,

mat be filed with the UN within a,specified lime alter the discriminatory act

!look

place,

IT IS THETIUORE IMPORTANT TO FILE YOUR CHARGE;

AS

SOON AS POSSIBLE. Mauch extra sheets of parr if ntcessari,)
NM(

IF

.

colm.

ri

IA

.

CAU E OF DISCRIMINATION

,

II you havia, complaint, HI In this lorm aid mail it to the Equal Employment
opporlunily Cormussion's Disrict 011ice in yCiur area, 'In most cases, a charge',

1i4-0001

a OR c too

A

stx

°

CI RELIGIOUS CREED

0

I

NATIONAL. ORIGIN

DATE OF BIRTH

.

4'1'

RUT kpli

,

COIATY

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

\

1

CITY, STATI, AND 11P COD(

TELEPHONE NI), (Include area rod!)

'`

°LOWING PERSON ALWAYS KNOWS WHERE TO CONTACT ME
NAM( (Iniieote WI, or es,)

STREET 105105

,

TELEPHONI NO, (Adde urea rode)

CITY, STATE, AND ZIP CODE

?

.

4
1

LISP THE EMPLOYER, 1:

OR ORGANIZATION, EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, APPRENTICESHIP COMMITTEE, STATE OR
LOCAL GOVERNMENT WHO DISCRIMINATED AGAINST YOU (II more than
moo Hit all)
NAME

b

TELEPHONE NO. (!chide area curie)

i

SINItt

CDR SS

CITY, STATE, AND 11!'CODE

,,
4

OTHERS

*0

015CRIMMAtED

.

AGAINST YOU

CH I M E

I

C

IITHH

,

s

i

OATS FILED

--,..................
ADO CHARGE F IID WITH (Name and

aiireett

ST aTtItCoL Gov' f ,

itANC7,-..*

0

YES

4

ONO

.

i,

APHIOAINAV I401 OP 1tco141 town or coitANv OII 0110N THIS
CHANG( IS 11,10 AGAINST

Dill MOST RECENT OR CONTINUING

DISCRIMINATION TOOK el Att

Mold, ilay,'sed

Explain what unfair thing was done ,10, you and how other
statement Is 'for the'use of

persons were treated differently, Understanding that this

the United States Equal Employment Opottunity
Commission, I hereby certify:

4

'
swear or dint that 1

ye read the above charge and that
true to the beat at my It awledge, information
and belle!.

DATE

SUISCRISED AND SWORN TO T4,011E141 THIS DATE

11

month, and yew)

U

CH4RC,ING PARTY (Signature)

J

SIGNATURE (If it is difficult for mi to gm a Notaitfublic to sip

this,, $*1 your ?lei name and mail so the Nitric! Office. The

Subeatbed anctwoorn to belcte thle ELOC representative,
OE

C0411413 JIM will, notarize the chop for you at 4 later date,)

DATE

SIG4ATURE AND TITLE

0
z

itot J7115

Nemo edtltotts at

11111 loin may be used.,

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

1973.118451)1150 3.1

GPO eit.tete

a

HEW Regional Offices
Region

I (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, Vermont):
RKO General Building
Bulfinch Place
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 223-6397

Region

II (New Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands):
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10007
(212) 264-4633

Region III (Delaware, DC, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia):
Gateway Building
3535 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 597-4148

'Region

IV Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee): .
50 Seventh Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30323
(40f) 526-3312

Region

V Illinois, Indian
West Jack
hicago, IL
(312) 353-7742

Region

Minnesota, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin):
ulkvard
+.

VI (Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas):
1114 Commerq Street
Dallas TX 75202*"(14).749 -3301

Region VII (Iowa, Kansas, Miisourir Nebraska):
Twelve Grand Building

12th and Grand Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 374-2474

Region VIII (Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah,
Wyoming):
Federal Building
1961 Stout Building
Denver, CO 80202
(303)

182

19?

Region

IX (Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada):
Phelan Building
760 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 556-8586

Region

.

X (Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington):
Arcade Plaza Building
1321 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 442-0473

-

'U,S. DEPARTMENT OF
-HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Office for Civil Rights
Washington, DC 20201(202) 245-6700

1831

G. HEW September Title IX Guidelines
September 1975

TO:

Chief. State School Officers, Superintendents of Local Educational
Agencies-and College University Presidents

FROM:

Director, Office for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Elimination of Sex Discrimination in Athletic Programs

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and the Departmental Regulation (45 CFR Part 86) promulgated thereunder prohibit discrimination on the
basis of sex in the operation& most federally assisttd eduCation programs. The
regulation became,effective 431E July-21, 1975.

-

During the forty-five day period immediately following approval by the

PresiPent and publication on June 4, 1975,- concerns were raised about the immediate obligations of educational institutions to comply with certain sections
of the Departmental Regulation as they relate to athletic programs._ These con-

cerns, In part, focus on the application of the adjustment period provision
(46.41 (d)) to the various non-discrimination requirements, and additionally,
on how education institutions can carry out the self-evaluation requirement
(86.3(c)).

This memorandum provides guidance with respect to the major first year
responsibilities of an educational institution to ensure equal opportunity in the
operation of both its athletic activities and its athletic' scholarship programs.'
Practical experience derived from actual on-site compliance reviews and the
concomitant development of greater governmental expertise on the application
of the Regulation to athletic activities may, of course, result in further or revised guidance being issued in the future. Thus, as affected institutions proceed
to conform their programs with the Department's regulation, they and other
interested persons are encouraged to review carefully the operation of these
guidelines and to provide the Departrrient with the benefit of their views.
Basic Requirements

There are twiqy major substantive provisions of the regulation which define
the basic responsibility of educational institutions to provide equal opportunity
to members of both sexes interested in participating-in the athletics programsinstitutions offer.
Section 86.41 prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in the operation of
any interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or intramural'athletic program offered
by an educational institution. Section 86.37(c) se s forth requirements for ensuring equal opportunity in the provision of athletic scholarships.
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These sections apply to eacil segment of the athletic program of a federally
- assisted educational institution whether or not that segment is the subject -of direct financial support through the Department. Thus, the fact that a particular.

segment of an athletic program is supported by funds received from various
;', dater sources (such as student fees, general revenues, gate receipts, alumni do-

nations, booster clubs, and non-profit foundations) does not remove It from
the reach of the statute and hence of the regulatory requirements. However,
drill teams, cheerleaders and the like, which are covered more generally as extracurricular activities under section 86.31, -and instructional offerings such as
physical education and health classes, which are covered under. section 86.34,
14 are not a part of. the institutions "athletic pro' gram" within. the meaning of the
regulation.
Section 86.41 does not address the administrative structure(s) which are used

by educational institutions for athletic programs. Accordirigly, institutions are
not precluded from employing separate administrative structuresfor men's and
women's sports (if separate teams exist) or a unitary structure. However,Avhen
educational institutions evaluate whether they are in compliance with the pro-,
visions of the regulation relating to non-discrimination in employment, they
must carefully 9ssess the effects on emi96:yees of both sexes of current and any
icroposed administrative structure and related coaching assignments. Changes in
current .administrative structure(s) or coaching assignments which have a disproportionately adverse effect on the entplo,yment opportunities of employees
of one sex are prohibited by 'the regulation.
ns'

'''

Self - Evaluation and AdjustmenT'Periods

Section 86.3(c) generally requires that by July 21, 1976, educational institutions (1). carefully evalUate current policies and practices (including' those
' related to the OperatiOn of athletic prograrhs) in terms of compliance with those
provisions and (2) where such policies or practices are inconsistent with the
regulation, conform current policies and practices to the requirements of the.

Nulation.
An institution's evaluation of its athisrtic program must include. every area of
the program 'Covered-by the regulation. All sports are to be .included in this
overall assessment; whether they are contact or.non-contact sports..

With respect to athletic programs, section 86.41 (d) sets specific time limifqrmity,octf institutional policies and
l practices. with the requirements.
tilationup to one year for elementary schools and up to three y
1 other educational institutions.
Because of the integral relations
provision relating to athletic scholarships anil the prpv,ision relating to
operation of athletic m'ograms, the

"t.ttions on the attainment of total

r

adjustment periods for both are the same.

- The adjustment period is riot a waiting period. Institutions must begin now

to, take whatever steps, are necessary to ensure full compliance as quickly_ as
*% ,pos%ble. Schools may design an approach for achieving full compliance tailored
..
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to their own circumstances; however, self-evaluation, as reqUired by section
86.3 (c) is a ery important step for every institution to assure compliance with
the entire Titl IX regulation, as well as with the athletic provisions.
Required First Year Actions

School' districts, as well as%colleges and universities, are obligated to perform a self-evaluation of their. entire education program, including the athletics
prewar:a, prior to-July 21, c976, School districts which offer interscholastic or
intramural athletics at the elementary school level must immediately take significant steps`to accommodate the interests and abilities of elementary school
pupils of both sexes, inclutiling steps to eliminate obstacles to, compliance such
as inequities in., the provision of equipment, scheduling and the assignment of
coaches" and other supervisory personnel. As indicated earlier, school districts

must conform theirl'iotal athletic program at the elementary level to the requirements of section 86.41 no later than July 21, 1976.
In order to comply with the various requiremehts of the regulation addressed

to nondiscrimination in athletic programs, educational institutions operating
athletic programs above the elementary level should:

(1) Compare the requirements of the regulation addressed to nondiscrimination in athletic `programs and equal opportunity in the provision of
athletic scholarships with current policies and practices;
'
(2) Determine the interests of both sexes in the sports to be offered by the
institution and, where the sport is a contact sport or where participants
are selected on the basis of competition, also,determine the relative' abilities of memblers of each sex for each such sport offered, in order to decide whether to have single Sex teams or teams composed of both sexes.
(Abilities might be determined through try-outs or by relying upon the
knowledge of athletic teaching staff, administrators and athletic conference and league re r .sentativ.es.)

(3) Develop a plan to accommodate effectively the interests and abilities of
both sexes, whicli plA must be fully implemented as expeditiously as
possible and in no event later than July 21, 1978. Although the plan
need not be submitted to the Office for Civil Rights, institutions should

consider publicizing such plans so as to gain the assistance of students. faculty,' etc. in complying with them.
AsSessment of Interests and Abilities"
1

°In determining student interests and abilities as described in (2) above, ed4ucational institutions as part of the self-evaluation process should draw the
'tbroadest possible bNe of information. An effort should be made to obtain the
participation of all segments of the educationircomrhunity,affected by the athletics program, and anyreasondble method adopted Jy an institution to obtain
;'such participation will be acceptable.
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Separate Team

The second type of determination discussed in (2) above, relates to the manner in which a given sports activity is to be offered. Contact sports and, sports
for which teams are chosen by competition may be offered either separately or
on a unitary basis.
Contact sports are defined as football, basketball, boxing
rugby,
ice hockey and any other sport the purpose or major activity of-which involves
bodily contact. Such sports may be offered separately.,
If by opening a tear to both sexes in a 'contact sport in -educational itlstitutio.n, does not electively accommodate -the abilities of members of both
sexes (see 86.41(c) (.0), separate teams in",that sport will be required if. both
men and' women express interest in the ;port and the interests of both sexes are

Heil otherwiseaccommodated For example, an institution would not be effectively accommodating the interests and abilities of women if it. abqlished all
its women's teams and opened up its men's teams to women, but onlya..few
women were able to qualify for the Men's team.

Equal Opportunity

In the ,development of the total, athletic. progr'am referred to in (3) above,
educational institutions; in order to atcommodate effeitively the interests an
abilities 7/6, both sexes,, must ensure that Nem' opportEnity exists in both th
conduct of'athletic programs and the provision of iithletic scholarships.
Section 86.41(c) requires equal opportunity in athletic programsformen'andy,,
women. Specific factors which should be used by an educatiopal institutidn'r.
during its self-evaluative planning to determine whether equal opporninity exists in its, lan for its total athletic program are: ~
.

the nature and extent of the spoils programs to be offered (including the
levels of competition, such as varsity, club, etc.);
.the- provision of equipment and supplies;
,-the scheduling of games and practice time;
= -the provision of travel and per diem allowances;

.

.

the nature and extent of the opportunity to receive coaching and academic tutoring;
the assignment and compensation of coaches and tuts;
the provision of locker oom's; practice and competitive facilities;
the prtivision of medical and training facilities and services;
7-the provision of housing and dining facilities and services;
--the nature and extent of publicity.

Overall Objective

The point of the regulation is not tp be so inflexible as t8 require identical
-treatmht in each of the matters listecrunaiir section 86,41(c). During the 'process of self-e.valuation,institutions should examine all of the -athletic opportunities for men and women and make a determination as to whether each has an-
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equal opportunity to compete in athletics in a meaningful wa Y. The equal opopregulation addresses the totality of
in the re
portunity emphasis
emph
athletic program of the-institution rather than each
Educational institutions are not required te, duplicate their men's
men's prOgram
for women. The thrust of the effort should be on the contribution of each of
the categories to the overall 80a1 of equal opp
1..

on the details replautcetdottoeexapcehnd0,of the categories,
for sex identifiable sports Programs shpuld
Whil e' the impact

be carefully 'considered in de termining whether equal opportunity in athletics
exists for both sexes, equal aggregate.
regate expenditures for male and female teams
are not required. Rather, the n
pattern
of expenditures should not result in a dis
a
parate effect on opportunity. Recipient's must not discriminate on the basis of
sex in the provision of necessary equipment, supplies, facilities, and publicity
for sports programs The fact that differences in expenditures may occur be
cause of varying costs attributable to differences in equipment teq Uirements and
levels of spectator interest does not obviate in any way the responsibility of
.educational institutions to provide equal opportunity.
Athletic ScholarshiPs
discussed above, educaAs part of the self-evaluatio n and planningg process discus
tional institutions" must also ensure that equal opportunity exists tphpeopr truonvtitstieosn,
of athletic scholarships. Section 86,37(c) provides that "reasonablei

for athletic scholarships should be "in proportion to the number of students

.,

of each sex participating in interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics."
Following the apPthe arniochveorafilPermitting separate teams, section 86.37(c) of the
regulation permits
allocatiob of- athletic scholarships on the basis
of sex. No such separate treatment is permitted for non-athletic scholarships.
The thrust of the athletic scholarship section is the concept of reasonableness,
not strict proportionality in the allocatibn of scholarships. The degree of in
terest,and participation of male and female students in athletics is the critical
factor in determining whether the allocation' of athletic scholarships conforms
to the requirements of the regulatiorr.
Neither quotas nor fixed n
.rercentages of any type are .re quired under the
regulation. Rather, the istittition is required to take a reasonable approach
in its award of athletic
considering the participation and relative,
interests and athletic proficiency of its students of both sexes.
Institutions should assess whether Male and female athletes iin sports at corn
parable levels 0.1 cqmpetition are afforded approximately the same opportunities to obtain scholarships. lialIL sports offered or the levels of COMyvi.ere,que
petition' differ for male and female students, the institution should assess its
roduegtehrmlyinperowpohrretihoenrareovteoratlhleoPportunities to
athletic sChbla rship program
receive athletic scholarships are
of stu,
intercollegiate athletics.
dents of each !.:x partici° fir)
If an educational institution decides
decides not to rri5 ke an overall proportionate

allocation of athletic schola rships on the basis tif sex, and thus, decides to
'award such scholarships, by other means such as applying general standards to
188

applicants of both sexes, institutions should determine whether the standards
used to award scholarships are neutral, i.e. based on criteria which do not
inherently disadvantage members of either sex. There are a number of "neutral"
standards which might be used including financial need, athletic proficiency
orfrh combinption of both. For example, an institution may wish to award its
athletic scholarships to all applicants on the baSis of need after a determination
of a certain level of athletic proficiency. This would be permissible even if
it results in a pattern of award which differs from the relative levels of interests
or participation of men bond women students so long as the initial determindbon
of athletic prOficiency is based on neutral standards. However, if such standards are not neutral in substance or in application then different standards
would have to be developed and the .use of discriminatory standard discontinued. For example, when "ability" is used as a basis For scholarship award and
the range of ability iQ a particular sport, at the time, differs widely between the
sexes, separate norms must be developed for each sex:',
Availability of Assistance

We in the Office for Civil Rights will be pleased to clo everything possible
to assist school officials to meet their Title IX responsibilities. The names, addresses and telephone numbers of Regional Offices for Civil Rights can be
found in Appe ndix F.

PETER E. HOLMES

QCR INTERPRETATION OF THE TITL,E IX REGULATIONS AS IT
CONCERNS SE.X StPARATE DEPARTMENTS OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS'

ISSUE: May a recipient educational institution operate sex separate departmerits of physical education

athletics?

Several provisions eof the Title IX regulation must be considered in reaching

the ansWer to this issue. Section 83.34 of the regulation contains two substantive requirements specifically regarding physical education: (f) 'programs
and activities in physicfil education must' be open to all students without regard
to sex, although nonsex:based ability groupings within classes are permitted
(section 86.34(b), and (2) 'groupings by sex within classes are permitted when
the activity involved is a contact sport-(section 86.34(c)). In addition, section

86.55 of the rewilation prohibits classification of jobs as being kir males or
females. Therefore, consistent with the regulation, an institution may maintain
men's and women's physical education departments.if the physical education
program as a whole satisfies these provisions: Similarly, separate men's and
women's athletic departments may be operated provided the overall operation
of the institution's athletic program complies with section 86.41 of the regulation and its employment practices within these departments comply with section 86.55 as noted above.
Merger of previously men's 'and women's physiCal education departments
oo

.
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would corn ply with Tide IX provided decisionAkelating to the placement of employbes within the new structure are not based on sex (section 86.51(a) (2)).
In additidn, the regulatiOn precludes use of employment criteria which have a
d' roportionatel_y_adverse impact. on members of one sex unless the riteria
itshown to predict validly 'successful performance in the position and alternative criteria which do not result in such a disproportionately adverse effect
are Shown to be unavailablX(section 86.52).
.
OCR is concerned that department mergers may result in placement of the

adm istiators of former men's departments in positions of more stature or
pay 'n those to which adniinistrators of former women's departments art assig
although no demonstrated difference in qualifications may exist. This
co ern stems from current information we have received, which indicates that
in

erging previously separate'rnen'S and women's physical education depart -

mints, the resulting unitary d,epa tments are administered by mei) in a disproportio tely high number of ins ances.
Therefor institutions should giv special attention to-spy al requirements in
the regulation which, if disregarded/ could render the
er violative' of tlp

statute:

Li

%-

,

.

( 1 )Assignments of faculty and staff to and within the consolidated department may not be made in a discriminatory manner (section 86.51);
(2) Where pay scales and seniority or tenure scales must be adjusted, the
adjustments must be made in a nondiscriminatory manner (section 86.54/
and section 86.55); and

/

4,

.

(3) Opportunities for students in physical education may not 120 increased' it
reduced for men 'dr women in a way which. would discriminate oh the
basis of sex (section 86.34).

An educational Institution's evaluation of whether its physical education .6r
_ athletics program iS'in compliance with the regulatory requirements concerning
nondiscriminatory employrrient practiees should, imckicfe a careful assessment
of the effects on employegskf both sexes of 'the cusr'rent admini,s'trative structure
and of teaching and coaching assignments..The evaluation should also addr :s
the effects of any changes in structure or assignment that/are under consI eration.
rx
Title IX places on recipient institutions thc responsibility to assure t 1/at the
process of selecting those placed in positions of administrative resp nsibility does not discriminate on the basis of sex. Further, jf past discrimin ory praez r
tices of an institution have placed members of one sfixat a .dis di
pain -__
terms of acquiring the necessary experience and/or education
the
eligible ior selection or assignment to an adthinistrative post' n7 it i s rhe re

sreonsibility of the institution to provide Fiomptly the tr
and o
tunny for experience necessary to,.qualttlic these employees f9 such positions.
,

.,

ARTIN H. GERRY.
, Director ----e___06.

Office for Civil Rights
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H. National Coalition for Wqmen and Girls in
Education
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and Recreation;
Attn: Marjorie Blaufarb
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, 1)C20036
.

(202) 833-5553

' American Association of School Administrators (AMA)
Sex*Equality in Education Project
Attn: Lois Banda
1801 N. Moore Street
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 528'10,00

American Association of University. Professors (AAUP)
Committee W
Attn: Carol Polowy

One Dupont tircle, Suite 500
Washington, DC,20036
(202) 466-8050

,

American Association bf University WOmen (AAUW)
Attn: Ellen McGovern
2401 ViYginia Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20037 .
(202)' 785-7759

:AMerican,Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
Women's Rights PrOject
-

:Mtn: Kathleen Willert Peratis/Susan Ross.
, 22 East 40fh'Stceet
} New York, NY 10016
(212) 725-1222

American Couricil on Education (ACE)
Office of Women in Higher Education
Attn: Donna Shavlik/Emily Taylor
One Dupont Circle #831
Washingtqn: DC 20036
(202)833 -$692

AmericafePsycholo ical Association
.Committee onW,o en
Attn: Tena Cump' gs-t
_
4201 Cathedral Avenue, N.W.

tat.

t

Washington, 15C 20016
(202) 966-6929
-
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American Sociological AssocOation
Attn: Lucy W. Sells
1722 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 833-3410

Association for intercollegiate Athletics' for Women (MAW)
/kith: Margot Po livy/Joan Warrington
1532 16th Street, N.W.
Washington;DC 20036
(202) 265-1,807

Association of American Colleges
Project'on the Status and/Education of Women
Atth: Margaret Dunk le/Bernice Sandler
.1818 R Street, N.W.
.0123
Washington, DC ,1
(202) 387-1300 /

1

Center for Law and Social Policy
WomerV Rights Project
Attn: Lois Schiffer/Marcia Greenberger
1751 N Street, N.W:
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 872-0670-

on National Priorities and Resources
Bannon
1620 E
treet, N.W.
DC 20006
Washin

Co
Att

(202) 29

14

D.C. Commission on the Status of Women
Attn: Katherine Cole
3652 Warder Street, N.W.
Washington; DC 20010
(202) 291-7400

Education Commission of the States
Equal Rights for Women in Education Project
Attn: Paula Herzmark
Suite 300, 1860 Lincoln Street
Denver, CO 80203
'(303) 893-5200, X364

Federation of Organizations for Professional Women
Attn: Jane Aufenkamp/Julia Lear
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Room 1122
Washington, DC 20036
(202)'833 -1998

0

Intercollegiate Atsociation o( Women' Students
Attn: Margy Du Val, President
a.
% Dean Anderson
Susquehanna University
Selinsgrove, pA 17870'.L
(717) 374-8584

Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Attn: Cindy Brown
Suite 520
73S 15th Street, N.W.

'Washington, DC 2
(202) 628-6700

League of Women Voters of the
Attn: Judy Ndrrell
1730 M Street, N.W. Washington, DC 20036

States

(202) 296-1770; X247

National Astociation.(or Girls and WOmen in Sport (NAGWS)
Attn: Karen Johnson
1201 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, Dc 20016
(202) 833-5540 W.

National Association for Women Deans, Administrators and Counselors
Attn: Joan McCall
A.
1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 922

Washington, DC20036
(202) 659-9330

National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges
Attn: Sue Fratkin
One Dupont Circle
Suite 710
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 293-7120

National Council of Jewish Women
Attn: Olya Margolin
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. #924
Washington,
20036
(202) 296-2588

National Education Association (NEA)
Teacher Rights
Attn: Shirley McCune/Betty Sinowitz
1201 16th Street, N.W. #405
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 833-4225

,

*National Federation of Business and ProfesOonal Women's Clubs, Inc.
Attn: Judy Stafford
2012 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington,.' DC 20036
(202) 293-1100

National Foundation for Improvement of EctuCation
Resource.Center on Sex Roles in Education
Attn: Irene Chung/Martha Mattfiews,
1156 15th Street, N.W.
Suite 918
WaShingtoq, 15C 0005
(202) '8334126

National Manization for Women
Legislative Office

Attn:Peggy Slrout
1266 National Press Buildi
Washington, DC 20045
(202)347-2279

National Organization for Women
. National Coordinator of the Education Tas
Attn: Mary Ellen Verheyden-Hilliard
3747 Huntington Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 2.0015
(202) 483-4633

Naponal Student Association
S'Street, N.W. ,
Washington, DC 20008
(202), 265-9890

Attn: Clarissa Gilbert/Grace Mastalli
1638 17th Street, N.W. ///2
Washington, DC 20009
(2014-462-5556

Natiosnal Student Lobby
Attn: Jay Henderson
2000 P Street, N.W. #515
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 833-3116

National Urban League
Attn: Maudine Cooper,
425 13th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004

.

(202) 393-4332

a
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Natiqnal Women's,Political Cauctis
Attn: Jean Miller

6101 16th Street, N.W Apt..325
Washington, DC 20011

.

(202) 829-5574

Prbjfet on
lacaltotaights,(pEER)
Attn: flqily, ox/Clelia Steele
1029 Vermont Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 332-7337

Women's Equity Action League (WEAL)
tAttn: -Northa Raffel
610 Glenn.Road
Stare College, PA 16801
(814) 237-3462
Women's Equity Agtion League 0WEAL)

Attn: Carolyn Smith
621 South Carolina Avenue
Washington, DC 20003 ,
Attn: Carolyn Smith
(202) 638-4560 or (202) 727-3071
544-3174 (home) Is

Women's Legal Defeitse Fund
Attn: Judy Lichtman
1424 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202),232 -5293

Women's Lobby
Attn: Carol Burris
1345 G Street, S.E.
Washington, DC 20003
(202) 547-0044

(
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